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Preface of the Editors

It is always a great pleasure in today’s harsh economic environment to pub-
lish a book in which talented young researchers can show their knowledge 
and achievements. This volume also intends to be such a book.

Thanks to the “TÁMOP” project of Univeristy of Pécs, the reader may 
hold a book with full of students’ papers participating in “The territorial, 
historical and social dimensions of governance” Programme of the Inter-
disciplinary Doctoral School at the Faculty of Humanities, University of 
Pécs. Thereby, it allows the reader to get an insight into the everyday life 
of a research centre by showing its variegation. Studies in this volume are 
dealing with regional and international politics, minority issues, environ-
ment politics and the current developments of EU policies. This variation 
of different topics also shows how political science’s scope expanded over 
the past decades. Each and every study also indicates that our students are 
exceptionally prepared within their own fields of studies. This certainty 
gives us, lecturers and mentors, strength and faith to spend time on and 
invest energy into the support, and professional and scientific development 
of our talented students.

We wish the dear reader to use this book with pleasure and to further deepen 
his/her knowledge on the above mentioned topics.

Pécs, June 5, 2013

                              Dr. Ilona Pálné Kovács 
    Programme Leader, University Professor

                       Dr. László Kákai 
              Secretary, Habilitated Associate Professor
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Regionalism in Upper Silesia
The Concept of Autonomous Regions in Poland 

by Nóra Baranyai

Introduction
The decentralization of power, in particular, regionalization in the western 
and the eastern part of the old continent was brought about by both the 
European Union and processes of democratization, modernization and 
economic transformation. While in Western European states the structures 
built on state organization traditions and territorial units with regional 
identities were formed through centuries based on economic, political or 
ethnic considerations, in Eastern Europe the overdue feudalism resulted in 
the dominance of the central level instead of creating the culture of territo-
rial governance and management. As a result, regional identity remained 
immature, moreover, in the characteristically multinational states it was 
overwritten by national and ethnic identity (Illés, 2002) with regional sig-
nificance. In the initial phase of the transitional period the main objective 
in most Central and Eastern European states (CEECs) was the reinforce-
ment of the nation state and the establishment of political and economic 
stability, decentralization and regionalization, therefore, were not topical 
issues. Later the reforms were related to several dissaprovals by the govern-
ments and led to political debates among parties. Regional reform processes 
were formed by the lack of historical traditions and patterns of regional 
autonomy, the fear from the dissolution of the newly indepentent states’ 
unity (Yoder, 2003), which often resulted in hurried decentralization with 
the transformation of the institutional system and the regional structures. 
This stems from the fact that decentralization needs were recognised on 
the central level, and in this way territorial reforms were “top-down driven, 
motivated by modernization and very often intermingled with the hope of 
EU-accession” (Pálné, 2000: 80).
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The principles of the European Union and specifically that of the Struc-
tural Funds undoubtedly had a great impact on the administrative reforms of 
the transition countries. The principles of decentralization and subsidiarity, 
for instance, were indirectly conducted applied in such a way that indirectly 
drifted governments towards regionalization in the pre-accession states in 
Central and Eastern Europe as well as all in the Western European countries 
within the EU. The indirect influence of the EU appeared mainly in the 
need of designing the planning and statistical NUTS units, considered as the 
basis of development policy, which in many cases led to the transformation 
or realignment of the administrative system, thus a significant part of the 
countries harmonized their units with the administrative levels. If decen-
tralization is only motivated by the possibility to get access to and utilize the 
financial means of development of the EU, the newly designed institutional 
system potentially remains empty, and the central level is strengthened 
against the regional and local units, thus, a recentralization process begins. 
In CEECs this scenario was based on reality, since democratic traditions 
and the development of strong local government were incomplete, the redis-
tributive role in the relatively underdeveloped economies was closely tied to 
the central level, civil society was still weak and as long as society at large 
was not able to follow rapid changes, the samples of regional identity had 
not yet been formulated. 

Decentralization and the evolution of regions can be influenced by the 
processs of regionalization and regionalism, or their combination. Concern-
ing our study we have to make a distinction between top-down modernizing 
regionalism (regionalization) initiated by the central level and bottom-up 
regionalism, which is related to regional identity and—in several cases— 
ethnic or cultural issues.

Among the Visegrad (V4) countries Poland was the first to implement 
the administrative reform by breaking down the previous structures, which 
resulted in—as opposed to the other three V4 countries—deep and genuine 
decentralization. Despite deep top-down reforms there is still a need in 
Poland for further changes, which are connected with bottom-up regional-
ism. This study presents and analyzes the process of regionalism in Upper 
Silesia, the main objectives of the the Silesian Autonomy Movement (Ruch 
Autonomy Śląska, hereinafter referred to as RAŚ), the draft idea on creating 
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autonomous voivodeships and regionalized unitary state based on the 
results of political elections, the documents and draft laws of the movement. 
Finally, the paper offers an outline of possible consequences and solutions.

Regionalization and Regions in Poland 
Poland is a decentralized unitary state with a post-transition structure based 
on the Napoleonic model (Sturm–Dieringer, 2005). Due to historical experi-
ences the government in power unwillingly decentralized competencies to 
subnational units. As a result of the chaos and the dissension of the “Noble 
Republic”, afterward the loss of the independent statehood, the political 
leadership of the Second Republic and the Polish People’s Republic defined 
the limits of the autonomy of territorial units in order to keep the unity of the 
country. Only wary reforms were implemented, which resulted in dualistic 
structures with reduced competence and self-determination of mid-level 
units. Accordingly, the dichotomy of decentralization–recentralization was 
the determining element of the era, which was most significant—all over 
the Central and Eastern European region, in the Soviet sphere of influ-
ence—in the period of the system of “soviets” resting on the principle of 
democratic centralism. The administrative reform implemented in 1972-75 
was another example for the centralization of power over subnational units, 
which were already under governmental control. The aim of the reform 
was to break down the territorial autonomy through the abolishment of 
the county (powiat) level and the fragmentation of the voivodeships. The 
debates and the principles of power-sharing in the negotiation period before 
the transition were similar to the former approaches (unity of state versus 
efficiency) and adumbrated the long-disputed process of administrative 
reform after 1990. After the transition only the system of local governments 
was established (in 1990). Although there were already several concepts on 
the formation of territorial self-governments, the reform was delayed until 
1998, since the political parties could not agree upon a compromise on the 
number of territorial levels, the character and number of planned counties 
and voivodeships, together with the electoral system of subnational levels. 
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Map 1: The structure of voivodeships since 1999 

Source: http://www.adam.krynicki.net/lo/mapy/pol_1999.jpg

The preambulum of the accepted consitution in 1997 declared the 
principles of subsidiarity and decentralization, and after parliamentary 
debates, demonstrations and political veto concerning the reform processes, 
a three-level administral division—within this 16 voivodeships with dual 
structure—was formed which has been in force since 1st January 1999. With 
the established local governments the two-level-system remained, only the 
three laws1 accepted on 5th June 1998 created again the three-level-system 
and the institutional structure. In case of the voivodeships the new regions 
were mainly created by uniting former smaller units, but in some areas the 
previous regions were divided and annexed to different voivodeships. The 
1 Laws on the establishment of the self-governments in the county and regional level 

and the state administration in voivodeships.
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voivodeships, as the upper subnational administrative units are political 
regions but perform the administrative and planning-statistical features as 
well. Beside the political regions traditional and ethnic/linguistic–cultural 
territorial units can be found, which represent the base for Polish regional-
ism. The motivations, objectives and activities of the regional movements 
depend on the type of the region: demands for ethno-linguistic and cultural 
rights, higher degree of self-government or at times even autonomy. In this 
regard Silesia is a special area, because it can be mentioned as an ethnic/
linguistic–cultural and as a traditional region at the same time, therefore 
the regional aspirations can be interpreted along these characteristics 
(Jałowiecki, 1999).

The origins of regionalism – the short history of Upper Silesia
The Upper Silesian regional movement, the RAŚ principally would like 
to restore the former autonomy of the area, but recently the organization’s 
main goal is to create a regionalized unitary state in Poland, instead of the 
extant decentralized one. The proposed changes would have an effect not 
only on the functions of the voivodeships, but the regional structure as well, 
since both the movement’s implicit and explicit aim is to unify the territory 
of the historic Upper Silesia, namely the Silesia and Opole Voivodeships, 
or their particular areas, which supposedly would have an impact on the 
regional division of Poland. Silesia is one of the six historical regions in 
Poland (Koter–Kulesza, 2003) situated in the area encompassed by Kato-
wice, Zielona Góra, Görlitz and Opava. The western part within Silesia, 
Lower Silesia and the eastern part, together with Upper Silesia have been 
distinguished since the 15th century (Malloy 2005), whose historical devel-
opment were significantly different. After the inception of the Polish state 
Silesia as a specific border region often changed hands: the area belonged to 
the Czech crown, therefore, later to the Habsburg Monarchy, afterwards to 
Prussia and the Holy Roman Empire. After the final partition of Poland in 
1795 Silesia became a frontier of the three empires, then, between the world 
wars the western part belonged to Germany, while the newly established 
Czechoslovakia and Poland shared on the eastern part. The territory annexed 
to Poland was undoubtedly the most developed and most industralized part 
of the country and the economically and culturally distinct region, the 
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Silesian Voivodeship did not have to fit in the unitary state structure. The 
Polish government granted autonomy to the voivodeship, thus the region 
had its own parliament with legislative power and through the Treasury 
it could manage independently the certain segment of the local revenues 
(Szczepański–Śliz, 2012). Accordingly, the Silesian Voivodeship—which 
at that time meant Katowice and its wider area—could decide on the 
administrative structure and the Silesian Sejm had competence in creating 
laws on regional education, health, social services, infrastructure, transport 
and the police force. The autonomy in practice ended with the expansion of 
the Third Reich in 1939, however, legally only in 1945 was abolished by the 
National Council. Poland’s borders were redrawn after World War II, there-
fore, the remaining parts of Upper Silesia and a certain part of Lower Silesia 
were annexed to Poland. The administrative reform based on the principle 
of democratic centralism in 1950 enlarged the number of the voivodeships 
and instead of the former, fourteen regions and seventeen units were cre-
ated in Poland, two of them in Upper Silesia: the Opole and Katowice 
Voivodeship (Malloy, 2005), and these were fragmented further according 
to the reform in 1975. In the course of the administrative reform in 1998 the 
suggestion presented by the government contained the realignment of the 
extant 49 regional units into twelve large voivodeships (Wysocka, 1998), 
which would meant the integration of the Katowice, Opole, Bielsko-Biała 
and Częstochowa Voivodeships into an Upper-Silesian region (Kamusella, 
1999). The plan was issued contrary to the interests of the Opole Voivodeship 
with its large German minority, as well as the interests of the parliamentary 
opposition, hence finally the reform established sixteen voivodeships2 in 
Poland and in the territory of Upper Silesia it created two regions, the Opole 
and Silesian Voivodeship.

The experience of the Western European movements proved the cor-
respondence between economic development or even backwardness and 
regionalism, moreover ethno-regionalism. The main determining factors in 
the inception of an (ethno)regional movement are the border-land character 
and the economic condition varying negative or positive from the national 

2 To strike down the large cities losing their regional centre status and the demon-
strations against the planned reform the government established the category of 
“city with county rights”, which was granted to all the 49 former region centers. 
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average. In the case of Upper Silesia both the extraordinary development 
and the economic recession had impact on the formation of movements and 
the directions of their activities. Due to economy of the former Prussia and 
Holy Roman Empire Upper Silesia became one of the most developed and 
earliest industralized areas in Central Europe (Gorzelak, 1999; Lux, 2008). 
The economic strength of the region is based on heavy industry (coal mining, 
metallurgy). The area was suited to become the centre of socialist industrial 
development and to retain the leading role through the state-socialist period 
in Poland (Lux, 2008). After the transition Upper Silesia turned into a crisis 
area, but due to a successful reconstruction resting on the traditional, declin-
ing industries and reindustralization, namely the settling of new industries 
at the same time, the region has started to develop again.

Map 2: Silesia today

Source: http://www.tr62.de/maps/Silesia-2000.html
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Upper Silesian society at large believed in the creation of an independent 
nation state after World War I within which the population could freely use 
the certified German, Polish and Silesian languages as well. In the beginning 
of the interwar period, strong Polonization and—in the Silesia Province in 
Germany—Germanization processes appeared and many of the residents 
moved to the neighbouring country corresponding with their identities. The 
minorities and their culture were completely ignored in the state-socialist 
period, so the political, cultural and scientific dialogue about an Upper 
Silesian society could only begin after the transition. In the first years of 
the nineties due to the appearance of the organizations, Upper Silesia was 
rediscovered and the region moved towards institutionalization. To create 
a Silesian regional identity many other actions (e.g. festivals, competitions) 
were organized, and the importance of the Silesian language was strength-
ened again. The accentuation of multiculturalism, multi-nationalism and the 
“heroic industrial past” was the way for the region to find its position in 
Europe and to illustrate the discrepancy from the rest of Poland. The decen-
tralization implemented in the framework of the administrative reform in 
1998 frustrated the society of the region: since the Silesians had never had 
their own regional elites. Local political leaders always arrived from outside 
the region. Despite the decentralization processes the current administra-
tive system, especially the regional institutions were still regarded in Upper 
Silesia as agents of the state, which had no relationship with the region and 
local interests (Bialasiewicz, 2002). The population’s specific identity in the 
culturally and ethnically mixed region was formed by the regular boundary 
changes, the permanent “feeling strange” or occasionally the social-political 
stigma. After the transiton the Silesians expected the certification of their 
minority rights (Janicki, 2009), but this has still not taken place.

According to all these in the nineties along the strong Upper Silesia 
cultural identity, two unequivocally isolated trends appeared: one of them 
had the aim to continue the fight for certification of the Silesian nationality 
and language, the other’s goal was the restoration of the granted autonomy 
from 1920 (Wódz, 2010).
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The Movement for Autonomy of Silesia 
The RAŚ was established in 1990 in Rybnik. The activities of the organization 
extend to the territory of historical Silesia, which includes the current Silesian, 
Opole Voivodeships and the south part of the Lower Silesia Voivodeship as 
well. Although the goals and aims of RAŚ are not significantly different 
from the organization’s previous conceptions (Statut, 1990), regarding the 
tone and the activities, a “caesura” can be found around 2010 when the last 
regional and local elections were held. Because of the results of the national 
elections in 1991, the RAŚ could also obtain two mandates in the Sejm, but 
after the introduction of the five-percent threshold in 1993, the organization 
lost its parliamentary presence. To represent the interests of the Silesians, 
the movement tried to establish an alternative organization, the Union of 
the Population of the Silesian Nationality, which had the aim of reaching 
the recognition of Silesians, to develop national identity and to protect the 
language and culture in regional, local ethnic schools (Kamusella, 1999). 
The unsuccessful registration of the union motivated the RAŚ to find other 
possibilities. Between 1990 and 2010 the organization went on fighting for 
the restoration of the former autonomy, however, the geographical area of 
autonomy was not clear since the interwar region with special status existed 
within other boundaries and with modified ethnic content.

Although the RAŚ urged the expression of the Silesian identity during 
the 2002 and the 2011 census, the organization recognized that the esti-
mated number of Silesians (600,0003) could consitute only ten percent of 
the Upper Silesian population. This rate would not be sufficient to create an 
autonomous unit based on ethnical disparity. Accordingly, in 2010 the RAŚ 
replaced the formerly represented ethno-regional and nostalgic argument 

3 The study does not include the question of Silesian ethnicity and the activity of the 
organizations fighting for the certification of the Silesian nationality and language. 
Even so we must mention here that Poland is a quasi homogeneous nation state. 
By the census in 2002 the number of Silesians was about 173,000 (total popula-
tion 38,230,080), but in 2011—due to the changes of the method of the census—it 
was more than 800,000 (total population about 38,511,800). With these results the 
Silesians became the most populous minority group in the country, although The 
Regional Language, National and Ethnic Minorities Act (2005) does not identify 
them either as minorities, or as a regional group or language.
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with the idea of modernization and the deepening of decentralization in 
Poland.

Keeping a distance from the ethnic argumentation became visible under 
the leadership of the current president. Jerzy Gorzelik has shaken up the 
organization, built new elements (e.g. the annual “March for autonomy”) 
into its activities and unambiguously tries to create a movement with 
regional characters. The declaration on ethnic and linguistic issues now 
reads as follows: “The question of Silesian nationality does not belong to 
the most important goals of the RAŚ. The main goal is to create an autono-
mous Upper Silesia in Poland, a country made up of autonomous regions. 
The necessary conditions for achieving this aim are the development of 
the country’s democratization, the decentralization of decisions and 
finances and the authentic self-governance of the regions. To realize these 
aims constitutional and administrative changes are needed as well as the 
elimination of the dual structure composed by the voivode and the regional 
self-government in the voivodeships” (Szczepański–Śliz, 2012: 6). The 
momentum of the major change in the organization’s rhetoric was the local, 
county and regional elections held in 2010 which coincided with the 90th 
anniversary of adjudication of Silesian autonomy. During the campaign the 
RAŚ identified the goals that they wanted to achieve in the Silesian, Opole 
Voivodeship in the forthcoming years. 

The main goal of the organization was stated as to create a real regional 
representation beside the national parties, therefore to enhance regional 
issues and protect the interests of the area. The key elements of the cam-
paign focused on education, including regional education, culture and 
cultural heritage as well as infrastructure and public transport. Naturally, 
the question of autonomy played a leading role, however, instead of focus-
ing on its content the organization emphasized only the substantial features 
concerning self-governments. In terms of the twentieth anniversary of local 
governments the RAŚ hastened finishing the reform of the administra-
tive system, to reach its final stage, which will be the truly decentralized, 
regionalized state with autonomous regions. For the implementation of the 
new administration reform and the creation of the autonomous Upper Silesia 
the deadline was determined as they year 2020.
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Table 1: Results of RAŚ in the regional elections in 2010

Electorial district
Number of votes Average of valid votes
2006 2010 2006 2010

Bielski 1815 3570 0,87 1,58

Katowicki 15805 35264 7,69 15,96

Rybnicki 16778 32068 8,14 14,57

Gliwicki 11700 17719 5,93 8,7

Chorzowski 11139 29851 6,95 17,5

Częstochowski 662 1263 0,41 0,69

Sosniowiecki 1020 3046 0,48 1,37

Total 58919 122781 4,35 8,62

Source: Państwowa Komisja Wyborcza 2010

In the course of the regional elections the members of the RAŚ could 
run for mandates in each electoral district in the Silesian Voivodeship and 
the organization successfully nominated canditates for the mayoralty or for 
seats in the self-government in the county and local level as well. Based on 
the results of the regional elections in 2010 the support of the movement 
undoubtedly increased since the last elections, the votes for RAŚ more than 
doubled between 2006 and 2010. With the 8.62 percent of the valid votes the 
organization—contrary to the former elections—got representation in the 
regional self-government. The RAŚ obtained three seats in the central part 
of the voivodeship, namely in the Katowice, Chorzów and Rybnik electoral 
districts, while in the northern and southern areas, despite the increasing 
number of votes, the support of the movement only slightly developed. Due 
to this result the organization became the fourth strongest political group 
in the Silesian Voivodeship after the Civic Platform (PO), Law and Justice 
(PiS) and the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD), moreover in three electoral 
districts RAŚ overtook the leftist party. The political support of the orga-
nization was specifically high in those areas where the number of people 
declaring Silesian identity was also high, namely in the central part of the 
region, especially in Katowice and in the organization’s former seat, Rybnik. 
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The winner PO has governed the region together with its national coalition 
partner, the Polish Peasants’ Party (PSL) and with the RAŚ, furthermore, 
Gorzelik was elected to the five-member executive body of the region. The 
coalition agreement contains many fundamental elements represented by 
the RAŚ, such as the establishment of regional education, the strong protec-
tion and promotion of cultural heritage and the transparency of the activities 
of the self-government. The creation of a truly decentralized state is also 
included in the agreement.

Table 2: Results of RAŚ on the parliamentary (Senate) elections in 2011

Electorial district Number of 
votes

Average of 
valid votes

Rank (Number 
of comissions)

Opole Voivodeship
53. district, Opole 6 637  7,06 5 (7)

Silesian Voivodeship
70. district, Gliwice 25 037 14,93 3 (4)
73. district, Rybnik 26 303 21,92 3 (5)

74. district, Katowice 41 003 25,30 2 (6)
75. district, Katowice 34 527 32,35 2 (3)

78. district, Bielsko-Biała 14 203  6,78 4 (5)

Source: Państwowa Komisja Wyborcza 2011

In the course of the parlamentiary elections in 2011 RAŚ entered for 
mandates of the Senate as a so-called registered voter election committee. 
They nominated six candidates, one in the Opole, and five in the Silesian 
voivodeship. Although due to the divergent electoral districts the results of 
the two last elections are not comparable. It is clear that the political support 
of the RAŚ has increased significantly: the proportion of votes is 5-10 per-
cent higher than a year before in the Silesian Voivodeship. The number of 
votes has increased with 18,292, which means that the political base of the 
movement is still growing. Based on the results of Katowice and Rybnik 
electoral districts—although none of them resulted in mandates—RAŚ 
can be mentioned as an important political element of the future and it is 
imaginable that the movement will be able to get mandate(s) in the Senate in 
the next parliamentary term. Although the achieved 7 percent in the Opole 
Voivodeship is much lower than in the other region, the organization could 
not nominate candidates even to the regional elections before, this result can 
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be evaluated as a success. Probably the supporting base of RAŚ and other 
Silesian organizations will grow also in this region in the following years.

Revealing the background of the organization’s ideas the European 
Free Alliance can be referred to. The RAŚ is a full member (2003) of this 
umbrella organization, which unites progressive, nationalist, regionalist 
and autonomist parties in the European Union struggling for democratic 
rights and autonomy for different European regions and stateless nations, 
for deeper regionalization of member states (Riedel, 2006). By the demands 
going beyond the “regionalization” or “autonomy” framework and the 
recent Scottish and Catalan processes, the political-social judgement of 
activities and goals of the RAŚ in Poland, the fear from the secession plans 
seems to be understandable. The organization’s main goal now is to change 
the current state structure resting on the French model with a Spanish-based 
regionalized unitary model. Although the idea has strong economic and 
financial bases as well (management of regional and local tasks), regard-
ing the extent of Poland, the intensifying shape of regional identities, the 
adaptation of a Western European model can be successful. 

The important and innovative element of the idea is generalization: the 
RAŚ offers solution not only for Upper Silesia, but also for the rest of the 
country. To clarify the concept the organization prepared a draft amend-
ment of the existing constitution based on the most essential elements of 
the Spanish state system (cf. Giro-Szász, 2004; Domonkos, 2010). Because 
of the separatist accusations RAŚ firstly lays down in the amendment that 
“the bases of the Constitution is the indissoluble unity of the Republic 
of Poland (…) and (viz. the Constitution) recognizes and guarantees the 
regions the right for autonomy” (Project 2010b, Art.3.), which refers to 
the establishment of the regionalized country. The chapter on the territo-
rial organization of the state, especially on the autonomous voivodeships 
contains a different regulation than the operative Constitution. The draft 
complements the missed possibility in 1997 and ensures constitutional 
status for the districts and the autonomous voivodeships as well. The two 
lower levels create the territorial self-governments while the voivodeships 
become units with territorial autonomy. For maintaining the unity of the 
state and for preventing the separatist accusations the RAŚ tried to build 
such securities into the draft, which hamper closer cooperation between 
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the regional units. These are, on the one hand, the forbidding of the confed-
eration of regions concerning secession ambitions, on the other hand, the 
rigourous terms of collaboration. Along with the reorganization of the ter-
ritorial division of power the organization would reform the Senate as well: 
according to the solutions of the regionalised unitary and federal states the 
composition of the Senate would depend on the extent and the population of 
the given region and the members would be delegated. The competencies of 
the autonomous voivodeships are more widely defined than in the current 
Constitution, but—and that is the unique element in the proposition—the 
list of functions do not mean general commitments for each regions. By 
accepting the Spanish model, namely in the asymmetric decentralization 
(Wódz, 2010) the regions could themselves define the tasks listed in the 
constitution according to the capabilities, opportunities and interests of the 
given area. 

The RAŚ has also developed the draft statute for the autonomous 
voivodeship, which would regulate the region’s internal functioning. Both 
the planned regulations and the proposed regional insitutional system 
is based on the Catalan example (cf. Domonkos, 2010), although some 
elements follow the Polish tradition. The draft presents the institutional, 
administrative system and the symbols of the autonomous voivodeship in 
detail, however, the borders of the region—probably on purpose—are not 
determined. As the Statute points out: “Silesian Autonomous Voivodeship 
is created by counties connected with the region historically, culturally 
and economically” (Statut 2010, Art.3.), but this definition—because it is 
not concrete—can lead to misunderstanding. It is obvious that the ideas of 
the RAŚ overstep the existing administrative boundaries, a former draft of 
the statute (Gazeta Wyborcza 2010a) determined the western and eastern 
border of the future region, while in the current document, Opole is defined 
as a seat of the Administrative Court.

All from these concepts the union of the Silesian and Opole regions stands 
out. Although the idea of the integration of the two voivodeships raises 
several problems itself, it also questions the fate of the Częstochowa area, 
which has no historical or geographical links to Upper Silesia, and the RAŚ 
does not vindicate this territory at all. Despite many attempts this area—the 
former Częstochowa Voivodeship—could not successfully integrate into 
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the Silesian Voivodeship and the population is ready for joining the Holy 
Cross (Świętokrzyskie) Voivodeship (Kaczmarek, 2009). 

Nevertheless in the draft statute the regulation on the content of autonomy, 
the tasks of each organization, public policy, public ownership and property 
are elaborated and correspond to the draft Constitution. Based on the draft 
statute it can be definitely stated that the organization’s current projects are 
not unrealistic and the declaration of the strategy was preceded by a long 
planning process, in which RAŚ tried to summarize the demands and needs 
to be ready for adoption in 2019, at the definite hour for the constitutional 
amendment.

To achieve this goal a long-term schedule has been developed to inform 
both the country’s leading political forces and the society about the essential 
elements of the conception. As a first step, RAŚ declared the Polish 
Regions program, the revitalization of a former organization, the League 
of Regions, which joined the movements fighting for deeper regional pro-
cesses. RAŚ plans to organize a demonstration under the heading/motto 
“March of Regions” in 2015 in Warszaw, which will be hopefully followed 
by a referendum on constitutional amendments in 2019. The first step, the 
establishment of bottom-up regional movements in the voivodeships and 
historical regions seems to be successful since it has visible results. Beside 
the Unia Wielkopolan, established in 1990, there are now more organiza-
tions fighting for regional autonomy within their own voivodeships: some 
of them have legal status with statute and membership, but the most are 
still in chaotic stage and only has a Facebook-profile. Maybe at a later stage 
these quasi-organizations can become similar regional political forces, just 
like the RAŚ. The nationwide network will definitely exceed the current 
actions and civil mood. Supposedly the RAŚ exerts on the establishment 
of a national political party, which can create a real representative body of 
regions’ interests. If this scenario is viable and the organization wants to 
be ready for the national elections in 2015, the creation of a national base 
remains the main task.

Conclusions
The attempt to adapt Western European path in Poland can be theoretically 
successful, but the general Central and Eastern European belated develop-
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ment seems to be determining. It is doubtful that the regionalised or federal 
model comes true in Poland, which has no traditions of decentralised state 
organisation. The formation and strengthening of regional identities caused 
by regionalist–autonomist movements, the further processes of decision-
making, the financial aspects of decentralisation, and the organisational 
evolution of the European Union have equal impact on the achievement of 
these concepts. Since these are long processes, time seems to be the most 
decisive factor in terms of evaluation.
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Alternative Platforms of the 
European Parliament for the Representation of 

Interests in Minority Questions1

by Balázs Brucker

Introduction
In spite of the fact that Members of European Parliament (MEPs) organize 
themselves in different Transeuropean political (ideological) groups like 
in traditional national legislatures, the MEPs are also devoted to represent 
national and regional interests in the European Parliament. This is also true 
for the minority-related questions that have a particular relevance for the 
Member States.

In the European Parliament (EP) plenary sessions, parliamentary com-
mittees and parliamentary groups are considered by political science as 
the most important platforms of the representation of national and regional 
interests in minority-related issues.

Although it is evident that these three platforms play an important role 
in the representation of minority interests, we should mention two other 
forums as well: the first is the European Parliament Intergroup for Tradi-
tional Minorities, National Communities and Languages, while the second 
the Finno-Ugric Forum at the European Parliament.

My study intends to analyze the role of these different fora of the Euro-
pean Parliament in the representation of the interests of national (regional) 
minorities. I would like to give also a general definition of the term 
“intergroup” which remains a particularly neglected topic not only in the 
discourse of Hungarian2 but also in European political science.
1 Besides the references mentioned, this study is also founded on the information 

given by Csaba Tabajdi (MSZP – PES) and Kata Eplényi, assistant of Kinga Gál 
(FIDESZ – PPE). 

2 In Hungary, only Tibor Navracsics, Ágnes Tuka and Csaba Tabajdi mention in 
their books the existence of the EP intergroups.
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Theoretical framework
In fact, it is not possible to speak about a special EU minority protection 
system. The main reason of this fact is that minority-related questions are 
considered by the Member States as internal affair and for that reason they 
would not accept the interference of the European Union in such questions. 
However, until the beginning of the enlargement process in the Central and 
Eastern European region, the European Community—on the basis of the 
subsidiarity principle—avoided the treatment of minority questions (Csáky, 
2009: 277–278).

It was only gradually developed as the European Union has become 
active in this field. This is probably because of the failure of the different 
projects aimed at the creation of a political union (especially the Fouchet 
Plan in 1961), and also because of the political approach taken by the French 
President Charles De Gaulle who boycotted participation in Community 
institutions for a period of half a year with his “empty chair” policy because 
he did not agree with the proposal related to the introduction of the new 
decision-making system based on voting by majority. After these two 
regrettable events the Community tried to avoid all the politically sensitive 
questions. However, the question of the protection of minorities was and is 
still this kind of issue mainly for France which would not acknowledge the 
existence of national minorities in the Constitution.

Whereas, we should also mention that the Council of Europe promoting 
international cooperation between all European states in the areas of legal 
standards, human rights (minority-related questions included), democratic 
development, the rule of law and democratic cooperation has always played 
a considerable role in the protection of the national minorities of Europe3.

However, with the expansion of the European Community from an 
economic entity to a large political union, the minority issues have become 
more unavoidable matters. In this field, the biggest change came with the 
enlargement of the Community across Central and Eastern Europe. The 
Copenhagen Criteria (1993), which defined the membership conditions for 

3 The two most important documents related to the activity of the Council of Europe 
in the field of minority protection are the European Charter for Regional or Minor-
ity Languages (adopted in 1992) and the Framework Convention on the Protection 
of National Minorities (adopted in 1995).
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Central and Eastern European candidate countries (CEECs), has included 
the “respect for and the protection of minorities” (Copenhagen Criteria, 
2013). However, the European institutions took this access criterion in 
consideration only until the end of the negotiations and subsequently it was 
considered as the internal affair of the new Member State. These criteria 
were also the symbol of the application of double standards since many 
of the so-called “old” EU countries had become members (e.g.: France) 
without respecting the above-mentioned criteria.

In the context of the enlargement in 2004 and 2007 and taking also 
into account the future enlargement into the Balkans, the Treaty of Lisbon 
includes also the matter of the protection of minorities. 

The European Parliament was the first (and the most active) EU 
institution which faced initiatives in the field of minority rights. In 1981, 
the European Parliament was the first institution of the European Com-
munities to recognize the importance of minority-related issues. In this 
framework, the European Parliament adopted a resolution about minorities. 
Subsequently, until the enlargement of the EU of 2004, this institution had 
addressed issues on questions related to ethnic groups—mainly touching 
upon minority languages.

Besides the European Parliament, the Committee of Regions also played 
a decisive role in the protection of historic linguistic minorities. Since this 
consultative assembly, founded on the subsidiarity principle, involves also 
the delegates of historic linguistic regions (e.g.: Basque Country, Catalonia, 
Corse etc.), the representation of their interests was lifted on EU level.

The European Parliament as special area 
of the representation of political interest
The European Parliament is considered by political science as a forum of 
European interests. Article 30, Paragraph 1 of the Rules of Procedure of the 
European Parliament spells out that the “Members may form themselves into 
groups according to their political affinities”. In the European Parliament, 
the MEPs do not sit in national delegations but according to their political 
affiliation in European political groups. These political groups, called also 
as factions of European political parties, are generally formed by MEPs 
with similar political values. The two largest political groups—the Euro-
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pean People’s Party and the Party of European Socialists—determine the 
course of activities taken by the European Parliament. Since the European 
Commission, executive body of the European Union, does not form the 
government in traditional sense of a parliamentary system, the functioning 
of the European Parliament does not require a political opposition, but it is 
dominated by the grand coalition of the two biggest—above-mentioned—
parties. The MEPs have also a huge—not only theoretical—freedom during 
EP voting, and this means that they are not bound by the political group 
(party) discipline. The voting in the European Parliament is a complex 
question: in case of ideological issues, MEPs tend to vote according to 
their political affiliation4, while a special topic directly concerns national 
interests, in most of the cases, they try to represent national interests during 
the EP debates and votes5 (Bruxinfo).

As far as decision-making in the European Parliament is concerned, the 
process begins in the relevant committee (or subcommittee), which repre-
sents the technical side of lawmaking. In committee, each dossier is assigned 
to a rapporteur who is a specialist of the given question and is responsible 
for the elaboration of the project of resolution or report (draft resolution or 
draft report), steer the discussion in the responsible committee, presents 
the draft resolution to the plenary session and respond to the amendments 
proposed. Through the official and informal meetings, rapporteurs may 
considerably influence the outcome.

Before every plenary vote the political groups examine the reports drawn 
up by the parliamentary committees and table amendments to them. The 
position adopted by the political group is the result of a long discussion 
within the group. However, no MEP can be forced to vote in a particular 
way.

It is a standard practice for the larger political groups in the European 
Parliament to appoint shadow rapporteurs to follow reports in the most 
relevant issues and introduce amendments when the “official” rapporteur is 
from a rival political group. (Horváth, 2011: 180)

4 For example, during the debate about Hungarian Media Act of the second Orbán 
government, Hungarian MEPs of Fidesz and MSZP represented two different 
points of view. 

5 See the case of Beneš decrees (2007).
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The plenary session is the most important forum of decision-making in 
the European Parliament. The draft resolution or report elaborated by the 
relevant committee is submitted to the EP plenary session and is always 
subjected to debate before it is adopted. It is the occasion when MEPs can 
propose amendments in order to remove, reformulate, replace or develop 
the content of the text. This is also a particularly significant occasion when 
MEPs from the same country and/or from the same intergroup can share 
their position with the other MEPs and propose amendments.

Standing committees for minority questions
In the European Parliament, as by and large in any parliament, standing 
committees offer the ground for the policy debate of special issues. The 
committees vary in size from 24 to 76 MEPs. The MEPs participating in 
the work of standing committees meet, in general, twice a month to draw up 
and amend legislative proposals and reports to be presented to the plenary. 
The rapporteurs for a committee are supposed to present the view of the 
committee. Once the draft report is adopted in committee, it is submitted to 
the plenary session for final adoption. 

In most of the cases, standing committees can also set up subcommittees 
to treat special topics.

As a rule, each MEP is a member with full rights in at least one com-
mittee and participates as a substitute in at least one other committee. The 
substitutes are entitled to speak at committee meetings and, in case of 
absence of their respective political groups’ full member, to participate in 
the vote.

In the European Parliament, the Subcommittee on Human Rights of the 
Foreign Affairs Committee is responsible for the negotiation of the minority 
issues. According to the description of the Foreign Affairs Committee on 
the official website of the European Parliament the Committee is respon-
sible for “issues concerning human rights, the protection of minorities 
and the protection of democratic values in third countries. In this context 
the Committee is assisted by a subcommittee on human rights. Without 
prejudice to the relevant rules, members from other committees and bodies 
with responsibilities in this field shall be invited to attend the meetings of 
subcommittee”. The main responsibilities of the Subcommittee on Human 
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Rights are connected with issues concerning human rights, the protection of 
minorities and the promotion of democratic values in third countries.

The Subcommittee on Human Rights was reconstituted in 2004, after 
the accession of CEECs to the EU, and became an important European plat-
form for the defence of human rights. The main reason of its (re)constitution 
was not only the accession of this region characterised by important ethnic 
problems, but also the perspective of the future enlargement of the European 
Union to the Balkans. The discussion about the adoption of the planned EU 
Constitutional Treaty mentioning rights of minorities contributed also to the 
(re)constitution of this Subcommittee. 

The Subcommittee organizes hearings and discussions on human rights 
issues. The Members of the Subcommittee can adopt reports and resolutions, 
and in this way contribute to the international debate on subject related also 
to minority-related questions. One of the main objectives of the Subcom-
mittee is to react to human rights violation not only in the EU but also—and 
mainly—in the world.

The Annual Human Rights Report, which is a report about human 
rights—minority rights included—situation in the world is also elaborated by 
the Subcommittee. In the framework of the examination of the relations of the 
EU with other parts of the world, the latest report (2011) analyzes the situation 
of EU candidate countries and potential candidates (chapter 5.1), countries of 
the European Neighbourhood Policy (chapter 5.2), Russia and Central Asia 
(chapter 5.3), Africa (chapter 5.4), the Middle East and the Arabian Peninsula 
(chapter 5.5), Asia and Oceania (chapter 5.6) and the Americas (chapter 5.7) 
(Human Rights and Democracy in the World in 2011, 2012).

Traditional Minorities, National Communities
and Languages Intergroup
The Traditional Minorities, National Communities and Languages Inter-
group plays an important role in the representation of the minority interest. 
However, the Hungarian (and also the European) scientific literature tends 
to forget this important European forum.

For that reason, it is particularly important to give a short general intro-
duction about the main characteristics and functioning of the intergroups in 
general.
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European Parliament intergroups
The intergroups are groups of MEPs composed by actors from any political 
groups and any EU Member States who share an interest in a particular 
topic. The main objective of these intergroups is to hold informal exchange 
of view on particular subject and promote contact between their members 
and the civil society (Navracsics, 1998: 116).

The functioning of intergroups is subject of Rule 32, Chapter 4 of the 
Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament and also of the internal 
rules adopted by the Conference of Presidents6 on 19 December 1999 (last 
updated on 14 February 2008), which set out the conditions under which 
intergroups may be established.

In the framework of transparency, chairs of intergroups are required to 
declare any support the intergroup receives in cash, and the same criteria 
are applicable also to the members of intergroup. The declarations must be 
updated every year.

Intergroups can be established not only at the beginning of but also dur-
ing each parliamentary term. According to these regulations, MEPs are free 
to decide whether they would participate in the work of an intergroup. The 
members of an intergroup are free to settle their operating rules in accord-
ance with the above-mentioned regulations. One of the main characteristics 
of these groups is the fact that the members, in the majority of the cases, try 
to push into the background their political group identity and work espe-
cially on the realization of the policy target (Tuka, 2004: 153–155).

The frequency of the intergroups meeting is fixed by the operating rules 
of each integroup: some groups have meetings twice a year, some other have 
every month, while there are also groups which assemble every week. Most 
of the intergroups have a meeting in the official buildings of the European 
Parliament (in Brussels and/or in Strasbourg) but sometimes they organize 
meetings in external areas (restaurants etc.). The choice of these alternative 
places is symbolic because of the fact that the meetings are open to civil 
organizations, lobby groups and experts.

The intergroups use actively the instruments that the European Parlia-
ment provides for the MEPs participating in their activity. Intergroups may 
6 Conference of Presidents of the European Parliament consists of the President of 

the Parliament and the chairmen of the political groups.
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draw up draft decisions and submit written questions to the Council or the 
European Commission (Tuka, 2004: 155).

At present, there are 27 intergroups7 in the European Parliament. The 
activity of the intergroups may cover every field of civil society, such as the 
economy, politics, institutional questions, regional cooperation, fundamen-
tal rights, education, culture, public health, environment etc.

The first intergroup was the Urban Intergroup (Intergroup of Local and Rural 
MEPs) which was established in 1979. This intergroup is formed by MEPs who 
worked previously as mayor or member of local/regional governments.

One of the most active intergroups is the Welfare & Conservation of 
Animals Intergroup, which plays a relevant role in the fight against animal 
cruelty and also in the improvement of domestic animal health conditions.

The former Peace and Disarmament Intergroup, founded by pacifist 
MEPs, played an important role during the Gulf War (1991) in the condem-
nation of the violence.

The European Parliament Intergroup for the Traditional National
Minorities, National Communities and Languages Intergroup
The Traditional Minorities, National Communities and Languages Inter-
group is a forum of cooperation for political groups, European institutions 
(institutions of the EU and also the Council of Europe), and also non-
governmental organizations and minority representatives. 

The Intergroup was originally established in 19838, but until the 2004 
enlargement of the EU it served mainly as a cross-party interest group 

7  The 27 intergroups are the following: Sustainable Hunting, Biodiversity, Country-
side Activities and Forests; Ways of Saint James; Media; Urban; Public Services; 
Trade Union; Western Sahara; TIBET; Disability; Water; Traditional Minorities, 
National Communities and Languages; Mountains, Islands and Sparsely-Populated 
Regions; Baltic-Europe; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Rights; Social 
Economy; Seas and Coastal Areas; Sky and Space; Anti-racism & Diversity; Youth 
Issues; Family and the Right of the Child & Bioethics; Viticulture, Fruits and 
Vegetables, Tradition and nutrition of quality; Welfare & conservation of animals; 
SME “small and medium-sized enterprise”; Ageing and intergenerational solidar-
ity; Climate change, biodiversity and sustainable development; Extreme poverty 
and human rights; New media.

8 Since 1983, the Intergroup has been re-established at the beginning of each parlia-
mentary term.
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within the EP. In this period, the target of the Intergroup was limited to the 
exchange views in linguistic minority questions, particularly in minority 
linguistic education issues.

The new “generation” National Minority Intergroup with extended 
objectives was set up in 2004 to “give political representation to the interest 
of national and linguistic minority issues in Europe” (Gál–Hicks–Eplényi, 
2011: 6–7). The initiative of the foundation of this re-established intergroup 
was taken by Csaba Tabajdi (MSZP – Party of European Socialist [PES]), 
who was also the first chair of the Intergroup.

The name of the Integroup has also been modified several times. 
However, these changes in name have reflected also a change in attitude 
of the EP toward minority questions. The initial Intergroup for Minority 
Languages and Cultures became Intergroup for the Regional and Minority 
Languages in 1999, echoing the European Charter for Regional and Minor-
ity Languages and also the establishment of the Committee of Regions.

The re-established group’s name was changed to the group of Traditional 
National Minorities, Constitutional Regions and Regional Languages, mak-
ing a move into the area of national minority protection. The modified name 
reflected the consequences of the enlargement in 2004, after which the 
ethnic-related issues became more important within the EU (Gál–Hicks–
Eplényi, 2011: 11).

In 2009, at the beginning of the new parliamentary term, the Intergroup 
was reinstated under the name Traditional Minorities, National Communi-
ties and Languages Intergroup. Kinga Gál (FIDESZ – European People’s 
Party [EPP]) together with the Finnish Carl Haglund9 (Alliance of Liberal 
and Democrats for Europe [ALDE]) was elected to be Co-Chairs of the 
Intergroup (Gál–Hicks–Eplényi, 2011: 11–12). Since January 2012, the inter-
group has two new presidents: the Hungarian Csaba Tabajdi (MSZP – PES) 
who played a considerable role in the re-establishment of the intergroup 
after the accession of the CEECs and French (Corse) François Alfonsini 
(The Greens–European Free Alliance).

9 Carl Haglund was elected chairman of the Swedish People and named as Minister 
of Defence in June 2012 and he resigned from his position in the European Parlia-
ment.
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The 42 members of the intergroup represent five political groups 
(European People’s Party, Party of European Socialist, Alliance of Liberals 
and Democrats for Europe, European Conservatives and Reformists, The 
Greens–European Free Alliance), 14 countries (Hungary, Romania, Slova-
kia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Spain, United Kingdom, France, Lithuania, 
Poland, Italy, Germany, Finland and Malta)10 and more than 10 different 
national or linguistic minorities (Hungarian in Slovakia and in Romania, 
Corse, Breton, Catalan, Sardinian, South Tyrolean, Sudeten Germans, 
Basque, Scottish Gaelic [linguistic minority], Russian in Latvia).

The intergroup has 8 members from Hungary: Kinga Gál (FIDESZ – PPE), 
Kinga Göncz (MSZP – PES), Zita Gurmai (MSZP – PES), Edit Herczog 
(MSZP – PES), Ádám Kósa (FIDESZ – PPE), György Schöpflin (FIDESZ 
– PPE), László Surján (FIDESZ – PPE), Csaba Tabajdi (MSZP – PES). 

The intergroup has also five Hungarian Members from the neighbour-
ing countries: two from Slovakia, together with Csaba Sógor (Democratic 
Alliance of Hungarian in Romania – PPE), Gyula Winkler (Democratic 
Alliance of Hungarian in Romania – PPE) and László Tőkés (Hungarian 
National Council of Transylvania – PPE) from Romania. The intergroup 
has also one—non-Hungarian speaking—Romanian MEP: Renate Weber 
(ALDE).

Therefore, 14 members out of 42 are concerned by Hungarian minority-
related issues. For that reason, this question seems to be one of the most 
important questions of the intergroup.

There are also several European, international and civil organisations 
invited to the intergroup meetings, such as OSCE, European Commis-
sion, the Fundamental Rights Agency, as well as civil society as such, and 
research institutions working in the field.

The European Parliament Intergroup for Traditional Minorities, National 
Communities and Languages acts to promote awareness of national and lin-
guistic minority issues in Europe. This intergroup serves as an open forum 
for exchanging ideas and views on the political, linguistic, cultural situation 
and future of traditional minorities, national communities and languages 
(European Parliament national minority, 2010).

10 All these countries—except for Malta—are particularly affected by ethnic questions.
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The intergroup acts in four fields:
1. the promotion of the rights and situation of traditional national minori-

ties,
2. the promotion of regional and local languages,
3. the studying and the distribution of best practices concerning the differ-

ent form of European autonomies,
4. higher education in minority languages (Intergroup concept, 2006).

The aim of the intergroup is to develop strategies towards improving 
protection of minorities on the community level, exchanging ideas and 
viewpoints over the situation and future of traditional national minorities, 
facilitating development of legislations, policies and practice in compliance 
with traditional national minorities and respect for minority rights, defend-
ing the political, cultural and linguistic diversity in Europe. The intergroup 
serves also as a forum of cooperation and coordination for political forces 
devoted to help minority communities (Intergroup concept, 2006).

To fulfil its mission, the intergroup holds regular meetings in order 
to discuss current issues regarding minorities, develop cooperation with 
specialized institutions working in the field, of minority rights NGOs 
and independent experts, and cooperate also actively with the Council 
of Europe, with particular regard to its Parliamentary Assembly. The 
Intergroup organizes also meetings with the commissioner(s) involved in 
minority questions11.

The lobby potential of this intergroup is important. This is mainly because 
the intergroup has several influential members who had gained experiences 
in other EU or international organizations. One other important point is that 
several members of the intergroup, for example Kinga Gál, former president 
of the National Minorities Intergroup, are members of the Subcommittee on 
Human Rights, which plays an important role in the drafting of minority-
related opinion and reports.

11 From 2009, this person is the European Commissioner for Education, Culture, 
Multilingualism and Youth. However, from 2007 until 2009 this field was divided 
between two commissioners: Ján Figel was responsible for Education and Culture, 
while the new commissioner from Romania, Leonard Orban for Multilingualism. 
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The establishment of common positions in the intergroup is preceded 
by long negotiations with experts. The members of the intergroup try to 
represent this common position during their respective political group 
meeting and also during Standing Committees meetings and persuade the 
other MEPs of the intergroup position (Tabajdi, 2009: 317).

In many instances, members of the National Minority Intergroup intro-
duce joint opinion to the plenary session.

The voluntary participation of the MEPs in the work of the intergroup 
can lead to situations in which—for example—the Spanish (Catalan) mem-
bers of the intergroup, represented only by members of the liberal political 
group, shall cooperate with the intergroup members of other nations. It 
means that Spanish (Catalan) MEPs may ask—for example—their Hungar-
ian colleagues from the European People’s Party or the Party of European 
Socialists to try to convince the members of their respective political group 
of the Catalan position. This example may illustrate the importance of 
the cross-country cooperation between MEPs which is also particularly 
characteristic for the activity of EP parliamentary groups. In other case the 
Hungarian MEPs must be able to rely, of course, on the support of their 
Spanish colleagues.

The intergroup may also issue documents: joint statements (documents 
expressing the opinion of the intergroup on various subjects), reports, policy 
papers (short policy-oriented analysis for decision makers) and workshop 
papers (more detailed scientific analysis) (Intergroup concept, 2006). These 
documents are sent to the different institutions of the EU and also to the 
decision makers of the governments concerned. Although these documents 
are non-binding, they play a particularly important role in the representation 
of interests by raising awareness of ethnic-related issues (Tabajdi, 2009: 331).
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The Finno-Ugric Forum of the European Parliament12

The Finno-Ugric Forum at the European Parliament was an informal 
cooperation13 composed by Hungarian14, Finnish and Estonian MEPs irre-
spectively of the political/ideological affiliation of each MEP15. However, 
we should mention that this is not the only completely informal cooperation 
in the European Parliament: the cooperation between the MEPs of a given 
nation (e.g.: Forum of the Hungarian MEPs16) are also covered within this 
“informal” category, but while the former is a cross-country cooperation, 
the latter is a national collaboration.

The forum was functioning during the 2004–2009 parliamentary term 
and was not re-established for the 2009–2014 parliamentary term. The 
initiative of the foundation of this forum was taken by the Socialist MEP, 
Csaba Tabajdi in December 2004, and the forum was chaired by himself.

The Finno-Ugric Forum served as a platform to exchange views, identify 
mutual interests, find common positions and contribute to the mutual rep-
resentation of national interests. Its informal character was emphasized by 
the fact that the Finno-Ugric Forum took usually its meetings in a restaurant 
in Strasbourg or in Brussels. These meetings were open to the specialists of 
12 Although the Finno-Ugric Forum was not re-established for the current parlia-

mentary term, it is important to treat this platform as well, because it played 
and important role in the representation of national interests and – according to 
response of the former president, Csaba Tabajdi sent by e-mail, it would be really 
useful to re-establish this forum in 2014.

 Some of the information in this chapter was given to me through e-mail by its 
former president, Csaba Tabajdi.

13 The existence of the forum is not officially recognized by the European Parliament 
and, in contrast with the National Minorities Intergroup, its functioning is not 
regulated by any official EU document.

14 The Hungarian “section” of the Finno-Ugric Forum includes also Hungarian MEPs 
from Slovakia and Romania. So, the forum is currently made up of the MEPs of 
five Member States.

15 However, because of official “binding” meetings of the EP, there is only in some 
very rare cases that all the Hungarian, Finnish and Estonian MEPs can partici-
pate in the meetings: in most of the cases, they assist on these informal meetings 
according to the topic of the agenda of the meeting and their speciality or interest. 

16 The Hungarian is a special case: the Forum of the Hungarian MEPs includes not 
only the 22 Hungarian MEPs from Hungary, but also the Hungarian MEPs of the 
neighbouring countries. Consequently, it should be considered as a cross-country 
cooperation.
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a particular question, academicians or delegates of civil organizations etc. 
(Tabajdi–Korányi, 2005: 13).

The Finno-Ugric Forum served as a mutual consultation forum for 
Finno-Ugric people. Although the main activities of the Finno-Ugric Forum 
concerned ethnic-related questions, the platform discussed also a lot of other 
topics (the economy, culture, education, agriculture etc.)17. In the framework 
of these non minority related activities, the Forum studied the best practices 
from other nations. In this field, the studying of the Finnish economic 
development experiences was of particular importance. Another relevant 
example was in 2007 when Estonian MEPs asked for the convocation of 
the Finno-Ugric Forum because of a minority-related conflict between the 
Estonian and Russian governments, which had also an important economic 
consequence. The issue was the following: the Estonian government planned 
to relocate the Soviet monument dedicated to the liberators of Tallinn from 
the centre of the Estonian capital to a military cemetery a few kilometres 
away and in reaction, the Russian authorities stopped their oil transport.18 
The forum formed a common position in this topic and submitted it to the 
plenary assembly (EP resolution on Estonia, 2007).

The Finno-Ugric Forum debated minority-related questions of Finno-
Ugric language-speaking nations inside and also outside the European 
Union. This forum played a determining role in the protection of the minor-
ity rights of Hungarians living in neighbouring countries. It is particularly 
important that in many times “outsiders” (Finnish and Estonian politicians) 
could take political action in the representation of Hungarian minority-
related interests. 

The lobby potential of the forum should not be underestimated. The 
members of the forum could participate in the elaboration of joint motion 
for resolution which was consequently submitted to the plenary session of 
the European Parliament. They could also adopt non-binding action plans 
and send them directly to the EU institutions and also to the decision makers 
of the interested countries. Given the informal character of the forum, the 
MEPs participating in the Finno-Ugric Forum always introduced motions 

17 Information given by Csaba Tabajdi.
18 Interview with Ágnes Tuka, associate professor of the University of Pécs, who 

participated in the Finno-Ugric Forum meeting in 2007.
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for resolution not as members of the forum but as a joint motion of individual 
MEPs.

Several members of the Finno-Ugric Forum were also members of the 
National Minority Intergroup and/or of the Subcommittee on Human Rights. 

In some cases, mainly in ethnic-related topics, there was significant 
overlap between the activity of the National Minority Intergroup and the 
Finno-Ugric Forum, and the fields of activity could not be clearly separated. 
Maybe it could be the main reason that the Finno-Ugric Forum was not 
re-founded in spite of the initiative of Csaba Tabajdi.

The Mari’s case19

The Mari are a Finno-Ugric ethnic group, who have traditionally lived the 
Volga and Kama rivers in Russia. Almost half of the Mari population lives 
today in the Mari El Republic, in Russia. Since the fall of the Soviet Union 
the Mari people have been undergoing forced Russification and cultural 
suppression. The Mari population lives under fear of violence, legal perse-
cution and intimidation. The Finno-Ugric Maris have to face discrimination 
and attacks against them. Journalists and correspondents of non-state mass 
media have been continuously and frequently assaulted and intimidated 
in Mari El. Opposition newspapers cannot be printed in the territory of 
the Mari El Republic. The Mari minority faces considerable difficulties in 
obtaining education in their native language since there is no secondary or 
higher education in Mari, and the publication of Mari textbooks has been 
severely limited in the past years (Intergroup for the Traditional National 
Minorities–Minutes, 10 March 2005).

On 26 April 2005, the Finno-Ugric Forum organized an open debate for 
the Finno-Ugric MEPs of the European Parliament. The “Action Plan of 
the Members of the European Parliament for the Finno-Ugric Minorities 
in Russia” urged the EU institutions, especially the Commission and 
the Council to ask the Russian government to improve the situation of 
the Finno-Ugric minorities by financial and administrative reforms. 

19 In my study, I have tried to choose an example which was debated by the Tradi-
tional National Minorities, National Communities and Languages Intergroup and 
also by the Finno-Ugric Forum.
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The Action Plan required the EP Committee of Foreign Affairs and 
its Subcommittee on Human Rights to include the problems faced by 
Finno-Ugric minorities in all resolution dealing with Russia and with 
human rights in general and required also members of the Committees 
on Culture and Budget to call for allocation of appropriate resources for 
cultural and youth exchange with Finno-Ugric minorities for provid-
ing them information on the international agreements on human rights 
(Action Plan Finno-Ugric Minorities, 2005).

On 10 March 2005, the National Minority Intergroup debated over the 
situation of Finno-Ugric minorities living in Russia. During the meeting 
the Members of the National Minorities Intergroup suggested to write “a 
letter to the Council of Europe, and to the OSCE, and to raise the issue 
in the Subcommittee for Human Rights of the EP and in the EU-Russia 
Parliamentary Cooperation Committee”. According to the minutes, the 
Intergroup agreed to support the drafting of a resolution and to table it on 
the plenary session. The intergroup members also committed themselves 
to raise the attention of the decision makers and the public opinion to 
the matter of the Mari people (Intergroup for the Traditional National 
Minorities–Minutes, 10 March 2005).

On 11 May 2005, the plenary assembly of the European Parliament 
adopted the European Parliament resolution on Mari El. The joint motion 
for resolution was drafted and introduced mainly by the members of the 
National Minorities Intergroup and the Finno-Ugric Forum. This docu-
ment adopted the main points of the Finno-Ugric Forum action plan and 
the draft resolution of the National Minorities Intergroup. The resolution 
called on “the Government of Mari El to immediately stop political 
retribution and intimidation directed at dissenting public servants, and 
refrain from undue political interference in the affairs of educational 
and cultural institutions”, called also on the local and federal authori-
ties to respect their obligations under international law, “with particular 
emphasis on providing quality education in people’s native language at 
all levels” (EP resolution on Mari El, 2005).
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The role of these alternative platforms seems more important if we con-
sider that the Council of Europe, which is considered as the most important 
forum of the representation of national interest, in 2005 was not able to treat 
the Mari’s case because of the resistance of Russia (Index, 2005). However, 
in 2006, the Council of Europe managed to adopt a recommendation con-
cerning the Finno-Ugric population living in Russia, in which the Council 
establishes the deterioration of the legal situation of the minorities in Russia 
(Varga, 2010).

Conclusions and perspectives
The alternative platforms of the European Parliament can only make use 
of non-binding instruments, they play a particularly important role in the 
representation and protection of minority interests by drawing attention of 
the decision makers and also the publics at large to ethnic-related issues. It 
is therefore a top priority for European (and especially Hungarian national) 
politicians and public opinion leaders to be aware of their existence and 
activity.

The National Minority Intergroup and the Finno-Ugric Forum continue 
to play an important role in the representation of minority interests. In 2013, 
the principal aim of these platforms covers the creation of a European system 
for the effective protection of these minorities, regions and languages. The 
purpose of the Hungarian socialist MEP, Csaba Tabajdi, former president 
of the National Minorities Intergroup and current president of the Finno-
Ugric Forum is to collect one million signatures from around EU Member 
States, because in this case the European Commission will be called upon to 
prepare legal framework of the above-mentioned European system. Accord-
ing to Tabajdi, the final text for the initiative must be prepared in the first 
half of 2013. The Hungarian EP lawmaker emphasized that “the initiative 
must be based on the principles of prohibiting discrimination, ensuring 
equal language and education rights [and] the protection of linguistic and 
cultural diversity” (Politics.hu, 2013).

If this European system could be established, it would be the most 
important and tangible result of the activity of the informal/semi-formal 
platforms of the EP.
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Central European Water Services in Transition 
– The Case of Poland

by Małgorzata Kantor and Norbert Horváth 

Introduction
The devolution of the state in terms of public administration and the 
empowerment of local governments, as democratically elected authorities 
over public services1 was impossible behind the Iron Curtain until the 1990s 
due to the subordination of the socialist ideology. The false image of the 
common good among citizens created by the quasi welfare state bent com-
munity needs towards the deprivation of participation. After the change of 
the political systems and environment, the transformation of bureaucracies 
and the expansion of the New Public Management has not seem to be just a 
catch up process after a few years’ drawback. In the transitional phase, the 
new institutional framework, the assignment of the new owners of the utility 
assets and the division of responsibilities all meant a step-by-step process. 
What earlier studies have pointed out (Drechsler–Verheijen, 2009), due to the 
inherited practices of service management peculiarities under state social-
ism, the new public management reform wave (as the next step)—urged by 
both the IMF and the World Bank—in the Central and Eastern European 
region has not been implemented completely. By the first step the region’s 
governments initiated the process of decentralization by transferring the 
ownership of assets and responsibilities. Then, they introduced laws on tar-
iffs and private sector involvement letting the municipalities face with the 
worsening state of assets, declining government subsidies and insufficient 
tariffs. Decentralization, on the one hand, was followed by the subsidiarity 
principle and involved proportional transfers of fiscal resources and powers 
to ensure continued quality, coverage, and sustainability of service delivery. 
On the other hand, the reorganization of administrative scales created a 

1 Moreover the marketisation of the public services.
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spatially fragmented image in structure and a very diverse setting in the 
functionality of the region’s public service systems. Mainly these structural 
changes made the water sector so difficult to face with the more and more 
pressing challenges of future expectations in development and also to catch 
up with the European Union’s strict requirements2 of service efficiency. 
With the so-called “Europeanization” of the ex-communist-bloc those 
targets (mainly aimed at efficiency issues) came closer, which had previ-
ously (in the process of the consolidation after transition) been raised. The 
three E (Economy, Ethics, Environment) principle outlined by the European 
Community made these states dependent on a development path of service 
management of short-term effectiveness and long-term service sustainabili-
ty.3 The recent stage of this development process is not satisfying. None of 
the accession countries can fully comply with the EU target system required 
for service quality and efficiency. The development that began with the 
change of the political system is not over yet. The transition, which is mainly 
interpreted in this context as the democratization, liberalization and evolu-
tion of their institutional frameworks, the previously mentioned cohesion 
issues of the “Europeanization” process, and the ongoing escalation and 
distortion of the convergence to EU standards are the identified steps of the 
development. Moreover, another effecting dimension opened: the continu-
ous political shifts in the governance over public policies. With the changes 
in attitude and motives of the governing elites, their perceived influence 
over the organization of public bodies and policies of management had been 
transformed time-by-time.

This article focuses on the status of a restructuring water sector in Poland. 
The aim of the paper is to show the most significant sector-related peculiari-
ties from the perspective of a changing public policy, as well as to provide 
a material basis for further comparison of the regions of the four states of 

2 European Union’s Water Framework Directive (Directive 2000/60/EU) requires 
member states to implement a wide-ranging set of reforms to achieve sustainable 
water management, including the full-cost pricing.

3 Economy: mainly depends on the full cost recovery in water tariffs paid by users, 
efficient economic policy. Ethics: this concept also based on particular elements of 
good governance like transparency and wide user involvement by developed public 
participation. Environment: protect and ensure the quality and quantity of natural 
resources for further generations.
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the Visegrad Cooperation.4 It is mainly based upon individual research, data 
analysis and the review of earlier approaches in the field. In the very begin-
ning, we would like to clarify the methodological difficulties. Reviewing the 
processes of restructuring in Poland is a challenging research task. There 
are relatively few academic studies or articles connected to the processes of 
transition in water services. There are also relatively few statistical sources 
available through web-based and/or library searches. Rapid change in the 
Polish public sector—one that formerly was part of a communist system—
means that it is difficult to provide up-to-date and reliable information.5 
The first major section of this article summarizes the decentralization of 
administration, financial management and market devolution of water 
service utilities. Emphasis is laid on decentralization as a principle and the 
reorganization process with the aim of giving an overview of the essential 
relations between water services and local governance. On the one hand, we 
attempt to collect the answers to the given questions: as a process, what kind 
of difficulties came up connected with the new order, which was branched 
out from the “new phenomena” of the so-called democratization process? 
On the other hand, in the case of Poland we intend to clarify what kind of 
barriers should be removed in order to the commercialization and private 
investment involvement on the sector. In the second section of the article 
we will focus on the challenges of the ongoing processes of both the supply 
and demand sides of the market from the early 1990s through the country’s 
EU accession until today. There have been several new difficulties having 
appeared after the early years of regime change. We will highlight the mat-
ter of “public utility scissors”6, and the so-connected case of the coverage of 
the expenses of the “utility improvements vs. fees and price”. Our aims with 

4 Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary. The paper is a short particular 
lead to the co-author’s (N. Horvath) Ph.D. thesis entitled: Good Governance in 
Restructuring Water and Waste Water Services in Visegrad States.

5 Also the Central Statistical Office of Poland does not differentiate budgetary enter-
prises by sector or function, it is extremely difficult to estimate what percentage of 
local government spending or, for that matter, local government budget subsidies 
go to the water and sewage sector, as opposed to other public utilities.

6 The public utility scissors in this case described as the public usage differences 
between water service sub-sectors, namely the water- and sewerage utilities. Usually 
the indicators are the theory are the consumption or connection to the utility networks.
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basic statistical exploration and findings are that those cornerstones can be 
introduced, which are able to shape out a Central European type of model in 
further analyses. The further development of the water services sector can 
only be made by utilising an interdisciplinary approach, as it needs a group 
of legal, economic, ecological and social interests to be taken into account. 
The interests of political science in this field are about further investiga-
tion on the chances for regionalization across young democracies and to 
discover the issue-specific backbones of local governance and development. 
Moreover, it is an important field to identify indicators of good governance 
and make comparison with other Visegrad states.

Decentralization of Governance in Poland – 
Focusing on Water and Waste-water Service 
After the transition there was a strong democratic need across Central-
Eastern European states to organize the public services at the closest level 
to the individual citizen. The European practice in administration began to 
evolve in the region after 1989-90: decisions over the water and wastewater 
sector became mainly local or regional responsibilities. The following para-
graphs will focus on the decentralization in governance, in particular, in 
the domains of public and water services. Over the evolution and theoretical 
development of governance systems, decentralized governance was men-
tioned as a toolkit of opportunities for human development by rearranging 
the relationship between the state and its dissociated sub-levels, as well as 
public, private or non-governmental, civic stakeholders, participants, bodies 
and the society itself (Pálné, 2009). This reform process all across the former 
communist bloc, as much as in Poland could shape several elements and steps 
of the development. Avoiding the “hen-and-egg” type of debate about the 
starting-point of the so complex history of regime change in the public sector, 
we prefer to follow a more objective summary of the process from the dif-
ferent angles of several key elements. In the field of public administration, 
transforming the decision-making authority to local level had started in 
March 1990 with the adoption of the Act on Local Self-Government7, which 

7 Ustawa z dnia 8 marca 1990 r. o samorza˛dzie gminnym, Dz. U. 1990, nr. 16, poz. 
95 (Law on Gminas of March 8, 1990)
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marked the gmina8 (municipal level) as the new responsible authority for 
water supply and sanitation connected to public services.9 The organization 
of the utilities was more likely managed in a deconcentrated system (based 
on county level), with the lack of autonomy from the central state itself before 
1989. The rearrangement of resource allocation was negotiated between 
the local and central levels in the transformation states. This depended on 
several factors including a special focus on equity or availability of central 
and local resources and local fiscal management capacity. 
• As a result of decentralization, local authorities have wider competences 

over greater-scaled resources and have a better ability to meet the needs 
of the society at large. With this process, public satisfaction and trust can 
increase with the more personal—(local) compared to the more rigid and 
directive (central)—governance environment. 

Table 1. Connections of households to water-line and sewerage systems 
in 1985 and 1995 in Poland

Connections leading to residential buildings in thousands 
(municipal ownership) 1985 1995

Water-line system 1,531.5 2,823.7
Sewerage system 511.7 730.9

The theory can be recognized in practice with the increasing choice 
in service provision under municipality authority, compared to central 
government authority (see: Table 1). This increase does not lead us to 
the explanation of the increasing quality of the service, but represents a 
public response to a shift in the reorganization of the framework of public 
administration we will discuss later. Moreover, it has not been a unique 
tendency, as the trends and changes proved to be very similar in other 
post-communist European states: although the connections of households 
to the water-supply networks were maximized after the reorganization of 
public administration, household consumption trends fell continuously10 

8 Gmina: the smallest administrative unit in Poland. There are about 2500 gminas. 
They were formed into self-governing bodies in 1990.

9 The water utilities as obligatory functions of the municipalities.
10 Due to changes in consumption patterns (technological development of household 

appplicances, tariff increase), decline in industrial sector activity.
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(Barcztak, 2009). These trends shrank the policy instruments to follow 
up a complete transformation of the sector.11

Table 2. Organizational scales of water and wastewater utilities in V4 states in the 1990s

Poland Czech 
Republic Slovakia Hungary

Level of governance
Gminas 

(municipal)

Local 
municipali-

ties

Local gov-
ernments/

central 
government

Local 
municipali-

ties

Territorial level of 
operators Local Local/

regional Regional Local/
regional

Approx. number of 
utility units - Drinking 
water (W)/Wastewater 
service (WW)12

730 (W) 
1,430 (WW) 1,400 17 350

Approx. number of 
households 13,337,000 4,313,000 2,072,000 4,071,000

Approx. number of 
municipalities 2500 6,250 2,900 3,150

Households/Utility unit 
rate

18,270 (W) 
9,330 (WW) 3,080 121,900 11,630

Relative service frag-
mentation rate (utility 
unit/municipaity)13

0,292 (W)
0,572 (WW) 0,224 0,005 0,110

(Source: National Statistical Offices)

11 Between the state (and later EU) funds, bank loans, the third largest coverage 
of expenses of the sector depends on tariffs. On a network-based service, if the 
consumption decreases, the costs per consumption units increases, and pulls the 
tariffs continuously.

12 If one data appears in this row means: mainly combined service operators.
13 This number shows the average number of municipalities of serviced municipali-

ties. It is not completely representative if the service responsibility shared on local 
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• According to public choice arguments, creation of smaller local authorities 
should result in the increase of local societies’ political activity, democ-
racy, transparency, and more realistic freedom of choice among services 
or political products (Regulski, 2010: 231). On the other hand, the proc-
ess of the reorganization of public administration constitutes just part of 
decentralization as such. The main challenge in ex-communist states in 
their democratic transition is to find the right level of units of organiza-
tion by size. In Central and Eastern Europe the level of fragmentation in 
the Visegrad States14  was significantly high. With the municipalisation 
the new legal establishment created nearly 2,200 bodies15 of water and 
sewerage utility companies around the whole country (see: Table 2). The 
freedom of autonomous municipal management was strictly respected in 
the new democracies, and so in Poland also. The gminas strived to defend 
their newly acquired legal positions and became relatively isolated within 
their own service areas. The co-operation with other public stakehold-
ers, municipalities for a more efficient service was also relatively rare in 
Poland. The devolution of national property wasn’t the false way, it was the 
part of the re-establishing of the public administration, but the conceptual 
gap of the local-governments due to overestimated democratic control led 
to a misarranged process. The contributors of effectiveness like economies 
of scales, or multi-level or multi-partner allocation of functions of the serv-
ices, had been misarranged.

• In this process the radical shift from the former region-based patterns 
to local levels and the lack of economic rationale in the organizational 
rearrangement of public sector responsibilities ended up in a budgetary 
problem. For example, the funding of operating the sewage service of the 
gmina-based system expanded significantly from 76 million PLN/year 
to 454 million PLN/year between 1993 and 1999.16 The higher expenses 
were used to be explained with the higher costs of labour or the higher 
costs of external costs.17 The increased budgetary improvements and the 
and regional levels.

14 Visegrad States: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary
15 By the numbers of GUS (Glowny Urząd Statystyczny – Central Statistical Office)
16 In current prices. Source: GUS.
17 Externalities like environmental protection (in sewerage utilities), change of the 

environmental technological standards involves improvements on waste-water 
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continuously growing infrastructure is not a problem itself if it gener-
ates a development in the public organization bodies and a reshape in 
institutional development. The organization of the water sectors in the 
90’s of Poland had not changed as much, it still remained at the municipal 
level, over and over had regenerated the first and greatest symptom of 
system fragmentation. Moreover, administrative decentralization and the 
emergence of a fragmented utility service increased greater imbalances 
in the already unequal setting among local municipalities. The financial 
inequalities between entities on the local trier made a footprint on the 
assets connected to the utilities. The value of the assets18 of water serv-
ice has became expressively diverse between types of rural and urban 
municipalities from the beginning of the millenium. The most expressive 
indicator of asset differences are the tendencies of their improvements 
after the 2000s. They show how much expenditures have been realized on 
these areas, therefore how much improvements needed on redistributed 
assets of the water utilities. The mainly pre-accession and EU Structural 
Funds fueled local expenditure tendencies also expressesed, that urban 
gminas19 generally hold the authority over more valuable assets and the 
less prosperous rural gminas own low-value commodities, resources and 
properties of the service. Urban and rural divergence over expenditures 
shows a major significance after the year 2008 (see: Figure 1).
The expanding infrastructure growth and the strict service quality 
requirements by the EU Water Framework Directive, pulls the expen-
ditures of the gminas and opens the fiscal inequality scissors between 
rural and urban municipalities.

treatment plants. For example in the early 90’s the waste water technology based on 
mechanical filtering technology. Due to improvements now more municipal system 
using increased biologene removal (disposal) technology in treatment. Improvement 
pulls investment, which pulls expenses and sometimes operational costs. 

18 Those resources, which are essential for service provision including infrastructure 
network, technological systems, buildings, properties etc.

19 Without the cities with powiat status. Powiat: equivalent to prefecture on the LAU-
1, formerly NUTS-4 statistical level.
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Figure 1. Expenditure (in Polish Zloty) on municipal economy 
and environmental protection in Poland (2002-2011).

Source: GUS Local Data Bank. Edited by the authors.

Without financial (or fiscal) decentralization20 the new units do not 
assign the right resources for responsible operation and allow the municipal 
service to function properly. During the 1990s the water utility companies 
(on their own territory – gmina level) remained as budgetary units of the local 
municipalities, and after 1993 they had the choice to form locally-owned 
enterprises21 by commercial law. The process of financial decentralization 
was fully completed in 1996, when the local enterprise as the form of service 
utilities was constituted in the Act on Communal Economy.22 This way of 
liberalization also opened the opportunity to the co-operation with private 
actors (see later) and commercialization.

20 Fiscal decentralization involves shifting some responsibilities for expenditures 
and/or revenues to lower levels of government. One important factor in determin-
ing the type of fiscal decentralization is the extent to which subnational entities are 
given autonomy to determine the allocation of their expenditures.

21 Limited liability companies in most cases.
22 USTAWA z dnia 20 grudnia 1996 r. o gospodarce komunalnej
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Figure 2. Source of Funding [%] Water Supply & Sewerage Systems

Source: GUS, 2013

After the commercialization of the sector the municipality-owned water 
and sewerage companies could not benefit from regular budgetary and/or tax 
revenues. After 1989 the largest scale of revenue source for investment on 
the municipal assets and infrastructures had provided by the National Fund 
for Environmental Protection and Water Management, which was speci-
fied by the national environmental policy and supervised by the Ministry 
of Environmental Protection Natural Resources and Forestry. Bank loans23 
(see: Figure 2) and later on European pre-accession funds24 financed the 
main infrastructure improvements of municipalities (see: Figure 3). The 
improvements generated operational costs had not estimated rationally, 
mainly the households (tariff revenues) and the municipality budgets have to 
carry this financial burden. As we could see (Figure 1), this process gener-
ates significantly more deficit in rural municipality budgets. The different 
investment volume between the water and sewage sub-sectors showed that 

23 Mainly by the Bank Ochrony Środowiska – Bank for Environmental Protection
24 ISPA, SAPARD and PHARE
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only a short-term (between 1993 and 1995) infrastructure improvement 
could influence a radical rearrangement on the budgetary schemes. Usually, 
these rearrangements ended with municipality budget deficit (see: Figure 3).

Figure 3. ISPA funds in percentage per country

Source: Official Polish ISPA website25

With the growing opportunities of development the risk of sustaining the 
new infrastructure was also growing on the side of the companies responsi-
ble for the developments. The convergence to the EU levels was mandatory 
regarding the quality of service. The challenge of funding the co-financed26 
pre-accession projects were less complex than the policies for sustaining 
the new infrastructure. In the context of local political struggle for a better 
service with lower costs and public tariffs political debates on water sector 
expenses in the local executive was generated.

As part of market decentralization the local self-government transfers 
functions, responsibilities and—in many cases—authority to non-public 
actors. This activity is mostly driven by an involvement, which is beneficial 
for the public at large. Although there are several arguments questioning the 
legitimacy of the “run-like-a-business” type of public administration and 
service management (Gajduschek, 2009), the Western-European-type of 
management models represent a different approach towards private practice 
and participatory involvement27 (Osborne, 2010: 189).

25 http://www.funduszspojnosci.gov.pl/ISPA/ last downloaded: 01/2013.
26 municipality, central government, subnational level, private-public-partnerships
27 By contracting out partial service provision or administration functions, deregula-

tion or full privatization.
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Figure 4. Drinking water operators by ownership in Visegrad States 

Source: OECD, 2003, edited by the authors

In Poland, the privatization of public-owned companies is an ongoing 
process, which has not left out the water utility sector. Until now, only 
municipally-owned water utilities have involved private partners in the form 
of minority shareholding and jointly-owned operation of companies. There 
are three major municipalities, where these private involvements were estab-
lished: Gdansk, Bielsko-Biała and Tarnowskie Góry. The advantage for the 
municipality in this type of contract is that they are able to possess shares in 
the privately-operated company, but usually the concession period is more 
permanent (usually 25-30 years). The market decentralization in the water 
utilities sector was a new phenomenon in Poland during the transition, and 
as it has been cleared out: it did not become a popular way of gaining the 
effective service management among the municipalities (Figure 2). Poland 
shows the largest scale of public-operated water utilities in the entire region. 
This then raises the question: what are the supporting factors and limiting 
boundaries for municipalities in choosing the liberalized model of service 
operation? 
• Mainly the fiscal reasons mentioned earlier were the major factors in the 

decisions of local authorities to privatize water utilities. Practices from 
privatization are usually applied to reduce taxation or borrowing in other 
areas (bank loans, state budget), therefore, used as an alternative source 
of revenue to taxation. Such practice benefits and deep fiscal distortions 
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could lead to partnerships in water services between private actors and 
public stakeholders.

• With the Act on Implementation of the Environmental Law28 in 2001, the 
EU directives on resource quality and service management came into 
practice inspiring local governments to find more efficient solutions in 
the shape of sustainable management. As a secondary motivation, the 
more regular consulting with western EU member state stakeholders and 
companies on new applicable techniques (New Public Management) and 
shared best practices could also lead to a higher level of (multinational) 
private expert involvement. Another advantage for private partner 
involvement in the services can be the elimination of legal uncertainties. 
Until 2006, it was not clear that EU budgetary sources can or cannot 
be used for investing in PPP-managed utilities. The Law on Principles 
of Development Policy29 clarified that financing is possible for projects 
hosted by PPPs.

• As indicated, the “sky has not been so clear” over the liberalization of 
the water market in the last two decades, and the international market 
companies had several obstacles to be considered.
• For instance, the shifts in the leading representative political powers of 

the local governments are able to influence the long-term concession 
periods and also give opportunities to foreign investors to reconsider 
the risks they might take with a potential market loss. A good example 
for this issue was in Hungary. The city of Pecs has remunicipalised 
its water services after the change of the major political power in 
the local representative council in 2009. The foreign investor (Suez 
Environnement) had to leave the market facing with a several years 
long legal process. The self government executives and the mayor 
openly supported this act due to political reasons and pledges over a 
more efficient price policy.

• Although the prices rose by 15-20% in the first decade of municipal-
ized service, they were still low compared to other European water 
supply and sewerage companies. Even though the private participants 

28 Ustawa – o wprowadzeniu ustawy Prawo ochrony środowiska, ustawy o odpadach 
oraz o zmianie niektórych ustaw. J.L. 01.100.1085

29 USTAWA z dnia 6 grudnia 2006 r.o zasadach prowadzenia polityki rozwoju
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in Poland cannot invest directly in infrastructure (municipally-owned 
assets), the cost of alternative improvements on service quality still 
keeps the conditions uncertain, and could lead the privately-operated 
utility companies suggest to raise public tariffs.30 Due to the local 
political agendas it also can lead to a similar type of market loss, as it 
was referred to in the previously mentioned obstacle.

• The fragmented organizational patterns also represent an obstacle in 
private involvement. The water and wastewater companies are way 
too small to arouse foreign interests. 

• Also, another major problem is the lack of municipality experience. The 
decentralized local governance was a quite new phenomenon in Poland 
in the early 1990s. Before these times, local services in Poland had been 
managed by around 800 state-directed enterprises in a more deconcen-
trated, slightly centralized authority and management structure. The 
service was then called as “przedsiebiorstwa komunalne” (communal 
enterprises), and local authorities governed it without ownership, as 
separated (from the state) property, and had almost no decision-making 
power over either the institutional structure of any of these services, 
or the fees charged for them. In the less-populated towns (0–100,000 
inhabitants) these “enterprises” were operated as multi-utilities, cover-
ing several other functions of the municipalities, such as waste disposal, 
housing utilities, etc. The larger towns (mainly voivodship-capitals) 
operated in a split system, dedicated companies just for water utility 
services. Another speciality of the socialist type of service organiza-
tion happened to be that one company usually served more than one 
municipality (Swanianiewicz, 1997: 172). During the process of transi-
tion due to the rudimentary decentralized organizational culture the fear 
of political decision-makers about the private operators resulted in a low 
trust for public administration tasks. On the other hand, the lack of expe-
rience had an important professional aspect. It is very regular that small 
municipality personnel, civil servants do not have the sufficient legal or 
economic skills or practices to assess the risks an investment project may 
carry in a PPP environment.

30 Which happened in Gdansk after realizing the concession.
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Specifications of the supply and demand sides
Water utility services are network industries. The most important features 
of the sector include: high rate of fixed costs of operation – a joint activity, 
the relatively high rate of fixed costs, and that residential consumers cannot 
be excluded from consumption (Boda–Scheiring, 2006: 13). Taking a close 
look at the approach of the network industry, it is seen that the nature of 
network determines the conditions of service operation. The benefits of 
the consumer have been on the increase by the number of new users of 
the service. At the same time, the natural resources of supply are limited, 
and this strengthens the principle of sustainable use of water-resources and 
management of services. Other markets cannot offer proper substitution of 
the service (the product is connected to water, and this provides natural 
monopolistic conditions). It is characterized by economies of scale, so there 
is no clear constraint on the reduction of exceptionally high proportion of 
fixed costs. In the following section we would like to summarize the essen-
tials in changes and modifications both on the supply and demand sides of 
the market. We will target to answer how the tendencies are related to each 
other and what kind of challenges can emerge with further transformations.

Public utility scissors
The improvement in infrastructure quality in the early 1990s was pulled 
by increased concentration of consumer demands. The networked water 
supply31 and the sewerage32 utility coverage grove almost to 100% at towns 
and municipal units, and also the treated wastewater—which is critical 
in the sector—increased nearly to 100% of the discharged wastewater by 
the accessible infrastructure33. The problem is not rooted in the municipal 
usage, but rather the households. The proportion of users of the water net-
work system of the total population in urban areas have been represented a 
constant 90-95% since 1990 year-by-year. The numbers, which have been 
related to the usage of the wastewater utilities in the same relation and same 

31 In 1990 this rate was 96%, in 2010 it was 100%.
32 In 1990 this rate was 87% in 2010 it was 99%.
33 In 1990 1391 hm3/year wastewater was treated of the discharged 2313 hm3/year 

(nearly 60%). In 2010 1242 mh3/year wastewater was treated of the discharged 
1297 hm3/year (nearly 95%).
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period, just 80-85% (see: Figure 5). These numbers represented the urban 
areas, and illustrated the permanent divergence of the usage trends of the 
two subsectors (called: public utility scissors). The scissor is more wide 
open in rural municipalities, where the wastewater utility rate barely reach 
the 50% of total households. 

Figure 5. Population in urban areas using sewerage/water supply systems in % of 
population in urban areas possessing the respective systems

Source: GUS, edited by the authors.

Concluding from the trends it is clear, that the extension of the networks 
beyond less frequently urbanised cityborders usually reacts an increase in 
unit costs of service. Especially in agglomerations, and also in rural areas 
this cost34 multiplied compared to metropolitan conditions. The network 
characteristics has a smaller importance of the sewage service in this case. 
The utility tariffs are less able to represent the higher cost of the infrastruc-
ture availability, due to the user sensibility, moreover the possible loss of 
demand by the choice of alternative sewage disposal solutions on the user 
side. If these households does not connect to the network, taking a risk 
of  harming the near-surface aquifers. The Act on Implementation of the 
Environmental Law35 (andemned in 2001) emphasize the strict regulation of 
local authorities for the highest possible number of users involved into the 
34 Cost of infrastructure establishment per users (households).
35 Ustawa o dostępie do informacji o środowisku i jego ochronie oraz o ocenach 

oddziaływania na środowisko. J.L. 00.109.1157. This Act also implemented the EU 
Directive 91/271 into Polish legislation.
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network-service. The rule of law does not always represent the will of the 
decision-maker. Due to the poor culture of implementation such environ-
ment based legislation on rural local municipalities in the post-communist 
region, the only remained effective tools of the regulation are the price 
policies.

Price elasticity and consumption falls
The water consumption trends in Poland are sharing the European outlook: 
the usage have been continuously declining from the beginning of the 
1990s (Bartczak, 2009: 510). The major component of these trends were the 
decreased industrial production and partly the drop on the household con-
sumption. Focusing on just households the reason for the descent was the 
introduction of consumption dependent tariffs. Due to the high level of fix 
costs, which has to be returned on the users’ water bills, the rationalisation of 
consumption lead to a negative self-reinforcing process. Without implement-
ing the efficient utility cost management mechanisms like inter-municipally 
operated utility units, technical improvements on supply infrastructure, 
the trends of consumption has negative effects. If the permanent fix costs 
applied to the decreasing consumption, the process generates growth in the 
price, which inspires the consumer to rationalise more and use less-and-
less water. Another factor is crucial in this relation. What is the limit of 
the rationalization of household consumption? In Poland, the average daily 
per capita consumption is around 80 to 100 litres, with large territorial 
and income level dispersion. At low income households, the consumption 
typically rigid regarding to the water bills, and they can usually afford the 
most essential amount of utility. With the growing operational costs and 
pull of the infrastructure improvements, the affordability of the service by 
the households continuously lowering. In Poland the responsibility of tariff 
regulation is the gmina executive within the limits defined by the law.36 
Whilst the legal documents on water tariff determination stipulates that 
36 The Ordinance of the Ministry of Infrastructure on the establishment of tariffs, 

standard applications of tariff approval and conditions for settling accounts for 
collective water supply and sewage disposal (J. L. 02.26.257) and the Ordinance 
of the Ministry of Infrastructure on obligations of industrial sewage producers 
and the conditions on sewage discharge to the sewage collecting network (J.L. 
02.129.1108).
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gminas should take into account the necessary revenues have to cover the 
full costs of the service37, politicians on the local level should follow the 
decreasing trends of price elasticity by policy actions like involvement of 
private management techniques, reducing the fragmentation of the sector 
and increasing the economies of scales of water and wastewater company 
units. Without a clear country-wide strategy on this issue, the chance of 
keeping the fiscal sustainability of the service sector is getting lower.

Conclusion
The public administrational reorganization had fallen to the other side of 
the horse after the regime change in Poland. From the socialist-type, mainly 
central government-driven, deconcentrated pattern changed into fragmented 
authority over management and ownership of service assets to the local 
municipalities. The lack of cooperation in development and operation policy 
actions breeds a water sector with relatively high expenditures, and also 
created budgetary imbalances (based on assets) between rural and urban 
municipalities. The market liberalization in the early 1990s opened the door 
for private participation in the service, but the fragmented organizational 
patterns have not been arranged with economies of scale. Until the present 
day, the political rotation in government executives and the price levels still 
hold risks for private investors. On the public management side, low inter-
est for concession generates a low trust in public stakeholders for private 
partners, which also leads to deficiency of countrywide PPP experience. 
After the EU accession of Poland the greatest objectives of the growing 
sustainability of the water and wastewater services were not simply the pol-
lution of natural resources, but the requisite for efficiency in management. 

37 Principle of EU Water Framework Directive (Directive 2000/60/EU)
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Gas and Oil Disputes 
between Greeks and Turks

by Péter Kacziba

Introduction
The location of natural gas and oil reserves has been playing an important 
role in international politics since the beginning of the second industrial 
revolution. As it is well known, the terrestrial parts of the East-Mediterra-
nean region—including the Balkan Peninsula—are not abundant in these 
two resources, except for Syria and Egypt, where some onshore oil- and 
gas-rigs still drill. The lack of these raw materials became perilously 
obvious during the oil price shock of 1973, which affected the economic 
situation of the entire region. The crisis was perceptible especially in the 
Aegean area, where the rising of living costs caused unstable governmental 
circumstances. The Greek government—before its overthrow in 1974—
reacted quickly to the crisis and initiated numerous offshore explorations, 
which were already successful in 1973. Although the discovery was more 
than precious for Greece, the exploration could not begin because Ankara 
immediately protested against it and questioned Greek sovereignty over the 
detected territory of natural resources. The argument resulted in a decades-
long dispute between Greeks and Turks, which has been supplemented 
with the Cypriot gas and oil conflict since 2011, when the Greek Cypriot 
test drilling found a huge basin of gas in the 12th Block of their Exclusive 
Economic Zone (hereinafter referred to as EEZ). This study is going to deal 
with the Aegean and the Cypriot gas and oil dispute; will attempt to explain 
the basic structures of the conflicts; and tries to highlight how these issues 
affected the whole region’s geopolitical situation. 
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The Aegean dispute
Historical aspects
The centuries-long enmity between Greeks and Turks was settled for decades 
after the unfortunate events of Balkan War of 1912 and the Greek–Turkish 
War of 1920–1922. The population exchange convention of Lausanne in 
1923 brought a reconciliation to the Greek and Turkish bilateral relations 
(Hirshon, 2003: 14–18) and caused a warless period until nowadays. The 
two world-famous politicians Elefterios Venizelos and Mustafa Kemal were 
able to keep this compromise in the decades of the interwar period, which 
successfully continued under Ioannis Metaxas’ and Ismet Inönü’s leader-
ships, and then in the Second World War, as well. 

At the beginning of the Cold War, and after the promulgation of Truman’s 
Doctrine, Greece and Turkey found themselves in the group of U.S. allies, 
which meant economic, financial and armed subsidies and also joint NATO 
membership since 1952. In spite of the fact that Greece and Turkey became 
allies, their bilateral relationship had changed and progressively cooled down 
in the mid-1950s. The reason for the negative aspect was the development of 
the “Cyprus Question”, which gradually became more problematic after the 
Second World War when the British Empire obviously lost its former power 
and broke into pieces. In this situation Greece and Turkey strove to replace 
Britain’s position in Cyprus. The independence of Cyprus in 1960 and its 
agreements were managed to set a limit to the Greek and Turkish demands, 
however, the real reconciliation failed when inter-communal violence broke 
out in the island in 1963–64. 

Dispute over gas and oil reserves
In addition, another negative aspect became vivid in 1973 when Greece 
found natural gas and crude oil during their first test drilling in the Aegean 
seabed around the island of Thassos. After the successful discovery Turkey 
also announced exploration plans, but they claimed to do it in the Greek 
EEZ. Although Athens protested against it, the Turkish Petroleum Company 
sent its research vessel—under the name “Cantarli”—to Greek territorial 
waters in May 1974 and started to explore the potential areas (Athanasopou-
los, 2001: 46).
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The Turkish demands significantly grew after the occupation of Northern 
Cyprus in 1974. As of 1975, the Turkish Prime Minister stated that Greece 
had its sovereignty just over the terrestrial parts of the Greek Islands, and 
half of the Aegean Sea belonged to Turkey. After some unproductive nego-
tiations in 1976 the Turks sent a second research vessel—called Hora—to 
Greek territorial waters. Greece immediately protested in the United 
Nations General Assembly and entered an action at the International Court 
of Justice (ICJ). Resolution 395—adopted by the United Nations Security 
Council in August 1976—called upon both countries to settle the dispute 
and keep the region’s tensions as low as possible, meanwhile it stated that 
the prospective decision of the ICJ should be respected by both sides. The 
court was discussing the issue until 1978, and finally announced that they 
were not able to return a verdict without relevant international jurisdiction. 
The court made its political decision, and it is necessary to point out that 
there were even some referable international resolutions which could help 
return a valuable adjudication, but due to the fear from raising the region’s 
tensions even higher, it did not give its judgment (Athanasopoulos, 2001: 
46–48; Acer, 2003: 39).

Aspects of international law
The Aegean dispute has been associated with the questionable problems 
of sea law ever since the gas and oil reserves were discovered under the 
seabed and the drilling was possible just by offshore rigs. The first referable 
internationally accepted border regulation between Greece and Turkey was 
the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923, and then the Dodecanese Convention of the 
Treaty of Paris in 1947. Both of these agreements stated that the islands of 
the Aegean Sea—except for Imbros/Gökceada, Tenedos/Bozcada and the 
Rabbit Islands—belonged to Greece (Acer, 2003: 18–19). The conventions 
were officially accepted by both sides and also by the international com-
munity. Although Athens and Ankara found a compromise on the issues of 
the terrestrial borders, the questions of the continental shelf and territorial 
waters remained problematic. These topics were poorly regulated in the 
mid-1970s, moreover, some of the internationally accepted formulae could 
not be properly used at the Aegean Sea. 
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Continental shelf
The first disputed issue was the delimitation of the Aegean continental 
shelf, which was firstly regulated by the 1958 Geneva Convention on the 
Continental Shelf. The first article of this convention stated that “the term 
»continental shelf« is used as referring (a) to the seabed and subsoil of the 
submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of the territorial 
sea, to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of 
the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources 
of the said areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar submarine areas 
adjacent to the coasts of islands” (Geneva Convention on the Continental 
Shelf, Article 1. 2). More importantly, Article 6 suggests that “where the 
same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two or more States 
whose coasts are opposite each other”, and where the 200-metre limit is not 
relevant, the boundary of the continental shelf should be determined by an 
agreement, or if it is not possible, a median line should be measured (Ibid, 
Article 6. 3; Heraclis, 2010: 167). In the Aegean region, Greece and Turkey 
have been exactly in the same situation described above since the Geneva 
Convention of 1958 could not be properly applied at the small-sized Aegean 
Sea, which is relatively shallow to use the limit of 200 metres. Even so 
Greece signed and ratified the convention, Turkey did not accept the terms 
of the regulation.1

Between 1973 and 1982 the United Nations attempted to correct the 
incompleteness of the convention. The UNCLOS-III2 sea law package 
declared that “the continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the seabed 
and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea 
throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge 
of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the 
baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured where 
the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that dis-
tance” (UNCLOS-III, PART VI, Article 76–77.). The package also defined 
the regulation of EEZs, which were agreed to stretch off from the seaward 

1 This fact was one of the main reasons why in 1978 the International Court of 
Justice dropped the case: the Geneva Convention did not hold any legal authority 
over the Aegean dispute without Turkey’s approval.

2 Agreed upon in 1982 in Montego Bay, but officially came into force in 1994.
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edge of the coastal state’s territorial sea and extends outward to a distance 
of 200 nautical miles (Ibid, PART V, Article 55–75.; see more details in 
Kariotis, 2007: 56–66).

Although the alteration of sea law regulations indeed corrected some of 
the incompleteness of the Geneva Convention, it did not help to solve the 
main issues of the Aegean dispute, mostly because its Article 83 (UNC-
LOS-III, PART VI) kept the Geneva formula of settlement by negotiation, 
but dropped the possibility of final arrangement by median line. After all 
Turkey has not signed the UNCLOS-III either, which means that the Aegean 
conflict still cannot be discussed by international courts. 

Territorial waters
The continental shelf dispute is closely associated with the questions of 
territorial waters. On the Aegean Sea—as an unwritten law—6 nautical 
miles have been in use as territorial sea boundary since 1936. When the 
Aegean dispute and question of continental shelf boundaries appeared in 
1973, Greece immediately stated that if Turkey continued its illegal explo-
ration Athens would feel forced to ratify the Geneva Convention on the 
Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone of 1958, which approved to use not 
only 6 but 12 nautical miles. The announcement painfully affected Turkey: 
with the application of the 12-nautical-mile rule, Greece might control not 
merely 35% but 64% of the sea surfaces of the Aegean Sea, the size of 
international waters would decrease from 56% to 26%, and Turkey could 
be able to practice its sovereignty just over 10% of the sea (Bahcheli, 2000: 
2). Furthermore, the diminution of the Turkish territorial waters would 
also influence the shipping routes, and the strategically important ports of 
Izmir and Istanbul could be approached just across Greek territorial waters. 
Turkey—realizing the danger of the Greek threats—immediately protested 
and stated that the use of 12 nautical miles by Athens would be direct casus 
belli (International Crisis Group, 2011: 3).

Negotiations
The issues of continental shelf and territorial water are still unsettled in the 
Aegean region since the International Court of Justice was unable to return 
a verdict and Turkey does not accept the terms of UNCLOS-III. Even so, 
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the United Nations—with the effective contribution of several U.S. govern-
ments—forced both sides to find a diplomatic solution. The Berne Protocol 
was the outcome of these efforts in 1976, which abated the warmonger 
period of the mid-1970s. The document attempted to restrain both sides 
from explorations or exploitations (Athanasopoulos, 2001: 48). The protocol 
was respected by both nations until 1987, when the Greek PASOK govern-
ment re-launched the exploitation. Although the drilling zone—the seabed 
around the island of Thassos—was quite far from the disputed areas, Turkey 
considered the action as a change of status quo set up by the Berne Protocol. 
The feedback came quickly: Ankara re-initiated its own research, which 
was this time accompanied by warships ready to defend the exploratory 
vessels (Pratt–Schofield, 1996: 62–69).

Recent developments
The crisis of the late 1980s ended with a difficult period of negotiating. 
Although few airspace incidents troubled the process of reconciliation, after 
a catastrophic earthquake—which hit both countries in 1999—and a suc-
cessful collective operation to rescue and recover, the two formerly hostile 
neighbours have opened a new chapter, and Greece and Turkey started to 
cooperate in several topics (Larrabee–Lesser 2003: 84–87). The approach 
was partly affected by the Turkish application for European Union member-
ship. Ankara seemed to respect the Greek offshore drillings, which started 
on several fields around the island of Thassos in the early 2000s, while 
Greece was ready to support the EU accession process of Turkey. At this 
period the most significant problem was not the unsettled Aegean dispute, 
but rather the accession of the Greek Cypriots to the European Union in 
2004. Turkey was deeply disappointed by South Cyprus joining the Union, 
but the wrongdoer accused from “villainy” was rather Brussels and Nicosia 
than Athens (Kyris, 2012: 92–93).

At the time of finalizing the present study (May 2013), there are four 
significant gas and oil fields in the region, all of them are drilled by Greece. 
Prinos, Prinos North, Epsilon and South-Kavala offshore exploitations have 
definitely changed the amount of daily oil and gas production of Greece 
(http://www.energean.com), nevertheless the drilled amount still cannot 
compete with Turkey’s daily production. In addition, the overview below 
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(Table 1.) shows that both countries suffer from significant energy hunger. 
Their own production is limited and cannot satisfy national consumption 
needs in either country, which means that both Greece and Turkey have to 
import huge amounts of expensive raw material. 

Table 1.

Greece Turkey
Gas production in 2001 35 million m³ 3 312 million m³
Gas production in 2010 1 million m³ 38,120 million m³
Gas import in 2001 218 million m³ 15,750 million m³
Gas import in 2010 3,815 million m³ 38,040 million m³
Gas consumption in 2001 2,021 million m³ 15,940 million m³
Gas consumption in 2010 3,824 million m³ 38,120 million m³
Oil production in 2001 5,992 bbl/day4 48,000 bbl/day
Oil production in 2010 7,946 bbl/day 55,110 bbl/day
Oil import in 2001 468,300 bbl/day 616,500 bbl/day
Oil import in 2009 496,600 bbl/day 581,000 bbl/day
Oil consumption in 2001 405,700 bbl/day 619,500 bbl/day 
Oil consumption in 2010 371,300 bbl/day 646,300 bbl/day

Source: www.indexmundi.com34

Potential scenarios for the future
The geopolitical situation of the region has changed since the late 2000s. The 
deep financial crisis of Greece reduced her regional power (Stavris, 2012: 
88), while it seems that Turkey has been gaining from the Arab Spring. Since 
Greek politicians and experts see the Aegean oil and gas basins as a chance 
to reduce their public debt, some of them expect that the de facto settled but 
de jure unsettled Aegean dispute will be revived. Therefore, the Greek gov-
ernment increased the budget of the Ministry of the Environment, Energy 
and Climate Change and the Energean Oil & Gas Company of Greece has 
recently implemented remarkable investments in the Southern-Aegean, the 
Cretan and the Ionian seas. These explorations were already successful and 
researchers expect over €300 billion income in the next 25 years. The main 
question is though how this “treasure” will influence the financial situation 
of Greece and how Turkey will react. It is already well known that some of 
3 m³ = cubic meter
4 bbl/day = barrel per day
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the European countries—such as Germany—are interested in purchasing 
large shares from the Greek energy sector, mostly from a state-owned gas 
company called DEPA. Naturally, at the moment, the investments would 
reduce the Greek current deficit, but in the long run Greece would possibly 
lose over billions of euro on the approximately €50 billion German offer 
(Engdahl, 2012).

On the other shores of the Aegean Sea, Turkey is aware of its recent 
geopolitical strength and economic growth. The Turkish influence has 
evidently been increasing especially in the neighbouring and non-EU 
Mediterranean countries. It seems that the traditional Turkish foreign 
policy—which was formerly ‘based on historic prejudice’—has recently 
turned into a self-beneficial one. This change could even mean a possible 
co-operation with Greece, mostly because Turkey is the biggest ‘engrosser’ 
of the region, and tries not to depend on energy giant Russia. The Obama 
administration encourages this policy, moreover offered a valuable share in 
the Houston-based company Noble Energy, which intends to drill most of 
the Eastern Mediterranean rigs around Israel and Cyprus (Engdahl, 2012).

As it seems obvious, the East-Mediterranean settlement would be more 
than valuable for both sides, however, the unsettled issues of Cyprus and 
the Aegean dispute are still poisoning the possible collaboration. The new 
Israeli-Greek Cypriot alliance makes this process even more complicated 
since Turkey seems unable to co-operate with a Greek-Greek Cypriot-Israeli 
axis. After all, the most important question is whether or not the recent 
economic growth and energy hunger of Turkey will lead the region either 
to a constructive term when cooperation satisfies both Greek and Turkish 
needs, or to a destructive period when Turkish demands are reviving the 
Aegean dispute.

The Cypriot dispute
Historical aspects
The Cyprus conflict proved to be one of the most important chapters of 
the—as Kostas Ifantis chose to call—“Aegean Cold War” (Ifantis, 2007: 
59). The Cyprus case is interestingly very similar to the Aegean dispute: de 
facto settled for decades, however, de jure is still debated and the conflict is 
ongoing. After the occupation of Northern Cyprus some of the best experts 
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have tried to solve the dispute but either the Greek Cypriot or the Turkish 
Cypriot side always rejected their unification concepts. Recently, the Annan 
Plan could bring a justified solution, however, after its rejection it has brought 
an even more difficult and impenetrable situation to the island. Moreover, 
the Greek attempts to brace the Greek Cypriot side were successful: with 
her accession to the EU the Republic of Cyprus has got a strong diplomatic 
backup against the heavily armed Turkey. Membership appeared to be more 
than highly appreciated for the Greek Cypriot national defense concept, 
however, it also caused many internal difficulties. The biggest problem was 
the crisis of the euro zone, which affected the country’s economy, which has 
suffered an uninterrupted loss by each year from 2008. 

Although the unification process of the island is still open-ended, and 
Dimitris Hristofias together with Dervis Eroglu have carried on contiguous 
negotiations since 2008, the talks are still ineffective. In the past few years 
the communist AKEL government offered a rotating presidency system 
for the Turkish Cypriots, which was welcomed by Northern Cyprus, but 
declined by the other Greek Cypriot political parties. A massive explosion 
in a Greek Cypriot naval base in 2011 (Hurriyet, 7/12/2011)—significantly 
debased the popularity of the Hristofias cabinet that had no power to solve 
either unification-related or financial crisis issues. After the 2013 presiden-
tial election the new president—who is the head of state and the head of 
government at the same time—Nicos Anastasiades and his cabinet faced 
a serious bank sector crisis, which led to the liquidation of Laiki Bank, 
the second biggest bank in Cyprus, and to the loss of bank deposits over 
€100,000.

Offshore oil and gas discovery
After all, it seems that Cyprus also has a chance to solve its financial 
problems in the long run using their discovered gas and oil treasure. Its 
exploration was announced by the above-mentioned Houston-based Noble 
Energy company—which won the tender for research at the Greek Cypriot 
and Israeli EEZ (Block 12th)—in September 2011. The estimated amount of 
gas was between 142 and 227 billion cubic meters, meaning that only this 
block could provide enough natural gas for the whole of Cyprus, not to men-
tion that the rest of Greek Cypriot EEZ is still under research or unexplored. 
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After the announcement Turkey immediately protested against the prospec-
tive exploitation, furthermore claimed that the Republic of Cyprus must not 
drill until the reunification of Cyprus since Turkish Cypriots have the proper 
right to utilize the natural resources of the island. Moreover, Turkey sent 
warships to the Noble Energy rig, which were patrolling to “defend” Turkish 
Cypriot interests. In the meantime, Turkey also sent its own research vessel 
to Turkish Cypriot territorial waters and announced that the joined Turkish 
and Turkish Cypriot energy companies will begin self-contained drilling 
after the event of discovery (International Crisis Group, 2012: 3).

Even so, the Republic of Cyprus does not seem to fear the Turkish threats 
anymore simply because they need the explored gas and oil. The amount 
of natural gas and mostly its value is more than important for the broken 
Greek Cypriot economy which has already taken loans from Russia and got 
a bailout from the financial “Troika”. The Greek Cypriot authorities expect 
that the export of natural gas could solve their financial crisis—more easily 
than in Greece—since the Cypriot economy is quite small but the amount 
of discovered gas is huge. The Government of Republic of Cyprus is plan-
ning to begin the drilling in 2020–2022, which would help to repay their 
public debt in the next decade (Greek Defence 1, 13/05/2013). In the 2020s 
the Greek Cypriots expect to achieve significant prosperity, mostly because 
the income of export and affluence will affect a relatively small number 
of people, since Southern Cyprus has only around one million inhabitants. 
Of course, this is an ideal scenario; the implementation of drilling and the 
export will not be easily carried out in the present geopolitical situation 
of the East-Mediterranean region. Although more countries—for instance 
Russia—are interested to buy drilling rights in the Greek Cypriot EEZ, the 
strongest factor is still the USA. It is clear that Noble Energy is the embodi-
ment of American interests, which gives a strong U.S. backup for Nicosia 
and Jerusalem against the Turkish threats and Russian geopolitical interests. 
Moreover, with the involvement of Noble Energy the Cypriot gas and oil 
dispute do not represent just a Greek and Turkish issue, but an American as 
well (Stavris, 2012: 95–98).
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Difficulties of export
Although American involvement will definitely support the early start of 
exploitation, the consumption of the natural gas and oil remains to be prob-
lematic. The most effective exporting scenario would be a pipeline system 
across Turkey to Europe, but Ankara does not seem to support this option. 
Although Turkey suffers a definite energy hunger and the Cypriot gas would 
be the cheapest and most practical option to satisfy their needs, Ankara at 
the moment does not even recognize the Republic of Cyprus, so probably 
they will not approve the gas drilling and export attempts either. The second 
exporting scenario would be to build an undersea pipeline towards Greece 
where the Cypriot gas could be connected to the European gas passage. 
This version would be ideal since Greece has to import natural gas anyway 
but after all the process would be very expensive and it would push the 
price of the gas even higher. The third option—which is still very expensive 
but seems to be the only solution—is to set up a liquid natural gas (LNG) 
terminal, which could liquefy the gas. This latest version is favoured by the 
Anastasiades cabinet, and not just because the scenario would eliminate the 
Turks from the gas business, but also because after the liquefaction Greek 
Cypriots would be able to export the barreled gas all around the world. The 
tendering period has already finished and not surprisingly an American 
company obtained the possibility to set up and work on the prospective 
LNG terminal and pipeline system from Block 12th to Cyprus (Emerson, 
2012: 3).

A new geopolitical shape of the Eastern Mediterranean
Conservative valuation expects that at least 345 trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas and 3.4 billion cubic feet of oil are located under the Eastern Mediter-
ranean seabed (U.S. Geological Survey, 2010). The amount might be even 
larger since the researches have just counted the Levin and the Delta of Nile 
Basins. As the Aegean example demonstrated, the gas and oil preserves 
are very important factors of the region’s international relations, since the 
basins are under the seabed and their sovereignty could be easily disputed. 
It is already apparent that the offshore gas and oil discovery shall form 
new axes in the region, however, the final shape will not be visible until 
the termination of the ongoing Syrian civil war. Greece, Cyprus and Israel 
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already made a relevant alliance, which definitely gained an approval from 
Washington (Stavris, 2012: 92–93). The close relationship was proved in 
2011, when Israel sent F-15s over a Turkish exploratory ship around the coast 
of Cyprus (United Press International, 30/09/2011). Since then Israel has 
repeatedly announced that it will protect the Cypriot and Israeli exploita-
tion interests, which was officially confirmed when Jerusalem and Nicosia 
signed an important defense agreement package in 2012 (Greek Defence 2, 
11/01/2012). Moreover, speculations say that Israel and Cyprus are going to 
sign a military co-operation agreement which will allow to station Israeli 
fighter jets at the Andreas Papandreou airbase in Pafos (Cyprus News 
Report, 08/02/2012).

At the same time, Turkey’s economic and political influence has been 
growing across Islamic countries of the region, even in Syria, which went 
through problematic bilateral relationship with Ankara. An interesting 
question arises after all: would Turkey be able to set up a counter axis with 
the participation of Syria, Lebanon and Egypt, or will Ankara remain to 
be dependent on Russian gas? Syria is the most dubious participant in this 
possible group of alliance since its political situation will be very vulner-
able even when the civil war is over. Turkey has more chances to obtain 
Lebanon’s alliance mostly because of Beirut’s questionable relationship 
with Israel and Cyprus over the potential gas and oil fields. The Lebanese 
parliament has not ratified the boundary regulations of EEZ, which are still 
afflicting the Cypriot-Lebanese and the Israeli-Lebanese relations. After 
all, the Greek Cypriot and Lebanese relationship is more settled, since the 
most significant gas and oil field of the region—named as Goliath—is out of 
Cypriot EEZ and contrarily situated exactly between Israeli and Lebanese 
waters. 

Although Lebanon and Syria are very important stakeholders of the geo-
political chessboard, one of the major participants is Egypt. The politically 
troubled country was one of the main energy partners of Israel, until the 
Egyptian revolution Cairo had covered approximately the 40% of the gas 
consumption of Israel. The business was based on a profitable agreement, 
which offered cheap gas for Israel and a long-term engrosser for Egypt. 
Since the overthrow of Hosni Mubarak the gas export has been clogged 
several times, moreover, Egyptian officials have signaled that they wish 
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to double the price of natural gas (Stavris, 2012: 92; International Crisis 
Group, 2012).

As mentioned earlier, the USA also plays an important role in the situ-
ation and it is evident that the current Obama Administration supports the 
co-operation between the parties involved, moreover, they prefer productive 
business to non-nationalistic conceptions. For this reason it is expectable that 
the circumstances will not worsen, but remain de facto contiguous because 
the most important factors of the region’s gas and oil business—includ-
ing Israel, Greece, Turkey, and Cyprus—are closely tied to Washington. 
In the end, we should shortly mention that Cyprus also keeps close busi-
ness relations with Russia. This connection is very important for Moscow, 
which does not seem to favour the appearance of new natural gas and oil 
exporters. Another possible scenario is that Russia will try to get involved 
in the Eastern Mediterranean gas and oil business, either through Cyprus, 
or through Syria.

Conclusion
The struggle over sea territories was one of the most disputed issues 
between Greeks and Turks during the last quarter of the 20th century and 
remained so—as an unsettled conflict—in the 21st century. As examined 
in this study, the Aegean dispute is nearly forgotten since the 2000s, how-
ever, tensions have just been rising around Cypriot natural resources. This 
recent discovery definitely has changed the “geopolitical landscape” of the 
region, brought new opportunities, and new issues to the surface. Some 
of the experts foresee thriving future and productive co-operation by the 
utilization of the gas and oil treasure, however, they are also counting with 
worse case scenarios. Although the Greek-Turkish relations are nearly set-
tled, the Greek Cypriot-Turkish ties are still troubled by many unsolved 
conflicts. The economic crisis of Greece and the rapid economic growth of 
Turkey resulted in interdependence between two sides of the Aegean Sea, 
where co-operation is encouraged by the USA and the European Union as 
well. Cyprus on the other hand is still struggling with Turkish demands, 
which makes its reunification process even more complicated. The “Cyprus 
Question” has never been based before on a significant economic issue, the 
regional powers since the Hittites to British did not occupy the island for 
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economic reasons but more likely they had strategic motives. This aspect 
has recently changed with the exploration of gas and oil resources, and the 
disputes of Cyprus have been supplemented with economic factors. The 
fact that the two Cypriot sides will have to struggle not just over their own 
problematic history but also over a huge business share makes the peace 
process more difficult. Cyprus has never been the place of collaboration, 
however the gas and oil treasure—associated with the financial crisis—
could bring a new era to the internal affairs of the island, especially if the 
Cypriots learn from Greeks and Turks how to sacrifice their hostile past for 
a fruitful future.
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The Jobbik-phenomenon: 
Hungarian Youth on the Road of Radical Right

by Tamás Kovács

Introduction
After the regime change, extremist right-wing parties and movements reap-
peared on the Hungarian political palette. Due to the political recollection 
that relies on historical experiences, the expansion of the radical right-wing 
parties, together with how they could strengthen themselves, as well as their 
successes at elections drew special attention both within the society at large 
and scholars of political science in particular. It is a conventional thesis in 
political science that the expansion of the extremist right-wing parties is 
determined by the political supply and demand (Enyedi-Körösényi, 2004). 
Therefore, social demand is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the 
strengthening of the radical right wing. Besides social demand, the right 
wing’s radical political supply is also determined by the given country’s 
traditions of political history and the extent of these being processed, the 
institutional barriers against the radical right, the structure of the political 
field and also by the organizational power the radical right may possess and 
utilise. In case of the radical right, a problem can be observed in the domain 
of political science regarding its definition. Phrases, such as “extreme right” 
(Carter, 2005), “radical right” (Norris, 2005) and “populist radical right 
(Mudde, 2007)” all appear in connection with characterising radical parties 
and movements. The current study does not try to settle scientific debates 
regarding the definition of the phrases; the phrases are used as synonyms 
of each other.

By observing Hungary, the increase in social demand for the radical right 
has been continuous since 2002 (Krekó-Juhász-Molnár, 2011), however, it is 
important to mention that national radicalism was already present after the 
years of the regime change by the appearance of MIÉP (Hungarian Justice 
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and Life Party). In the local party system, the Jobbik Magyarországért Moz-
galom (Movement for a Better Hungary; hereafter Jobbik) can be currently 
found on the far-right pole. It has been playing an important role in the 
Hungarian political life since its establishment in 2003; however, their real 
breakthrough was in 2009 with their outstanding results at the European 
Parliament elections (they won 14.8% of the total votes and could delegate 
three MPs to the European Parliament). The social support and popular-
ity of Jobbik increased due to the European Parliament elections and they 
became the third strongest political power at the national elections in 2010 
(by winning 16.7% of the votes). The radical ideology system of Jobbik is 
characterized by anti-Roma sentiment, anti-communism, anti-elitism, anti-
Semitism, anti-establishmentism, euroscepticism, anti-globalism (national 
protectionism) and nationalism (Bíró Nagy-Róna, 2011). Despite that the 
characteristics of Jobbik are very similar to those of Western European 
radical parties, it is not expedient to position them in the same category 
or group. The reason for that derives from the fact that its conformity to 
national conditions makes the ideological profile of this extremist party 
unique in Europe.

The study approaches the efficiency of Jobbik from a specific aspect: it 
attempts to find an explanation for why the youth is overrepresented among 
its voters opposed to other parties’ supporters. Some statements of other 
studies also back the idea that among the socio-demographic variables, age 
has the greatest influence (the popularity of Jobbik linearly decreases with 
the rise with age), therefore, the voters of the party are characterised by the 
generational traits (Karácsony-Róna, 2010). In the following, prejudices and 
authoritarianism, anti-establishmentism, obedience and demand for order, 
the sense of community belonging, fear, distrust and pessimism, the nature 
of the party’s formation, the effect of the online media and paternalism are 
the key aspects in analyzing the connection between Jobbik and its young 
voters, by using the variables of the DEREX-index1. Furthermore, the study 

1 Demand for Right-Wing Extremism Index (DEREX) measures the size of the 
group in a given country susceptible to far-right ideologies and political messages. 
A country’s DEREX score is determined by the rate of respondents who belong 
to at least three of the four categories (prejudices, anti-establishment attitudes, 
right-wing value orientation and fear, distrust and pessimism) all at once.
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also considers the life cycle effect (Inglehart, 2007), which may lead to the 
fact that the youth are closer to the radical pole on the moderate–radical 
scale. Due to length-limitations, the ideological fragmentation, the presen-
tation of the youth’s value orientation is not analyzed here. However, it is 
important to mention that the majority of the youth consider themselves 
to be in the political middle and also that in the left-right dichotomy, the 
right-wing orientation dominates2. 

Defining young voters and the youth are inevitable methodological crite-
ria for our analysis. Youth is considered as every young person between the 
ages of 18-29, however, due to surveys, minor correlation may occur.

The statement of the present study is that Jobbik’s efficiency among 
young voters has many reasons, out of which anti-establishment attitudes, 
the party’s generational nature and the role of the internet are outstanding. 
The hypothesis is intended to be proven with the help of a wide empirical 
base, in case of the explanatory reasons the data point at deep-structured 
orientations, therefore, the application of empirical data from previous stud-
ies was also expedient.

The supportiveness of Jobbik among the youth 
This part offers an analysis of the results of different surveys from the 
aspect how the popularity of Jobbik among the youth was formed between 
2009 and 2012. The data are aimed to support the statement that the youth 
is overrepresented among the radical party’s voters. 

The DKMKA Election Panel Survey’s database of 2009 denotes the 
fact that with the rise of age the supportiveness of the party continuously 
decreases among its voters. While 11% of voters under the age of 29 support 
the radical party, in case of people over 60 years of age the number is only 
4%. Compared to other parties (by focusing on the overall population in the 
given period), it is an interesting set of data that while MSZP (Hungarian 
Socialist Party) is more popular than Jobbik3, it loses in being supported by 
the youth. Therefore, in case of people under 29, Jobbik—after FIDESZ-

2 Based on the results of Ifjúság 2008 (Youth 2008), 16% of young people declared 
to support the left, 31% the right. 53% said that they support the political middle.  

3 According to Tárki Omnibusz party preference survey (September 2009), Jobbik’s 
popularity was 6%, MSZP’s 11% among the overall population.  
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MPSZ (Alliance of Young Democrats-Hungarian Civic Union)—was the 
second strongest party in the Hungarian party system. The generational 
nature is strengthened by the fact that the voters of Jobbik are the youngest, 
on average they were born in 1971 (Grajczjár-Tóth, 2011).

An empirical survey of spring 2010 by Medián Public Opinion and 
Market Survey Institution (N=3000) also supports the previously mentioned 
results. It can be concluded by analyzing the age group of 18-29 that besides 
the 56% supportiveness of FIDESZ-MPSZ, Jobbik is supported by 23% 
of the youth. This popularity of the radical party among the youth greatly 
exceeds MSZP’s (10%) and LMP’s (Politics Can Be Different) (8%) sup-
portiveness. Another conclusion of the survey is that Jobbik, regarding its 
own supporters, is again the most popular among the youngest voters and 
its popularity linearly decreases by the rise with age. 

Table 1: Party preferences among the youth4

Supportiveness of parties among the youth (ages 18-29) % in 2010
 DKMKA Election Survey Medián Aktív Fiatalok Republikon
Jobbik 11 23 19.3 19.7
Fidesz 45 56 14.6 18
MSZP 7 10 4.5 5.6
LMP 8 17.7 7.3
DK4 2.9 1.7
Other   1.3 4.5

An online survey carried out by Aktív Fiatalok5 (Active Youth) between 
December 2011 and January 2012 (N=1497) also stands behind the state-
ment that Jobbik is highly popular among the youth. Based on the results, 
the radical right-wing party is the most popular among young people. 19.3% 
of the participants named Jobbik while choosing a party. Regarding the 
online survey, the dominance of Jobbik seems obvious and it is one of the 
key reasons for explaining its success in the current study.

The analysis of Republikon Institute in February 2012 (N=3000) also 
shows the outstanding role of Jobbik among the youth. According to the 

4 Democratic Coalition (DK)
5 Aktív Fiatalok survey carried out online among college and university students 

(http://aktivfiatalok.hu/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/m%C3%B3dszertani_spekul
%C3%A1ci%C3%B3.pdf) 
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answers, compared to other parties, the radical party is the most popular 
among young people (19.7% supportiveness).

After studying the above-mentioned data, the conclusion can be drawn 
that age is the most characteristic feature in relation to the supporters of the 
party. In the following, emphasis will be laid on explaining what the reasons 
can be for the strong generational nature, thus the inevitable high popularity 
among the youth.

Explanations for being efficient among the youth
Political orientations and values
Prejudices and authoritarianism
The Roma-question has been straining Hungarian society for decades. In 
relation to the recent right-wing radicalism it can be stated that its enemies 
are within the groups (ethnic minorities and marginal social groups) of the 
society (Enyedi-Erős-Fábián, 2000). One of the main reasons for Jobbik 
being so successful is that it has managed to achieve that the Roma-case 
is not a taboo anymore and they also monopolized this topic in politics 
(Karácsony-Róna, 2010). Prejudice of Hungarian society at large against 
the Roma population is extremely intense, and at the same time, several 
researches have concluded that the voters of Jobbik are the most character-
ized by having prejudices against Roma and Jewish people. Representatives 
and sympathizers of Jobbik also show strong anti-Roma attitudes (Bíró 
Nagy-Róna, 2011), therefore, it can be stated that their declared anti-Roma 
sentiment is one of the most important cornerstones of the far-right party, 
and this has also played a significant role in its rise. 

An important question of the study is how the anti-Roma attitudes of 
Jobbik supporters connect with prejudices among the youth. Previous 
researches on the tolerance of the youth towards the Roma population have 
shown that the youngest generations are more sensitive towards anti-Roma 
attitudes. It is especially valid for people around the age of 18, whose preju-
dice is higher than the elder generations’ (Fábián, 1999). The youth having 
reservations about the Roma can also be found in another study (Horváth, 
2000). In the period prior to the rise of Jobbik one could also witness high 
antipathy towards the Roma among the youth. Prejudice increased the most 
between 2002 and 2009 (from 28.1% to 42.8%) among the youngest age 
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group (18-29 years of age). However, this group is the least prejudicial in 
relation to the overall population (Krekó-Juhász-Molnár, 2011).

Table 2: Prejudicism among the Hungarian society6

Age Change in prejudicism Change in %
 2002 2009  

15-30 28.1% 42.8% +14.7%
30-45 36.2% 51.8% +15.6%
45-60 38.1% 55.6% +17.5%
60+ 45.7% 58.2% +12.5%

Despite the thesis being invalid by stating that the youth is more 
prejudicial against the Roma than the overall society, the drastic increase 
of prejudice moves the youth towards Jobbik’s ideological profile. Further-
more, the 42.8% rate shows the high intensity of this prejudice.

The survey of Iskola és társadalom (Education and Society) 20057 and 
20088 concluded similar results in examining the prejudices of the youth. In 
2005, 45% of the youth, and in 2008, 47% of the participants rejected the 
idea of having a Roma desk-mate in classrooms. This means that almost 
every second-secondary school student has prejudices against the Roma. 
Therefore, the Roma-question does not only appeal to older generations, but 
it is also a neuralgic point for the youth. An interesting factor in the prejudice 
against the Roma population among the youth is that they do not consider 
anti-Roma sentiment and violence against the Roma to be racism or racial 
discrimination (Garami, 2000). Despite the youth is not more prejudicial 

6 Source: Krekó - Juhász - Molnár (2011): A szélsőjobboldal iránti társadalmi keres-
let növekedése Magyarországon. In. Politikatudományi Szemle. 2011/2, 53-79. pp.

7 Led by Mihály Csákó, participants: ELTE, DE, PTE Department of Sociology, 
and ECHO Survey Sociology Research Institute, Tábla és Penna Social Research 
Workshop and Kurt Lewin Foundation; Participants: 7000 people, four counties 
(Baranya, Fejér, Hajdú and Szabolcs) and Budapest

8 The survey of 2005 was carried out with the same questionnaires, it was led by 
Mihály Csákó, participants: ELTE, DE, PTE and SZTE Department of Sociology, 
HAS Centre for Regional Studies, and ECHO Survey Sociology Research Institute. 
The surveyed area was expanded with Csongrád County. Contributing researchers: 
Ildikó Szabó, István Murányi, Tamás Domokos, Mária Rita Kiss and Domonkos 
Sik.
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against Romas than the elder generations, it can be stated that the youth is 
characterized by high antipathy towards the Roma. Therefore, the radical 
party could find apt audience for their anti-Roma statements.

Authoritarianism, wish for a strong leader, attitude implying militant 
nationalism are the characteristics mainly specific to Jobbik supporters 
(Karácsony-Róna, 2010). The demand for authority and wishing for a 
strong leader are also typical of the youth’s attitude (Enyedi-Erős-Fábián, 
2000). However, authoritarianism mingles with antidemocratic features in 
relation to democracy among the youth; therefore, the judgement of politi-
cal systems can serve as an orientation in understanding the demand for 
authority. Survey9 of Ifjúság 2008 (Youth 2008) shows that according to 
31% of the participants “one political system is like any other one”, and 
14% said: “under certain circumstances, a dictatorship is better than 
democracy”. Despite the fact that 45% of the young participants did not 
firmly support the superiority of democracy, it cannot be stated that their 
political views are antidemocratic. The above-mentioned data were used to 
present that antidemocratic orientation could be found among the youth. 
However, authoritarianism and demand for authority appear more definitely 
in the survey of Iskola és társadalom 2005. More than two-thirds of the 
participants agreed “the country mainly needs strong leaders” and “such a 
party is needed which is able to strike if necessary” (Csákó, 2007).

Prejudices against the Roma and authoritarianism characterize the 
majority of the young society’s attitude, which serves as a useful base for 
Jobbik in finding supporters among these generations of society. 

Anti-establishment attitudes
Dissatisfaction with the political system and distrust toward the political 
elite may drive the majority of young voters towards extremist political 
powers. One of the steady topics of Jobbik is anti-elitism, in which they 
talk about the previous two decades’ political elite as “mafia” (Bíró-Róna, 
2011). Before 2010, the radical party could be involved in politics as an 
extra-parliamentary power and—presenting another important factor—
they were not really taking a role in the period of transition after the regime 
9 Bauer Béla- Szabó Andrea (eds) (2009): Ifjúság 2008: Gyorsjelentés. Budapest, 

Szociálpolitikai és Munkaügyi Intézet, 2009.
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change. Therefore, Jobbik consciously depicts the political elite after the 
regime change as betrayers of the national interest (Bíró-Róna, 2011). Dis-
satisfaction with the system is strong; trust in democracy is specifically 
low among their (far-right) voters. The supporters of the radical party are 
the least satisfied with the functioning of democracy (Grajczjár-Tóth, 2011), 
therefore, dissatisfaction with the system and anti-elitism are among Job-
bik’s main theses. As an extra-parliamentary political power, they took 
advantage of the social dissatisfaction and distrust with the political elite, 
which proved to be pivotal in their success. By examining young voters it 
can be concluded that dissatisfaction and distrust with the political system 
is specifically high among them. Anti-establishment attitude increased the 
most among the youngest voters between 2002 and 2009, in which period 
the number of dissatisfied voters grew from 9.8% in 2002 to 38% in 2009 
(Krekó-Juhász-Molnár, 2011). It means that anti-establishment attitude 
almost quadrupled among young people within these years. A relevant 
characteristic of anti-establishmentarianism is the level of distrust towards 
democratic institutions. According to the survey of Ifjúság 2008, trust in 
institutions has been at rock bottom among the youth. Young voters have 
shown high distrust in the functioning of the parliament and the govern-
ment, which can be directly linked to the activity of the political elite10. 
Another interesting data of this survey is that 78% of the participants claim 
that politicians are not interested in the opinion of the youth; therefore, their 
concepts never reach the level of political decision-making.

Disappointment in the political elite and turning away from them can be 
clearly seen among the youth. 

Obedience and demand for order
Demand for order appears together with authoritarianism and dissatisfac-
tion with the system; however, it is worth to highlight it. Order and stability 
are the two most popular catchwords of radical voters. These notions are 
among those ones they can identify themselves the most with (Bíró-Róna, 
2011). Demand for new order, the authoritarian attitude of demand for strict 
law and order clearly characterizes the party’s voters. The authoritarian 
10 In a valuation that has 100 units both to positive and negative directions, the opin-

ion on the Government is “-37”, and the Parliament’s is “-22”
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attitude of demand for order is more difficult to track down among the 
youth; however, obedience and the importance of observing the rules are 
specific to their thinking. The results of Iskola és társadalom 2008 survey 
show that 76% of the participants agree that a Hungarian citizen can be 
expected to comply with the country’s law. Another youth survey, Ifjúság 
2008 had similar results. On a methodological scale the participants gave 
85% points and 83% points of importance regarding the question whether it 
can be expected from a Hungarian citizen to comply with the law and to pay 
taxes and contributions. Obedience, as manifestation of demand for order 
can be considered as a characteristic of the young voters.

Fear, distrust, pessimism
Dissatisfaction with life, personal economic worries, unfavourable judge-
ments of the future are all in favour for the expansion of right-wing populist 
radical parties. In post-socialist countries, thus in Hungary as well, the 
economic situation and perspectives of the youth seem to be unfavourable. 
They are only able to generate their own existence well after the imagined 
age, their marriage plans are realized later or do not even happen, starting a 
family often occurs before or without marriage, if it happens at all, and their 
entering the labour market is significantly more difficult (Domokos, 2010). 
As a result of these processes, distrust and anomie intensify. Since 2008, the 
evolving economic crisis has not spared young employees; the unemploy-
ment rate in their case is far over the value of the total unemployment rate.11 

Supporters of Jobbik are the most pessimist voters when it comes to the 
country’s future or their own current situation and their perspectives for the 
future. The opinion that the economic situation of the country and society 
at large has greatly worsened is the highest among the voters of the radical 
party (Grajczjár-Tóth, 2011). Despite that the undereducated and poor are 
specifically underrepresented among them and the professionals and the 
11 According to the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (KSH) (http://www.ksh.hu/

docs/hun/xftp/idoszaki/pdf/ifjusag_munkaero_piac.pdf) between 2008 and 2012, 
the unemployment rate between the age of 15-24 increased from 19.9% to 26.6%, 
between 25-29 years of age it increased from 9.1% to 14.3%. The overall unemploy-
ment rate between 2008 and 2010 rose from 8% to 11.2%. According to the data 
of August-October 2012, the unemployment rate of age group of 15-24 is 30.1%, 
while the overall number is 10.5%. 
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wealthy are overrepresented, the voters of the party are characterised by 
strong economic frustration (Karácsony-Róna, 2010). Fear and distrust may 
derive from the difference between the desired and de facto achieved social 
status, which assumes a need for achieving a status in life. According to the 
DEREX-index, fear, distrust and pessimism between 2002 and 2009 rose 
from 14.2% to 21.1% among young people. The survey results of Ifjúság 
2008 showed that by looking at the period since the regime change and the 
past ten years, 62% of the participants thought that their families’ situation 
worsened, 84% said that the economic situation of the country took a bad 
direction and 80% shared the opinion that the standard of living was also 
showing a downward tendency. Regarding economic and financial results, 
the past is perceived negatively among the youth. Expectations regarding 
the future are also really pessimistic. The results of youth research show 
that 72% of the participants think that their personal situation will worsen or 
stagnate in the next few years. 76% of the youth say that the economic situ-
ation of the country will deteriorate or stagnate. 48% think that the standard 
of living will get worse.

Demand for paternalism 
Despite (or even due to the fact that) Jobbik is situated on the far right pole 
of the political spectrum, it is characterized by left-wing economic policy. 
The radical party believes in the strong, active, intervening state, which is 
capable of protecting the Hungarian society from the harmful effects of glo-
balization. The national protectionist economic policy aims to continuously 
be attentive to the social factors, the provider, protecting attitude serves as 
the base for the party’s political activity (Bíró-Róna, 2011). The paternalist 
economic policy and highlighting the social factors comply with the social 
demands of the youth. The basic characteristic of the youth’s image of 
democracy is that they primarily expect the state to perform provider and 
welfare services (Szabó, 2011). According to the survey of Iskola és tár-
sadalom 2008, two-thirds of the youth hopes for security from democracy. 
The demand coming from the youth for paternalistic social policy is also 
present in the results of Ifjúság 2008. Different aspects, such as daily living, 
job opportunity, social security, housing, the comparison of the People’s 
Republic of Hungary which was a socialist regime and the democratic con-
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stitutional state after the regime change are examined. According to 75% 
of the young participants daily living was easier, 74% think that housing 
problems were solved more easily and 79% say that job opportunities were 
better and 77% answered that social security was better in the Kádár-era. 
The specialty of the case is that the most participants of the 2008 survey did 
not live during that ear, or had only a few years of experience from the period. 
Since the survey includes participants between 15 and 29 years of age, it can 
be clearly seen that the oldest participant only lived less than ten years under 
the socialist regime and only as a child. This fact is of high importance, 
since from the point of view of the analysis here the participants’ opinion 
is mainly based on a stereotype instead of real experience. They probably 
could only consider the image built by the society when providing such 
answers, therefore, they did not really vote for the Kádár-era, more likely 
against the current situation, thus the analysis is connected to the topic of 
anti-establishment attitudes. 

Generation experience, specificity and identification
The nature of the party’s formation
The roots of Jobbik go back to 1999, when university students with right-wing 
sentiment established the Right-wing Youth Community. In the beginning, 
members of the movement intended to find their place in the Civic Circle, 
established and controlled by FIDESZ and in MIÉP (Hungarian Justice 
and Life Party), led by István Csurka. However, both political platforms 
disappointed the members of the youth movement. They found the style and 
political program of MIÉP too outdated, and the Civic Circle did not provide 
them with apt headway. The demand for a youthful, modernized, radical 
party arose among the members of the youth movement. The movement 
transformed into a party on 24. October 2003 and besides keeping the abbre-
viation Jobbik, they take up the name Jobbik Magyarországért Mozgalom 
(Movement for a Better Hungary). The roots of the radical party go back to 
the youth movement, which later had an influence on the development of 
Jobbik’s generational nature. The party played an outstanding role in the 
protests and street fights of 2006. Jobbik became a symbol for resistance to 
the left; it established the stylised image of the rebellious, freedom-fighter 
youth. Another important event in 2006 was the election of Gábor Vona 
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as a president, who started to modernize the party. When describing the 
generational nature of the party, it cannot be ignored that in the 2010 elec-
tions, Gábor Vona was the youngest prime minister candidate (at the age 
of 31), together with the current spokesperson of the party, Dóra Dúró (23), 
who is the youngest MP in the parliament. Among the political parties, Job-
bik has the second youngest faction on average (age 39). The generational 
nature of the party may have served as a magnet regarding the youth. The 
generational nature in fact is the cause and reason of itself. The modernized, 
youthful nature of the party, the young age of the representatives may all 
have contributed to winning the sympathy and votes of the youth. 

The sense of community belonging
The weakening and breakup of previously existing communities was one of 
the critical social phenomena of the period after the regime change. Social 
bonds further weakened in the also formerly individualized and atomized 
Hungarian society. However, communities are important social formations, 
there is no identity without community, and there is no individual without 
identity (Ságvári, 2008). The voter who is not protected by a community is 
more likely to be influenced by the rhetoric of extremist political powers 
(Van der Brug et al., 2005). Data of Ifjúság 2008 show that the Hungarian 
youth is highly atomized; more than 70% is not a member of any organiza-
tion. As a heritage of the Kádár-era, family socialization and the family role 
in showing political guidance have weakened. Family exclude politics from 
their private sphere and leave the next generations alone in finding their 
way in the world of politics (Szabó-Kern, 2010). Therefore, young people 
are left alone against the radical populist parties’ voice. On the other hand, 
right-wing radicalism is both a threat and a sense of community belong-
ing among the youth. The movement-like political platforms that demand 
intense commitment may be attractive for some of them. These are the ones 
that provide a built-up identity, closed opinion systems, fixed reference 
points in such a macro-environment where distrust plays an increasing 
role (Ságvári, 2008). Jobbik suits these requirements with its closed and 
coherent ideological system and so might be capable of providing the young 
voter with the sense of community belonging. The generation that has been 
socialised after the regime change tends to undertake open conflicts and 
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active politics. However, they do not have such a generational socializing 
experience as the regime change generation did. The constellation of being 
in opposition to the past two decades and anti-elitism may establish this 
generational experience, which therefore is mainly connected to the radical 
party.

The effect of the online media as a new political platform
Due to their weak presence in the mainstream media, it was extremely 
important for the radical party to be able to create an alternative commu-
nication platform where they can effectively broadcast their messages and 
their own way of interpreting reality to the voters. In addition to using the 
mainstream media, Jobbik has established their own media platform on the 
Internet.

The weakening of the bonds between the parties and society is an increas-
ing tendency that post-communist systems have to face (Szabó, 2010). 
However, the democratic world of the Internet is a suitable platform for 
politics to reach the personal sphere of the voter and therefore to establish a 
connection between the party and the given individual. After recognizing 
this opportunity, the radical party created a characteristic online media 
world and effectively sent out their message to the voters. Jobbik was not 
so overrepresented in any other segment of the society as they were among 
Internet users (Karácsony-Róna, 2010). They established their own Internet-
based sub-culture (kuruc.info, barikad.hu, hunhir.hu, gondola.hu12), where 
the number of visitors exceeded one hundred thousand a day13. Further-
more, the activists of the party infested the fora of certain news websites 
in order to propagate the messages of the party. The dominant presence 
in certain social media also became specific to the party. The data of the 
table provides a demonstration for the radical party being overrepresented 
in some channels of the social media than the other parties.

12 Other important websites: www.nemzetihirhalo.hu; www.nemzetiegyletek.hu; 
www.attilakiraly.hu; www.szebbjovo.hu; www.mariaorszaga.hu, www.szentkoro-
naradio.com; www.magyartaltos.info; www.ellenkultura.info 

13 Based on the data of Medián Webaudit (webaudit.hu) 
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Table 3: The presence of parties in the segments of the social media14

The presence of parties in the social media (22.12.2012)
 Facebook likes Twitter follower Youtube subscriber
MSZP 19 991 1590 184
Jobbik 50 579 3372 2422
LMP 19 847 1746 594
DK 8109 39 394
KDNP 1531 71 14
Fidesz 27 672 3623 148

The Internet usage of some age groups correlates to the age group of 
Jobbik’s voters. According to the survey Youth 2008, 84% of young people 
regularly use the Internet. Between 2008 and 2012, the rate of Internet users 
increased from 80% to 90% in case of people between 15 to 24 of age, 
and there was a rise from 60% to 81% among people aged 25-34. Regular 
Internet usage of older generations is significantly lower, between 2008 
and 2012, the number increased from 47% to 68% among the age group 
of 35-49, and from 16% to 35% among people of 50-6915. It concludes that 
the linear rise with age decreases the opportunity for the radical party to 
effectively broadcast their message to the voters. For Jobbik’s alternative 
communication platform, the most potential targets are the youngest age 
groups in achieving the desired effect. Therefore, through the Internet, Job-
bik has “boomed” into the daily life of the youth, who previously had the 
opinion that the party-centred elite was not interested in their participation 
as citizens (Gazsó, 2004). Jobbik, being community forming in nature, 
started to use online communication, in which the main idea is to form a 
community, establish common knowledge and share experiences (Ságvári, 
2008).

Conclusion 
The present study made an effort to unfold and point out the reasons why 
Jobbik is so popular among the youth. The hypothesis was that in case of 
the youth, anti-establishmentarianism is a characteristic feature, the genera-
tional nature of the party and Jobbik’s expanding presence on the Internet 

14 Source: facebook.com; twitter.com; youtube.com
15 Source: http://nrc.hu/kutatas/internet_penetracio
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play an outstanding role in integrating young people into their supporter 
group. The study certainly does not state that all the young people with the 
discussed attitudes will be or were among the voters of the radical party, 
since choosing a party includes many other factors (connection to other 
parties, making a rational choice, or other socializing factors) (Carmines – 
Huckfeldt, 2003). It only intends to point out that the philosophy of Jobbik’s 
ideological theses can be found in the majority of young people’s attitude 
and therefore, the party is capable of establishing a potential voter base for 
themselves. Other authors have denoted that the attitude system of the youth 
does not show relevant correlation to older age groups in the studied factors 
(Bíró Nagy – Róna, 2011), which may lead to the question of what the real 
factor is. Reasons behind the explanation differ in importance; in the study, 
all the discussed factors correlate to each other. Table 4 intends to present 
the extent of influence that certain dimensions have by systematizing the 
dominance-factors.

Table 4: Rank of the influencing factors

Dominance-factor analysis
Weak Medium Strong

Sense of community 
belonging Demand for paternalism Role of the internet

Life cycle effect Prejudices and authoritari-
anism

Anti-elitism and anti-
establishmentarianism 

Obedience and demand for 
order

Fear, distrust and pes-
simism

“Magnetizing” effect of 
the generational nature 

According to the current study, weak explanatory reasons include sense 
of community belonging, life cycle effect, obedience and demand for order. 
Demand for paternalism, prejudices, authoritarianism, fear, distrust and 
pessimism belong to the medium level. As an explanation for why Jobbik is 
more supported among the younger age group, the study provides the pre-
sumably adequate answer that the “magnetizing” effect of the radical party’s 
generational nature, drastic rise in anti-establishment attitudes among the 
youth and the exploitation of the Internet play the most important role in 
this question. Therefore, the study has proven the hypothesis, presented and 
pointed out the spheres with stronger and weaker relevance.
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Environmental Awareness 
in the Hungarian “Atomcity”

by Roland Nagy

Introduction
The following essay is a shorter version of a case study, which highlights 
some of the results of a survey made about local aspects on environmental 
protection and environmental awareness. The research was carried out in a 
town where the mentioned perspectives should even have a more significant 
role then in anywhere else in Hungary. Paks is a small town with twenty 
thousand residents, located in the middle of the country, on the bank of the 
river Danube, and last but not least the only nuclear power plant of Hungary 
with 4 x 500 MW units is also in the neighbourhood. That should be one of the 
reasons why I assume that in such a settlement an increased attention should 
be raised about environmental issues. Nevertheless besides the man-made, 
state-of-the-art technology, amazing natural environment is also present in 
the area. Although the bank of the river Danube which by itself represents 
an important natural phenomenon, the direct agglomeration of Paks also 
hides further special inland flora and fauna. Here we can find one segment 
of the Dél–Mezőföld Tájvédelmi district1 (protected landscape area), which 
supplements the Duna–Dráva National Park2 with 7,546.5 hectare. This pro-
tected area is home for such uniqe wonders as the highly protected Crambe 
tataria3 and an ice age residue, the European Globe Flower4.

Both man-made and natural environment are significantly present in this 
location and the combination of these two factors can make Paks an ideal 
and exemplary place for such a research. It is interesting to look at what the 
locals think of their position. What do they think about their own environ-

1 http://www.ddnp.hu/del-mezofoldi-tk
2 http://www.ddnp.hu/
3 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Crambe_tataria
4 http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/196239/European-globeflower
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ment? Can a fragile natural environment and an advanced nuclear power 
plant fit next to each other? Is the local population aware of the challenges 
that a nuclear power plant carries with its technology? And after all do local 
citizens consider themselves environmentally conscious? 

The research was designed to map the attitude and relationship of the 
local citizens towards general environmental protection, with the aim to see 
an integral picture about the web of connections among the city council, the 
nuclear power plant and the civil sector. Emphasis was laid on to see their 
volume of engagement, the possibilities, options and also limitations people 
have in the field of environmental protection and awareness.

A questionnaire including forty questions with the title “Paks and the 
issue of environmental protection” was constructed, which will contribute 
to the basic empirical evidence of my doctoral dissertation. In this venture I 
have been assisted greatly by my supervisor, Dr. habil László Kákai, whom 
I would also like to thank now.

Introduction of the method of the survey and the relevant questions
The base population of the research was given by the adult population of 
the town of Paks. The 500 randomly picked individuals were choosen from 
among them. The sample representing the base population was divided 
by sex, age groups and the level of education. The minor deviations made 
during the questioning were corrected by weighting. Besides the above-
mentioned questions and relationships, the questionnaire did not mean only 
to map further correlations in the local society, but also to gain a cleaner 
picture and to highlight the situation from a closer perspective, therefore, to 
this end, some personal interviews with some of the local responsibles were 
also recorded. 

Participants of the personal interviews:
•	 Mrs. Beáta Bárdos Német – environmental protection expert of DC 

Dunakom Ltd.
•	 Mrs. Szilvia Sáfrány – leader of Ökocsiga Foundation.
•	 Ms. Krisztina Tóth – environmental protection rapporteur of the city 

council.
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•	 Mr.	Dezső	Faller	– member of the city council, previously Deputy Mayor, 
and president of the environmental protection comittee.

•	 Mr. Adam Haaz – entrepreneur, previously member of the city council 
and also member of the environmental protection comittee.

•	 Mr. János Nagy – teacher at the local vocational school, 
•	 Mr. János Süli – previously the CEO and Technical Deputy of the CEO 

of Paks Nuclear Power Plant

As mentioned earlier, the original research and the interviews are meant 
to be the base of my dissertation so their extent would well exceed the 
limitation of this volume of studies. However, it operates with some relevant 
questions worth highlighting so that a relatively good picture about the local 
situation on environmental awareness is provided here.

The original questionnaire contained separate groups of questions from 
which the following aggregations were chosen for this essay:
• General attitude towards environmental awareness
• The city council and environmental protection
• Local perspectives on the operation of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant

The chosen questions from the questionnaire and the introduction of its 
results by graphs and written context will be supplemented by the relevant 
and/or same questions of the personal interviews to present the harmony or 
in cases the lack of harmony between the approach and opinion of the local 
population and the decision-makers, experts and representatives of the civil 
sector.

General attitude towards environmental protection
This group of questions was meant to assess and highlight the general 
thinking and opinion of the local population on the issue. So, how interested 
is the local population about the topic? Can they identify themselves with 
the matters? Is it familiar to them at all? Do they do anything about the 
challenges? 

From the responses to this set of questions the following 6 graphs have 
been chosen to highlight the general attitude.
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Figure 1. How interested are you about the issue of environmental protection?

A bit more than half (altogether 53%) of the local population show inten-
sive interest about the topic. Another 28% is moderately interested and 19% 
of the local citizens had shown no interest about environmental protection. 
Between the age groups of 36 to 50 and the ones with higher education (uni-
versity and college degrees) are more interested than the average, and the 
ones who are in the age groups of 18 to 35 with lower education standards 
are less interested than the average about environmental matters. 

The participants of the interviews almost have a consistent perspective 
and as they stated, during their everyday life they always spare time for 
environmental protection and they are really interested about the challenges 
and issues. I really did not expect any different attitude from them even if 
we only consider their expertees and position.

Altogether, in accordance with this group of questions the participants of 
the interviews have shown up-to-date attitude and their answers reflected 
professionalism and commitment about our topic.
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Mr. János Süli, the previous CEO of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant, noted 
that: “(…) within the organization of the Paks NPP, environmental protection 
has a very significant role. (…) and since the beginning, the company has 
always had its own environmental protection organization. Besides daily 
monitoring this group of experts has multiple tasks to ensure environmental 
safety and information collection, these information are always available 
for the public.”

Figure 2. According to your opinion, how much can an average person - during one’s 
everyday life - do for the protection of the natural environment?

More than half of the local population (53%) clearly see that an average 
individual—during one’s everyday life—can do a lot for the protection of 
the environment. But almost the other half (39%) considers the issue more 
challenging and believes that only little can be done by the individual. Only 
8% of the locals think that nothing can be done by an avarge person to man-
age the issues of the topic. The ones with basic education have a stronger 
than average negative opinion about this question but the ones that have 
higher education believe that they can do a lot more than it seems.

All the participants of the interviews clearly stated that an average indi-
vidual can do a lot for the protection and safety of their own environment.
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Figure 3. According to your opinion, what could an average person do – during one’s 
everyday life – in the interest of environmental protection? 

In this open question we were interested about the practical knowledge 
of the local population. The respondents themselves could specify or list the 
answers. 49% of them thought that selective waste collection is a way to go, 
39% specified keeping the environment clean, 15% mentioned energy sav-
ings, 10% using mass transportation, 6% using non-poisonous detergents, 
5% protecting trees, 4% no smoking, using natural packaging materials 
and education of others about the topic could be a practical solution. Couple 
of other things like lowering consumption, nurturing plants, protecting 
waters and composting were also mentioned by a slight margin of individu-
als. Almost one-third (29%) of the respondents could not or did not answer 
the question which seems a bit high compared to the option that anything 
could have been written. The individuals with higher education specified 
selective waste collection and energy savings above average. At the oldest 
age group and at the group with lower education the uncertainty was greater 
than average.
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The interviewees also indicated some of the above-listed, as well as 
referred to new things, such as the use of solar, thermal and wind energy 
as reneweable energy solutions, then, landscape protection, forestry and 
fisheries, together with the importance of keeping the biological diversity 
in mind. 

Figure 4. In your everyday life, how much do you do 
for the protection of the natural environment?

Almost two-thirds (63%) of the citizens of Paks acknowledge that they 
only do little in their everyday life to protect the environment. Only 27% 
stated that they do a lot in the interest of the common challenge. The ones 
with the higher educational levels with higher environmental awareness do 
more than the average, and the ones with lower educational standards do 
less than the average.

The answers to this question brought the first real surprise even tough 
53% previously said that an average individual can do a lot for protecting 
the natural environment. Also, a number of other methods were listed by the 
locals but they still thought that it might not be enough. 
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It was also interesting to hear that besides the founder of Ökocsiga Foun-
dation—who makes serious effort to support ecocentric thinking together 
with her family—the other interviewees also tought that they could do more 
for the protection of the environment.

Figure 5. What do you do for the protection of your own natural environment?

The question and the numbers both speak for themselves. 33% of local 
citizens collect waste selectively, 28% do not litter, 14% mentioned that 
they are energy savers, 8% collects waste, and keeps everything clean, 5% 
use non-poisonous detergents and does gardening, 4% responded that they 
usually use mass transportation, 3% use natural packaging materials. Like 
with the previous open question 30% of the respondents did not or could 
not answer. Similar to that number the individuals with higher education 
mentioned selective waste collection and energy savings above average. At 
the oldest age group and at the group with lower education the uncertainty 
was greater than average. 
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The interviewees again named—whoever had at home—suncollectors, 
thermal energy, composting and other possible actions like at DC Dunakom 
Ltd. and Ökocsiga Foundation where they sponsor, promote education about 
the natural environment and also organize programmes which are aimed at 
the protection and sustainability of the surrounding natural treasures.

Figure 6. Do you, at home, collect waste selectively?

We received a 10% higher margin when we directly asked about selective 
waste collection in a closed question. 43% of the local citizens collect their 
waste separately. This positive attitude is also greater than the average at 
those who have higher education, are in the age group between 36 and 50, 
and are more environmentally focused. 

This number also directly shows that there is still place for further devel-
opment in accordance with the environment-centred form of behaviour.

All the respondents of the interview selectively collect their waste and 
some of them also composte around their house.
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The city council and the issue of environmental protection
With this group of questions we were seeking information about the opinion 
of the local citizens in accordance with the operation, commitment and the 
attitude of the city council towards our topic. Practically, we were investi-
gating whether or not the local population was satisfied with the actions of 
the city council in this field.

Our intention was not to deal with much criticism, but to discover the 
present conditions, to be able to get a clearer picture about the relationships, 
the options, the commitment and also the limitations of the city council..

Three figures will illustrate answers to this group of questions.
In foreword, we must highlight that all the interviewees mentioned that 

Paks already, more than 10 years ago won the Entente Florale Europe of 
Hungary5 and received silver diploma in the international competition. 
Furthermore, they also pointed out that Paks would spend well over a bil-
lion HUF on a new waste management project, which will be implemented 
this year. Also, a new wastewater management facility will be in operation 
by the middle of 2013 which again reflects the commitment of the city 
hall towards environmental protection and awareness. Another substantial 
achievement in the field is that the city council established a Committee on 
Sustainable Development. 

In case of Paks, the city is in a positive financial situation with enough 
surpluses in the budget so that local decision-makers can almost apply for 
any tenders, providing any development plan with a great chance to get done 
for the benefit of the city.

5 http://www.viragosmagyarorszag.hu/hu/Entente-Floral-Europe
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Figure 7. According to your opinion, how clean are the streets 
and public spaces at your residence?

The absolute majority (59%) of the locals in Paks believe that their resi-
dence area is clean. A bit more than one-third (39%) think that there are 
places where further deeds would be necessary. 

The positive opinion about the cleanliness of the city paralellicly improves 
with the education level of the respondents. Other social background vari-
ables do not influence public opinion.

In general, everyone from the participants of the interview was satis-
fied with the condition of the main roads, squares and parks, but of course 
acknowledged that there is still room for development, and naturally, there 
are other potential areas where there is much to do. Satifaction with com-
munal works was also indicated high by almost everyone.
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Figure 8. According to your opinion, are the numbers of selective waste collecting bins 
adequate or not in your town? 

The majority (75%) of the locals believe that there is not enough bins 
available. The social background variables significantly do not affect their 
opinions.   

Analyzing the replies to this question turned out to be interesting since 
only 43% of the respondents stated that they collect waste selectively so 
there might be a correlation here, based on which we might be able to say 
that certain parts of the local population would be willing to do selective 
waste collection were the number of garbage bins be given. But this seems 
to be more of a question than a statement.

The opinion of the interviewees was divided. In some cases not primarly 
the number of the selective waste bins happened to be the issue, but rather 
their location within the city.
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Figure 9. According to your opinion,—during the decision-making process of the local 
government–how much do the selected members take the issues of environmental 

protection into consideration?

The respondents view it positively that the city council really takes 
into consideration the environmental protection perspectives during their 
decision-making process. 48% of them believe that these perspectives 
have a serious influence on this process. Only 14% gave a clearly negative 
answer. The ones in age group of 36 to 50 and with higher environmental 
consciousness least assume that the city council consider these issues.

Almost all the subjects were satisfied with the mayor’s office and they 
clearly stated that strong commitment is sensed towards environmental 
aspects.

Local perspectives on the operation of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant
The questions about the greatest potential environmental danger, the nuclear 
power plant are indispensable in case of Paks. From this group of questions 
five figures will be illustrating the most relevant answers.
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Some results were above our expectations. However, the respondents are 
aware of the danger factor and its consequences but still feel that the nuclear 
power plant is rather beneficial for them, and also even those who do not 
work at the power plant speak about this man-made phenomenon proudly.

Figure 10. How well informed do you consider yourself 
related to the aspects of the Paks Nuclear Power plant?

Close to half (46%) of the respondents feel well-informed about the 
power plant. 35% stated that they are moderately informed and 18% of the 
total number feel that they are not well informed about the situation.

Generaly speaking, over 5,000 people work directly or indirectly for 
the Paks Nuclear Power Plant, so either a relative, a friend or a neighbour 
will work there, which means that the informal communication channels 
together with the formal ones cover this area.

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant Ltd. has its own Information and Visitor 
Centre with the task to provide the local, national and international publics 
with up-to-date information about the everyday life of the power plant. As 
was refered by one of the interview participants: “…we can say that the 
power plant breathes together with the city.” 
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Figure 11. Do you agree that a nuclear power plant operates at Paks or not?

Almost (91%) everyone agrees that a nuclear power plant operates in the 
city. The social background variables do not influence the public opinion. 
The number speaks for itself.

All the participants of the interviews agreed in this matter.

Figure 12. According to your opinion, how safe is the operation 
of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant? 
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With almost the similar ratio (92%) than at the previous question the 
locals believe that the operation of the nuclear power plant is safe. Social 
background variables have no influence on the public opinion on the safe 
operation. 

In addition, a great coherence can be sensed by this question and also the 
interviewees gave very positive feedback.

Figure 13. According to your opinion, is the radioactive waste dangerous?

The radioactive waste was considered very dangerous by the majority 
(63%) of the respondents, while another 26% feels that it is moderately 
dangerous. The social background variables have no influence on the public 
opinion.

With reference to the radioactive waste all the participants of the inter-
views considered it very dangerous but the management of the issue was of 
greater concern, as we will see it from the next question.
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Figure 14. According to you opinion, how safe does the Paks Nuclear Power Plant manage 
its radioactive waste?

The radioactive waste management methods of the nuclear power plant 
are considered safe by the majority (92%) of the interviewees. The social 
background variables have no influence on the public opinion.

As the previous CEO of the power plant described, the management of 
radioactive waste is a highly accentuated task at the nuclear power plant. 
Members of a specialized organization are responsible for the multiple tasks. 
They manage, pack, store, and transport according to specific international 
and national standards and requirements.

Further on a separate organization—the Public Limited Company for 
Radioactive Waste Management6—was established for the proper manage-
ment of these issues.

Conclusion
Luckily almost everyone answered the question block about environmen-
tally-conscious thinking. In this case the dispersion of the single answers 
was not as important as the complex character, which could be drawn from 
the received answers. Based upon the collective analysis of the questions a 
6 http://www.rhk.hu/
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scale can be drawn with the totally environmentally-conscious individuals 
at one end, and the ones that totally reject the environmentally-conscious 
views, at the other. Also, based on their answers each individual can be 
classified in different levels of environmentally-conscious groups. What is 
relevant in our case is that in a 5-step scale of environmental awareness the 
average adult population of Paks receives 3.7 points which presents strong 
commitment towards the perspectives of environmental consciousness. 
If the local population—with the use of these numbers—is divided into 
groups, it can be clearly seen that almost no one can be characterized with 
significantly weaker environmentally-conscious attitude than the average. 
About 30% of the locals are around the average, 59% are typically above-
average and about 11% of the population cannot be identified appropriately 
based upon the relevant questions.

Furthermore, we can entrust that the chosen questions proved to be use-
ful to give an insight into the local situations in the Paks area. Altogether 
we can clearly see that most of the citizens of Paks care about the natural 
environment, most of them also aware of the necessary actions, but there is 
certainly room for pessimism that only one-third of the respondents actu-
ally do something about the protection of their natural environment.

Although 75% of the local citizens feel that the amount of selective waste 
collecting bins in the city is not sufficient, while at the same time most of 
the people are satisfied with the actions and behaviour of the city council in 
the area of environmental protection. As we found out from the participants 
of the interviews, civil society is also very active in this town and seems to 
appropriately supplement the activities of the local government.

Maybe as a little bit of surprise, the relationship of the nuclear power 
plant and the local society is above all expectations. It is also clear from the 
survey that most of the locals are aware of the potential dangers, but at the 
same time the results well reflect the attitude and the commitment towards 
the facility and its operations.

As we have seen it earlier from the theoretical perspective, the citizens 
of Paks can be described as environmentally-conscious individuals but 
their actions should also follow their mental preparedness, which means 
that there is still plenty of room for development in this area. At the same 
time, we can also say that the local civil society and government—in some 
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ways—compensate the deficit, and their attitude and commitment can be a 
good example across the country. 
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“Away from Rome”
Regional Parties in the Region of South Tyrol

by Orsolya Oppe

Introduction
The Region of South Tyrol has a special autonomy status since 1972. The 
coexistence between the Italian and the German minorities is recognized 
formally, but in some cases different levels of conflict (political, economic, 
social) can be found in the region.

Nowadays, political and professional recognition is paid to the Spanish, 
the Belgian, and the Scottish independence movements while the situation 
of the region of South Tyrol until today is unknown or less well known. 
Across Europe, in the countries where some ethnic minority groups live 
they attempt to gain a higher level of autonomy or to access to the political 
and decision-making process (Bognár, 2007).

In Italy, in the last 10 years some radical political formations appeared 
and new radical movements tend to define themselves as parties in order to 
take advantage of the nation-state (Tronconi, 2009). In South Tyrol, similar 
movements were formed in the last 2-3 years, therefore, it is worth examin-
ing the reason of this phenomenon. In the region the next elections will take 
place this year, but considering certain prognosis and opinions the success 
of radical regional parties may be potential. The aim of this paper is to 
provide an overview of existing political struggles, and to outline a special 
framework for the political role and the intention of ethno-regional parties 
in South Tyrol. To comprehend the present situation, it is necessary to take 
a glance at the history of the region, the long process leading to autonomy, 
and the political viewpoint of the German-speaking minority.

The study attempts to find answers why the radical regional parties may 
be successful at the next elections, and which arguments and factors may 
influence their results.
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To get a complete view of the political processes, it is necessary to ana-
lyze the results of the last regional elections and the support of new radical 
formations in connection with the political concept of the German minority.

New regional perspectives
The Italian territorial system is based on municipalities, provinces and 
regions. The Italian Constitution of 1948 codified the significance of the 
regional institutions. The democratic Constitution of 1948 recognized the 
regions as political bodies with legislative and administrative powers. The 
Constituition signalled the end of the centralist tradition but was lacking 
some important institutional and political conditions (Brancati, 2008).

The Italian territorial design—despite the Constitution—was character-
ized by strong centralism until the 1970s. In this decade the Italian state was 
forced to recognize that the centralized political and financial management 
did not function and was not effective. Article 117 of the Italian Constitu-
tion guarantees that “legislative power belongs to the state and the regions 
in accordance with the constitution (…) The state has exclusive legislative 
power in the determined matters, but the regions have exclusive legislative 
power with respect to any matters not expressly reserved to state law. The 
power to issue by-laws is vested in the state regarding all matters where it 
has exclusive legislative power, insofar as it does not devolve such power to 
the regions. The power to issue by-laws is vested in the Regions in any other 
matters. Municipalities, provinces and metropolitan cities have regulatory 
power with respect to the organization and the fulfillment of the functions 
assigned to them.”1

Article 116 of the Constitution establishes two categories of regions, 
those created by Special Statute and those by Ordinary Statute. 5 of the 20 
regions2 were granted a special status due to ethnic and linguistic reasons.

In Italy the debate about the organization of sub-national governments 
has been central to politics for at least 15 years. Since the 1970s two impor-
tant administrative reforms were born in 2001 and 2006. A decentralized 
territorial system was introduced in 2001 when the division of legislative 
and administrative powers between the state and the regions was completely 
1 http://www.senato.it/documenti/repository/istituzione/costituzione_inglese.pdf
2 Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Sardinia, Sicily, South Tyrol, Aosta Valley
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changed. The constitutional reform strengthened the role of the regions and 
local authorities as well as their international and European relationships. 
The 2001 reform determined the regions as “constituent parts” of the Italian 
Republic and as “autonomous level of government” (Bilancia–Palermo–
Porchi, 2010). The 2001 constitutional reform transformed the system of 
government and the distribution of powers: the state now has competence 
in a limited number of areas (including foreign relations, immigration, 
social security and some general provisions on education), while regions 
have legislative powers in all matters that are not explicitly covered by state 
legislation. It was the first step of a comprehensive reform of the political 
and institutional system (Machetti, 2010).

In 2006, during the second constitutional reform, the Italian government 
recognized the need for devolving more powers from the central state to the 
regions.

Between 2001 and 2006 two new cleavages evolved. The first emerged 
between the local and national authorities. The 2001 reform could not 
mobilize the regions against the proposed reform, while the 2006 reform 
induced opposition even among regions ruled by centre-right governments.3 
The second cleavage was created between the Northern regions (strongly 
supporting federalism) and the Southern regions (mainly supporting cen-
tralization). The classic North-South dichotomy had an important role of the 
territory reforms in Italy (Brunazzo, 2010).

The aim of the constitutional reform was to strengthen regional autonomy, 
together with the role of regional institutions. The constitution, as reformed 
in 2001, explicitly recognizes that regions participate in the implementation 
of EU law and in European policy-making. (Bilancia–Palermo–Porchia, 
2010).

Formations of regional parties
Regional parties have an important feature in the politics of Western 
European states and the politics of the EU. These parties became the most 
important actors at regional and national levels (Masetti, 2009).

3 The reforms could not divide the parties along their ideological position (right 
vs. left), but it was decisive along their position in government (government vs. 
opposition).
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The growing role of the European Union has reduced the power of 
nation states in Europe and strengthened the relationships among regions. 
Regional parties are significantly present in many European countries, and 
they started participating in government decision-making. “Their effect 
on government is thought to be profound; not only are regional parties 
supposed to improve democracy by representing groups otherwise under-
represented by the state, but they are also thought to reinforce ethnic and 
regional identities and make strong demands on states for autonomy or 
independence” (Brancati, 2008). The claims of these parties are based on 
territorial identities or interests. The definition of regional parties can be 
formulated as follows: first, they are self-contained political organizations 
that contest elections; second, their explicit and primary objective is to 
defend the identities and interests of “their” territory (region) by achieving 
as well as protecting and enhancing some kind of territorial self-government 
(Masetti, 2009).

These movements clearly show the instability of the government, and 
encourage ethnic conflicts and secessionism. Regional parties are in some 
cases local, territorial and independent political formations with regional 
character. The territorial aspect of their identity has priority in this respect. 
These formations are defined as parties that compete for and win votes in 
only one region of a country.4

The regional parties have three major categories: protectionist parties, 
decentralist parties, secessionist parties. The secessionists have local, ter-
ritorial and ideological types: 
• The first category contains the protectionist parties, which are con-

cerned with regional demands for the recognition of linguistic, religious 
and cultural identity. The goal of protectionist parties to access and 
participate in the national political life does not challenge the existing 
state structure. Example of these parties: the Koroška slovenska stranka 
(Carinthia Slovene Party), the Belgian FDF (Front Démocratique Fran-
cophone), the Basque regional parties like PNV (Partido Nacionalista 
Vasco), HBAS (Euskal Herriko Alderdi Sozialista), EMA (Ezkerreko 
Mugimendu Abertzalea), EB (Euskal Batasuna).

4 http://www.cepsr.com/clanek.php?ID=167
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• Decentralist parties want to have access to the decision-making process 
and provide political representation focusing on the division of power 
between the central state and the region. The main objective of such par-
ties concerns regime change and tackles a challenge of the internal order 
of the state so that they obtain more autonomy for their regions. Examples 
of this party type can be found in regions such as Valle d’Aosta (Union 
Valdotaine), as Brittany (Union Démocratique Bretonne), as Catalonia 
(Convergència i Unió), as Galicia (Coalicion Galega) as Basque Country 
(Partido Nacionalista Vasco). 

The largest group of the regional parties is the secessionists’:
• Secessionist parties have many sub-categories regarding the determinant 

tools to achieve their goals (independentist parties, irredentist parties, 
rattachist parties). Secessionism is not only based on a minority, but 
also on specific and well-defined piece of territory. Secessionism has an 
effect on the international community, at least with the creation of a new 
independent state (Tronconi, 2009). Their ultimate goal is the acquisition 
of the independence with an irredentist approach on a territory belong-
ing to another host-state (irredentist parties) or even the re-attachment 
of the secessionist territory to an existing neighbouring state (rattachist 
parties). 

Independentist parties claim the full political independence of their 
region. Among them can be found: The Flemish VU (Volskunie), many 
Corsican parties, (Movimentu pa l’Autoderterminazione, Corsica Viva, 
Unita Naziunalista), the Basque AB (Abertzaleen Batasuna), Welsh 
nationalist party (Plaid Cymru), or even the Scottish SNP (Scottish 
National Party). 

The irredentist parties focus on the policy for regaining lost territories, 
since significant parts of the population of their countries live outside 
the host-state: HB/EH (Herri Batasuna / Euskal Herritarok) fight for the 
creation of a Basque state. 
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Finally, the rattachist parties claim to secede from the state they belong 
to (host-state) and to join another state (kin-state). This is often the case 
of small minorities in a state living next to another or neighbouring 
state sharing similar linguistic and cultural identities. Rattachism exists 
nowadays in the case of Italy with the SVP (The Südtiroler Volkspartei), 
and each Belgian linguistic community is rattachist: CVP (Christliche 
Volkspartei), the HF (Heimattreue Front), the Flemish VNV (Vlaams 
National Verbond) (Regis, 2010).

This typology has been based on ideology, on the essential dimension 
of the strength of the party demands regarding the preferred state structure 
and the future of their region. 

The Autonomy of South Tyrol
South Tyrol, once part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, was annexed by 
Italy at the end of World War I, and about 200,000 German and Ladin5 
speakers became Italian citizens overnight.

Figure 1: The location of South Tyrol

Source: http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/bild-819430-324644.html

5 The Ladin is a neo-Latin or Rhaeto-Romance language spoken in the Central and 
Eastern Alpine regions. 
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The years between the two world wars were characterised by the oppres-
sion of the German-speaking population, who were deprived of their rights 
under the Fascist regime.6 Despite Italy’s attempts to Italianize the South 
Tyroleans, especially during the Fascist era from 1922 to 1943, they could 
maintain their traditions and language. After Mussolini’s regime, the Allies 
at the Paris Peace Conference in 1946/47 insisted upon autonomy for South 
Tyrol. As a consequence of the conference, the De Gasperi–Gruber Agree-
ment of 5 September 1946 was born. In 1948 South Tyrol was integrated 
into the region of Trentino-South Tyrol and the Autonomy Statute came into 
force. The struggle for the Autonomy Statute continued between the Italian 
government, Austria (as the patron of South Tyrol) and the SVP (Mikes, 2010).

In 1964, due to pressure from the Austrian government, the SVP 
convinced Italy to grant a “Packet” of the German- and Ladin-speaking 
minorities in Bolzano. Only in 1969 was the package solution agreed 
upon. The “package” comprised 137 measures designed to revise the 1948 
Autonomy Statute to the benefit of the South Tyroleans and Ladins, as well 
as a calendar for its implementation (Pallaver–Ferrnadi, 2007).

The second autonomy statute came into force in 1972. The legal basis was 
provided in order to institutonalise the language at stage four. Two major 
clauses were designed to guarantee the protection of the Ladin and German 
minorities: the proportional system and the declaration of membership of 
one of three ethnic groups. The statute leaves spheres under the control 
of the South Tyrolean Regional Government including public health and 
safety, commerce, trade and road building. In addition, the South Tyrolean 
Legislative Assembly (Landtag) received wide-reaching legislative power 
(Di Sotto, 2009).

To settle the debate happened to turn out a long “mission” because the 
last actions were executed in June 1992. The same year Italy and Austria 
officially closed their historic debate on the achievement of the minority 
rights. The SVP was able to inform the Austrian Government that the 
Package had been implemented to its satisfaction. Up until today Austria 
remains the protective power of South Tyrol and in this capacity continues 
to pay attention to the implementation of the autonomy agreement. More 
than 20 years after the completion of the package the German-speaking 
6 http://www.democracy-international.org/southtyrol.html
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ethnic group in Italy has benefited from the European integration process 
(Alock, 2001).

Political spectrum in South Tyrol
In the case of South Tyrol the establishment of the ethnic and regional 
movements were brought about along traditional and modern cleavages 
(Schönbaum, 2008).
Traditional cleavages include:
• the periphery-center opposition (Bolzano–Roma)
• the ethnic conflicts (German-speaking minority–Italians)
• the North-South divide (Northern Italy–Mezzogiorno)

Modern cleavages cover:
• the EU integration, the process of decentralization (the decentralization 

process from the 1970s to the late 1990s)
• material factors (political and economic crisis, globalization etc.)

The global economic crisis has a widely spread effect on national econo-
mies and the European Union as an economic community. In South Tyrol 
besides the already existing traditional cleavages, the political and economic 
conlicts have been deepening continuously. Most notably, the influence of 
the European economic crisis accentuates the opposition between Roma 
and Bolzano.

Most of the population lives near Bolzano and in the low-laying valleys 
of the mountainous region. The German-speaking majority makes up 70% 
of the population, while Italian- and Ladin-speaking residents make up 26% 
and 4% of the population respectively (Tabajdi, 2009: 219-230).

Due to the “Packet” two province systems exist today in South Tyrol. 
The region is generally German-speaking, but the area of Trentino is 
Italian-speaking. The two provinces belong to the regional governance of 
the Region of Trentino/Süd Tyrol.

In the Province of Bolzano the official party of the German-speaking 
majority is the SVP, which was founded in May 1945. By the end of Sep-
tember 1945 the SVP had already amassed approximately 50,000 members. 
The SVP has defined itself since 1945 until now as the ethnic representation 
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of German minority groups. From the first elections in 1948 until today the 
party was able to obtain the absolute majority in the provincial assembly. 
The position of the SVP is covered by ethnic differentiation regarding the 
media, interest groups and cultural organizations. The regional governor 
and president has always been a member of the SVP. The President of SVP 
is Luis Durnwalder since 1989 (Wisthaler, 2012).

The region is divided into two provincial constituencies of Trento and 
South Tyrol. The organs of the Region are: the Regional Council, the 
Regional Government and its President.. The number of deputies in the 
Regional Council is 70, composed—since 1983—of 35 each from Trento 
and South Tyrol. The deputies are elected by proportional representation 
through a secret ballot. The period of the legislature is five years. In the 
parliament both Italian and German can be used officially. The Regional 
Government is composed of the President, two Vice-Presidents, the regular 
and substitute Assessors. The Regional Council from among its members 
elects them by secret ballot and an absolute majority. The South Tyrolese 
Government must reflect the numerical composition of the linguistic groups 
represented in the Regional Council. The President unites in his office the 
roles of head of the Government and President of the Province. He is the 
legal and political representative of the Province. He is responsible for 
recording laws and promulgating provincial decrees (Alock, 2001).

In the last 10 years new ethno-regional parties have emerged in the 
region. The three most important radical parties are: Union für Südtirol/
Union for South Tyrol (UfS)7; die Freiheitlichen/Freedom Party (dF)8, 
Südtiroler Freiheit/South Tyrolean Freedom (SF) (Tronconi, 2009).
• The Union für Südtirol (UfS) is a group of young people and was 

founded in 1989. The grouping named “boy union” can exhibit a strong 
activity and an enormous increase in membership in the last years. With 
the local council elections in 2005 the party could strengthen its position 
and raise the number of their seats from 34 to 53. According to some 

7 Union für Südtirol/Union for South Tyrol, the UfS. UfS for the first time as such 
with the elections of the federal parliament and reached at first attempt 14,777 
voices and thus two mandates. The leading candidate of the UfS EH block reached 
19% with 49.760 voices. 

8 The Freedom (Freedom Party of South Tyrol/Die Freiheitlichen) is a regionalist 
liberal-conservative and national-liberal political party in South Tyrol.
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South Tyrolean politicians, the UfS could defeat the SVP in the next 
regional elections.

• Die Freiheitlichen (dF) was founded in 1988 as the continuation of the 
Party of Independents by Gerold Meraner. The party was soon merged 
with the South Tyrolean Homeland Federation of Eva Klotz and con-
servative members from the South Tyrolean People’s Party. Today, the 
dF is the second largest political party in the South Tyrolean assembly. 
The party has close ties with the Austrian Freiheitliche Partei Öster-
reichs (FPÖ)9. The secretary-general of the party is Ulli Mair, who is one 
of the best radical politicians in the region (Wolff, 2007).

•	 Südtiroler Freiheit (SF) is a separatist German-speaking political 
party, claiming the self-determination of the province from Italy and its 
reunification of Tyrol within Austria. The Südtiroler Freiheit is a “lib-
eral-patriotic” party supporting the protection of the German-speaking 
population of the region. The party claims the right to self-determination 
for South Tyrol and the right to call for a referendum in which South 
Tyroleans would decide whether they want to stay being part of Italy or 
Austria. During the last elections (2008) the party won 4.9% of the votes 
and managed to win two seats in the provincial parliament.

Until 1993 the SVP was the only relevant regional party in the region. 
After the 2005 and 2008 elections, the SVP was beginning to lose its 
hegemonic position in the provincial parliament. The position of the party 
depends on the cooperation or coalition between the SVP and other Italian 
parties. 

The political landscape in South Tyrol has always been fragmented: the 
SVP until 1993 got approximately 60% of the total votes cast, and since that 
time it has lost votes and at the last elections in 2008 it got only 48.1% of 
all votes. In parallel the newly founded parties dF and UfS increased their 
share of votes from 6.06% and 4.8% at their first elections in 1993 to 14.3% 
and 7.2% (together with SF, which split from UfS in 2007) in 2008.10 These 

9 FPÖ was led by right-wing politician Jörg Haider. After his death, under the new 
leadership of Heinz-Christian Strache, the FPÖ has focused on describing itself as 
“guarantor of Austrian identity”. 

10 http://www.psa.ac.uk/spgrp/4/2012/Ppr/43_23.pdf
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new radical formations could gain votes from the SVP, which demonstrates 
its weakening position (Pallaver, 2007). This year the regional elections can 
modify the situation, and also new parties might appear on the political 
scene.

Figure 2.

Parties
 2005 votes % seats Parties

2008 votes % seats

SVP 167,353 55.6 21 SVP 146,545 48.1 18

UfS 20,554 6.8 2 dF 43,614 14.3 5

dF 15,121 5.0 2 SF 
(2007) 14,888 4.9 2

UfS 7,048 2.3 1

Source: Own elaboration.

The figure shows the distribution of seats of regional parties after the 
2005 and 2008 elections.

Voices of separatism
The German-speaking group is in majority almost everywhere in the region. 
One instrument for the distribution of resources between the three language 
groups (Germans, Italians, Ladins) is the quota system. The requirement 
of bilingualism (German, Italian) in the public sector is an example for 
attempting to accommodate South Tyrol’s language groups.

Due to autonomy statute, the German and Ladin minorities live partially 
side-by-side, but not together, preserving their integrities. Some decades 
ago South Tyrol was one of the poorest regions of Italy, but nowadays, the 
good economic situation is one of the most important indicators of the suc-
cess of the province.

While the EU is getting out of the eurozone crisis, some member coun-
tries suffer from regional problems and tensions, like in Scotland, Flanders, 
Italy and Spain. The richest regions pay significantly more into the national 
treasury than they receive, even as national governments cut public serv-
ices. The same situation is relevant for the region of South Tyrol. The region 
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is bilingual, with German and Italian populations, sits on the geographic, 
political and cultural fault line of the eurozone11.

The idea of independence and to rejoin Austria had taken root in the 
minds of the German minority. This is shown in the following facts: the 
GDP per capita is 30% higher than the national average, while Rome, as 
required by the Italian constitution, “only” returns 90% of collected taxes to 
Bolzano, compared to the 100% that goes to Sicily. The region contributes 
more than €120 million to increase the Italian national budget. In South 
Tyrol the unemployment rate was 2.9% in 200912. Due to these facts South 
Tyrol is the richest region of Italy, therefore, the German-speaking people 
would like to acquire a higher degree of independence of the Italian nation-
state.

The Südtiroler Freiheit as the most radical movement is open to secces-
sion. The party demands to call for a referendum on independence from 
Italy. This concept is supported by radical politicians such as Thomas Wid-
man, South Tyrolean Economics Minister, Eva Klotz, who is the leader and 
founder of the Union für Südtirol, Ulli Mair, leader of Die Freiheitliche, and 
Luis Durnwalder, president of the SVP.13 

In the last 2 years the voices of separatism became stronger among politi-
cians. According to Minister Thomas Widmann, South Tyrol has to buy its 
freedom from Italy. The minister even names a concrete purchase price. 
Italy’s debt amounts to €1.911 trillion, and it means that for the 500,000 
citizens of South Tyrol this would amount to €15 billion. If Bolzano paid 
this sum to Rome, it could demand “ full autonomy” in return.14

The independence movements in South Tyrol got pulses after two 
important events: the first was an agreement, which had been reached on 
a referendum for independence in Scotland 2014. The second is connected 
with the Basque and Catalan independence demands that have opened the 
way to South Tyrolean secession.

11 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-19813284
12 http://www.provinz.bz.it/en/downloads/South-Tyrol-Autonomy.pdf
13 http://rt.com/news/south-tyrol-bolzano-independence-039/
14 http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/italy-s-mason-dixon-line-euro-crisis-

fuels-south-tyrolean-separatist-dreams-a-819430.html
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The poltical and social conflicts are continuously present in the region. 
The local German-speaking media (the Dolomiten conservative newspaper, 
the Neue Südtiroler Tageszeitung-liberal newspaper and the RAS – Rund-
funkanstalt Südtirols public broadcasting service) have been reporting on 
the demonstrations of radical movements, the frequent visits of Luis Dur-
walder in Austria, and the political action of regional parties. These tensions 
have been present also in the educational system, the public sector, but even 
in regional festivals.

Conclusion
This study attempted to examine the political spectrum of South Tyrol in 
order to answer why the radical movements may have a chance for success 
during the next round of elections. The grievous historical traditions, the 
continuously existing North-South divide, the growing EU crisis leave little 
room for the Italian parties. The study has limited itself to describe the 
existing circumstances: the major characteristics of the minority issue in 
the region, the chance of regional parties, and the German people’s political 
attitudes.

The elections of the next Regional Parliament of South Tyrol will take 
place in October 2013. How will the future of South Tyrol be formulated if 
the radical forces or parties win? Will it be a region with a higher degree 
of autonomy; will it become an “independent state”, or will South Tyrol be 
part of Austria after nearly a century? These are some intriguing questions 
that need to be answered as we proceed. 

From this perspective, the 2013 regional elections in South Tyrol will 
have a powerful influence on the relations between Italy and Austria, and 
basically the entire European Union. 

The coexistence of different communities within the nation-state is a 
difficult and complex “mission to accomplish”, even if the area already has 
a special status. The question is neither unique, nor specifically Italian. The 
major challenge for 21st-century Europe is how to handle and ensure the 
self-determination of areas with different ethnicity and autonomy. 
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Do Hungarians in Voivodina Elect 
Experts or Polticians? – 

An Analysis of the 2010 Election Process of the 
National Minority Council

by Tibor Pap – Máté Sarnyai Csaba

The role of national minority councils in Serbia
National minority councils, as institutions of policy-making, were created 
only in the recent past, in the early 2000s. The subject matter of the present 
paper is the second, non-elector-mediated, rather traditional election of the 
national minority councils. First of all, we have to position it in the given 
political context and present its role in society. The rule of Milosevic col-
lapsed on October 5, 2000. Afterward, Serbia and Montenegro (SM) joined 
the group of representational democracies. The first steps of consolidation 
included solution efforts to the challenges that were generated by its internal 
heterogeneity. A primary challenge was the problem of social inequities, 
due to ethnic diversity.

The formation of the correction institution
In 2003, the relevant bodies of the asymmetric state (Serbia-Montenegro) 
ratified a “Base document of human and minority rights, as well as citizen 
rights”.1 There was no way to create a new constitution, due to the fact 
that Kosovo had been under international protectorate for some years and 
a potential referendum about secession appeared from time to time in 
Montenegro. Considering these, ratification was the highest legal action 
that could articulate the basic rights of minorities. The cooperation right of 

1 See: Official publication of Serbia and Montenegro, Issue 6/2003. or http://www.
puma.vojvodina.gov.rs/dokumenti/Madjari/Jogszabalyok/alapokmany.pdf, date of 
download: 2010. 06. 22., pages 1-16
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minorities and their origin countries was declared here (section 54)2, as well 
as a state-supported correction3 of the minority-related social disadvantages. 
Both are crucial to the present analysis. National councils were appointed as 
the institutional body to exercise both rights.

“Collective rights mean that those belonging to an ethnic (national) 
minority can participate in decision making either directly or via elected 
representatives, and can decide, in accordance with the law, about issues 
of their culture, education, public information and language use. To effectu-
ate these self-governing rights about culture, education, public information 
and official language use, minorities can decide in accordance with the 
law” (section 47. p. 13.).

The law to regulate the ways how these rights can be exercised was not 
created until the end of the decade. The Serbian minority communities of 
the meanwhile (2006) disintegrated state alliance could elect their national 
minority councils, as based on this new law, for the first time on June 6, 
2010.

Lessons and experiences so far
However, national minority councils could start working earlier, though 
with a lower level of legal regulation. These councils were formed in an 
“elector-mediated” way, through the nomination and votes of minority 
social institutions. During the functioning of the institution, this aspect 
caused the problem of legitimacy reappear again and again. Our discussion 
does not wish to delve into these dimensions of minority politics in detail. 
It is only mentioned so that the disproportionately symbolic actions around 
the functioning of the Hungarian national minority council could be inter-
preted and contextualized more easily (i.e. the activities of and the views on 
the institution are defined by such a context that can be traced back to this 
legitimacy deficit).

2 “Historic minorities possess the right to cooperate and maintain an undisturbed 
contact with their fellows outside the border of  Serbia and Montenegro” Ibid. 
Section 54./page 15

3 “Member states are obliged to take measures in order to maintain full and effective 
equity of minorities and majority, everywhere where it is needed and in every field 
of economic, social, political and cultural life.” Ibid, section 55. p. 15
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The proto-representational nature of the national minority councils 
made politics even more relevant in minority communities. Another reason 
for this was the allocation of specific policies. In case of the relevant but 
not homogeneous communities, the confrontative, ideological aspect of 
political will-formation dominates over the distributive function of minority 
policies. This is true for the Hungarian community in Voivodina, as well. 
The limited assets from majority, home country and EU sources fell prey 
to the struggle of minority elites, because they could not overcome their 
internal interest and value conflicts. These conflicts became most manifest 
in the national minority council elections, due to the reactions to the sup-
posed intentions and actions of the opposing party. This derives logically 
from the contingency nature of politics.

Evaluation of the institution4

The institution of the national minority councils is a possible tension-
reducing alternative to the structural anomaly of majority representation. In 
its Serbian form, it is a so-called proto-representation. The form can yield 
a deliberative political space to form policies that are supposed to represent 
the identity of minorities. Its basis is customized to the numeric proportion 
of minorities (35 people in the case of Hungarians). The major role of the 
institution is source allocation, because it has decision rights only over the 
distribution of sums that were projected by higher (majority representa-
tional) bodies, such as the province or the republic—with the addition of an 
important function. It can give recommendations about policies beyond the 
border, in the country of origin. The legislative framework to their decisions 
is provided by the state administration controlled by the majority society, 
making it similar to a de-concentrated state body. In other words, it can 
observe its own priorities and take actions to operate such institutions that 
were (with the majority’s consent) founded or inherited by it. These latter 
are theatres and cultural institutions, research centres, educational institu-

4 We have published the evaluation of the institution on four conferences (Bilbao, 
February 2010, Timisoara, May 2010, Cluj, June 2010, Tetovo, 2010). One of our 
English-language articles contains our detailed approach, and two more is about to 
be published.
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tions and mother-tongue media. These are of high importance to maintain 
minority life-world as a social “Sonderwelt” (“world-apart”).

The circumstances of the election of the second HNMC in 2010
In 2010, the primary issue at stake was how legitimate is the institution 
among the majority of the Hungarians in Serbia. During the first, slightly 
longer-than-expected cycle of the HNMC5 (due to the lack of legislation, 
national councils throughout Serbia were elected only long after four years), 
little discussion was about actual functioning and more about legitimacy 
issues from the first election of the proto-representational body. The forma-
tion of the law did not change the situation; its real or fictional deficiencies 
dominated the discussion without properly addressing the mitigation of 
collective social inequities that the Hungarian minority in Serbia/Voivodina 
faces. This inequity also stems from the deep structure of the majority-
principled form of rule. In other words, the dispute on the work of the 
HNMC was a projection of the contemporary challenges in the Hungarian 
party system in Voivodina. Actual potentials of minority policy-making or 
reasonable option about a particular policy topic were ignored. The dis-
course existed in the dimension of politics and not policies6, which makes 
it a part of the permanent campaign. This is true even if we consider that 
for most of the first cycle, it was unclear how and along what conditions the 
second HNMC would be elected.

A pre-campaign: registration to the voters’ registry
In 2012, the primary goal was legitimacy. The importance of the institu-
tion in the eyes of the community is reflected in the question whether the 
new council is set up by general or elector-system elections. The law on 
national council states the registry threshold of ethnic minorities as 50 
percent, corrected by the expected population loss (the “half plus one” rule). 
Those communities can elect their national council directly who indicate 
their registration intentions at least in the above proportion and until a given 

5 Hungarian National Minority Council - Magyar Nemzeti Tanács, abbreviated as 
MNT

6 It is also perceivable in the HNMC chairman’s report that the institution itself put 
much more effort into increasing its own social acceptance.
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deadline (which was March 9 in 20107). Communities that cannot have to 
resort to the elector system. The criteria of identification with any ethnic 
community is not controlled by law, it is based on the individual citizen’s 
own claims. Local administrative offices are responsible for enforcing for-
mal requirements and registries are summed up by the Ministry of Human 
Rights and Minorities, thus checking the fulfillment of conditions for direct 
elections.

The process of registry was, however, not fully unproblematic. Vot-
ers had to hand in their statements on registering into minority registries 
either in person or by mail. Collection of the filled-in forms was helped 
by a network of volunteer activists—these were largely the activists of 
the dominant Hungarian party, the VMSZ. According to the ombudsman, 
this practice may have given opportunities to unauthorized data handling. 
As a consequence, legitimacy of the national councils (elected last summer) 
could become objects of questioning.

Reshuffling of the local power relations was dominating over the 
problem of data management for a long time. In Subotica, this meant the 
‘de-hungarianization’ of the municipality, in Senta, the marginalization of 
the VMSZ representatives. The governing DP (Democratic Party) claimed 
the reason for this is VMSZ’s failing to vote and agree with the budget 
of the country (which was finally accepted in the Skupstina through the 
votes of liberals, externally supporting the government). According to the 
general public opinion, by not supporting the budget, the VMSZ attempted 
to teach manners (regulate) the DP, since the DP reduced the budget frac-
tion allocated to Voivodina by several billion Dinars—despite  preliminary 
agreements. The pro-European publicity in Serbia did not understand the 
7 “According to the previous data from the ministry, 19 national councils are to be 

elected in May or June in each of the 167 smaller settlements of Serbia. Depending 
on the number of the given minority, it can be direct or elector-mediated. A neces-
sary condition for direct election is that more than half of the minority citizens 
register in their relevant registry, as based on the figures of the 2002. Census 
reduced by 20%.

 According to the department of human rights and minorities, around 640,000 
minority citizens have rights to participate in elections. According to the 2022 cen-
sus, a total of 1,285,163 citizens belong to historical minorities, with Hungarians 
being the most numerous (293,299) and “cincars” (293) the least.” In: VajdaságMa. 
March 9. 2010.
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VMSZ’s hard feelings on some billion Dinars (since they also threatened 
with the strengthening of anti-European parties). However, Hungarians 
did not understand what justification the DP has for freely dismissing any 
agreements with them.

The DP reacted by demonstrating that the dominant Hungarian party 
is replaceable; the reasoning was that a political party can only learn the 
lesson through the loss of power. Toward an (from Serbian viewpoint) over-
confident ally, his “swap of partners” in Subotica and Senta was supposed 
to show the “mutual advantages” of the old ways of cooperation. In the 
perspective of the above, the VMSZ considered its mobilization capacity (in 
the electoral registry issue) as its own growth and personal success.

Another concept of the DP may have been the “positioning” of certain 
VMSZ members, but this failed prematurely due to the party’s internal self-
defense mechanism. In only two weeks, the “delinquents” were excluded 
through certain internal transgression procedures, including Zoltán Bunyik 
(appearing on the national minority council elections in June as the list 
leader of another Hungarian party, the MPSZ, Magyar Polgári Szövetség – 
Hungarian Alliance of Citizens) and (honorary) chairman József Kasza.

After the clash with the DP, the political strategy of the VMSZ changed 
on the level of Hungarian interest articulation as well. This is shown by the 
fact that it suggested a unified, common Hungarian list with regard to the 
HNMC elections. Previously, it had shown interest in sharing list with the 
civilian organizations only. This concept, which eliminated the other Hun-
garian parties, was easy to abandon, especially because it was propagated 
by recently excluded ex-chairman József Kasza.

The common list fueled the imagination of Hungarian notables in Voivo-
dina, but amidst the array of suspicions and elaborations, the essence of 
the issue was lost: success itself, projected by the will articulation of some 
130,000 Voivodinan-Hungarian voters who had registered. At arm’s length 
from success, everyone was talking about everything, yet the practical 
opportunity of the historic moment was lost. The minority registry enabled 
the direct election of national councils—138,600 Serbian-Hungarian voters 
registered on it. This easily exceeded the 117,000 threshold (calculated from 
the 50 percent of adult population and a 20 percent potential decrease due 
to mortality, assimilation and migration). Therefore, there was an oppor-
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tunity to address particular policy issues. Instead, the discourse about the 
legitimacy of the national council elections was positioned in the symbolic 
regions of political struggles (party-political actions).

The suggestion of a shared list eliminated the differences between 
institutions of interest articulation through elections (the Hungarian small-
parliament in Voivodina) and minority policies (day-to-day administration 
of Hungarian issues). Local media discussed the first but neglected the 
latter. A clarification of internal power relations could have done good to 
Hungarians in Voivodina. The Hungarian community met the required 
registry threshold long before the designated deadline, clearly demonstrat-
ing that it wishes to exercise control over its own affairs, especially those 
affairs that now belonged to its competence, according to the law about 
national minority councils. The discourse was about civilians and experts 
sharing the common list and thus it involved in policy forming. The debate 
also showed that not even the most skilled intellectuals had full knowledge 
about the (elsewhere familiar) potentials of institutionalized interest articu-
lation and will realization. The debate continued to address the issue of the 
HNMC elections. The decision-making procedures and the future decision 
mechanisms were largely ignored, not to mention the political evaluation of 
the programs that had been realized in the previous cycle.

The situation was further complicated by the fact that the processing 
capacity of administration was not on par with the activity of potential 
minority voters. There were many who had not received the decision that 
they had been registered even weeks after registration. Thus it was hard to 
follow how many people were officially registered in each registry.

Main expectation factors toward the candidates
Experts
In a somewhat biased attack against strategic actions, László Gerold pointed 
out some unresolved campaign promises—quite understandably, since this 
is the job of an author of a cultural observer. It is hard to decide whether or 
not he was right in all aspects, but an opinion like his should not really be 
accountable for that. The main issue is that the reader could encounter some 
controversies in the contemporary political licit-competition. Habermas 
must have had similar reasons to label some qualified cases of strategic 
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actions as manipulation in his typology. These communicative instruments 
are based on deception. In politics, this can be countered only by the means 
of publicity.

However, the typology graph of Habermas has another corresponding 
phenomenon (branch), similar to manipulation, one he calls unconscious 
deception (Habermas, 1994: 246). This has the characteristic that not even 
the deceiver is conscious about the deceptive nature of his action. He believes 
it and grants it a truth-founding function in their argumentation. And one 
of the features of the HNMC elections was that public figures attributed 
a nearly exclusive importance to experts. We absolutely do not claim that 
policy-making could work without the collaboration of experts. However, 
expertise cannot substitute political dimensions. The large importance (even 
too large, according to the present state of political science) of experts can 
be caused by a low trust and esteem of politicians worldwide. But politics 
is politics, and of course, experts (i.e. professionals in a given field) would 
not be more suitable in political entities (e.g. the Hungarian national minor-
ity council) than politicians (i.e. professionals “committed” to the universal 
dealing with public affairs). In our opinion, this fallacy has dominated a 
large part of Hungarian publicity in Voivodina. Driven by their fervent 
support toward “civilians/experts”, some notable public figures even made 
(actually incorrectly) such claims as “the HNMC is not really a parliament, 
it is rather an advisory body. And advice can be given only by those who 
have expertise in the field.”8

The omnipotence of indicators
The so-called polling is a usual tool not only to measure public opinion, but 
also to shape it. A novel and less profession form of polling is the online 
reader poll, often used in Hungarian publicity in Voivodinay, e.g. the peri-
odicals Vajdaság Ma and Magyar Szó. The editor of the latter employed 
an even more unusual tool about the HNMC election results: the objective 
evaluation of mouse clicks, demonstrating the manipulation potential of 
reader poll. The otherwise regularly used “Opinion gauge” of Magyar Szó 
(MaSzó) led the editor to state the following in one of his editorials: “the 

8 Note that advisory bodies are usually asked for and not elected.
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poll on our webpage was severely manipulated (emphasis by the authors of 
the paper) by those having an interest in or against the election.”

It is important to note that this opinion gauge (“barometer”) can measure 
the position of the (clicking) readers about the stated questions only and will 
never reflect the position of the whole community or public opinion. It is 
more of a tool to shape and form this public opinion.9 Thus, the mentioned 
result of the question in MaSzó was not forged or manipulated, it just had 
the expectable features of press/media. The surprising results were not about 
who performed well (better than expected), but about the underachievers.10

The editor was right in as much as no credible assessment was done with 
regard to the HNMC election results, but this is quite easy to claim, since it 
could not really be done. A representative measurement should have been 
done among those in the registries, since those who had not registered could 
not vote. Due to the low numbers, this is almost impossible to be done, or at 
least the cost/benefit ratio is insufficient. This leaves only the elimination of 
undesired results, which is certainly among the rights of a newspaper office, 
especially if it does not run on public money.11 The problem is only that they 
attempted to legitimize it under the pretense of “indicators”.

There were two instances where the article claimed more than it could 
deliver (which can make it interpretable as the editor’s campaign article, too). 
It suggested that its analysis is also suitable for predicting voter behaviour. It 
was not. There is no way of drawing consequences about the distribution of 
the votes on the basis of the activities of those who made the lists. Accord-
ing to its other claim, “there are some indicators, on the basis of which we 
can reach various deductions.” This is true, at least literally. But there is a 
“however” in front of this passage, and due to it, the editor’s interpretation 
9 Manipulation may be too strong a term for the situation, suggesting a proportionality 

between the goals and methods of the agents, which cannot be taken seriously here, 
even if its users believe in it.

10 It is symptomatic, however, that spokesperson of Serbian lists do not seem to have 
read MaSzó. Or if they did, they did not consider it a worthy media platform, 
were satisfied with their presence in the articles and did not wish to be involved in 
dubious web2.0 texts (comments)

11 This is what the Mancs did (see election programmes) before the April elections in 
Hungary. After a long analysis of the programs, it propagated the support of MSZP 
(Hungarian Socialist Party), even if this endorsement did not derive from what the 
analysis said about the programs of the parties.
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gains a context, which is able to correct the distortions of the casual votes 
of the readers. In other words, it gave an illusion of professional objectivity 
against the reality distortions caused by irresponsible ‘clicking around’. 
This is where the situation (in a campaign-methodological sense) becomes 
interesting. It came to be that the activists of the Magyar Remény Mozga-
lom (MRM, approx.: “Hungarian Hope Movement”, they do not possess 
a printed media platform of their own), along with their “comrades” from 
Hungary, probably of the party “Jobbik”, used the webpage of MaSzó to 
represent their positions in the campaign. This was supposed to happen in 
the comment section, which was moderated, but such moderation will not 
reduce the effect of “casual clicking”. The Magyar Remény Mozgalom must 
have hoped that this artificial cosmetics on their virtual level of support can 
increase their actual level of support. Also this way may have reduced the 
feeling of uncertainty of its supporters, especially in those whose feeling of 
insignificance would make them reluctant to express their primary prefer-
ences in the election.

The “real” campaign
Making the lists
As we have mentioned above, the challenge of the implicit election thresh-
old (creation of the register in accordance with the “50%+1 rule” in the 
registry) was successfully met by the political community of Hungarians 
in Voivodina. After this, the process of a more specifically HNMC-related 
elections could take place, with the creation of the lists as the first step.

Those who remained absent
Due to the aforementioned legitimacy-discourse, the two smaller historic 
parties, the VMDK (Democratic Community of Hungarians in Voivodina) 
and the VMDP (Democratic Party of Hungarians in Voivodina) decided 
to be left out. The lack of legitimacy was the explicit reason, also com-
municated in the media. An implicit motivation may have been an intention 
to “hide” the not-so-optimistic support levels as long as possible. Also, 
perhaps they did not want to endanger a more favourable chance on a later 
election by reaching a result, which can be poor, according to the 2010 state 
of affairs. The political turn in Hungary was advantageous for them, this 
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can also be part of the reasons, since the additional background support 
may be used in a later campaign, so basically they tried to conserve their 
potentials (convertible into minority votes) for such a challenge. This was 
also the reason to stick with the legitimacy discourse, even today. However, 
this position is not really well founded now, knowing the proportion of the 
registered citizens. The HNMC elections were thought to be legitimate 
from the perspective of the Hungarians in Voivodina and were legal in 
accordance with Serbian laws (see Appendix 2). This is reasonable even if 
we know that they had had certain procedural and functional issues, these 
problems are characteristics of any democratic transition. According to the 
general rationality of politics, the appearing problems are best solved “from 
inside” (through participation in the process).

Those who attempted to join without legitimacy
Another important issue was the attitude of Serbian majority parties towards 
the personally-principled representation of minorities in the 20101 HNMC 
elections. By law, majority parties cannot apply in these—unilke real and/
or fake (“phantom”) organizations that are closely related to majority parties 
but also include people from the minorities. In their case, the criterion is a 
certain number of supporting signatures from citizens in the register. One 
regional party (Vajdasági Szociáldemokrata Liga – the Social-democrat 
League of Voivodina) and the DP passed this criterion, but the Haladó Párt 
(approx.: “Progressive Party”) failed to get enough support, in spite of the 
fact that it had had relatively successful Hungarian candidates in Northern 
Bánát. In the case of most minorities, satellite organizations of Serbian par-
ties were involved in even the list creation phase to a much larger extent, 
with the exception of the Albanians.

The “really” Hungarian parties
Apart from the absent Hungarian parties, many of them succeeded in the 
list creation, such as the aforementioned MRM and the MPSZ. This was 
not self-evident from the latter, since it gave a list leader position to Zoltán 
Bunyik, former secretary of education, who had recently been expelled 
from VMSZ. His reputation and expertise must have been an advantage, 
which counterbalanced the locally (Zenta) strong party’s deficiencies in 
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both competence and reputation. The VMSZ is the dominant Hungarian 
party in Voivodina, the list creation was not a real challenge to them.

Hungarian civilians
There were certain attempts of list formation from the periphery (like Novi 
Sad) and from organizations used as refuge by ex-politicians12, like the 
attempt from Mama (Magyarok a magyarokért – Hungarians for Hungar-
ians), but these failed even in the struggle for signatures of support.

The competition
Finally, 5 lists were created:
•	 Kézfogás a Magyarságért (Bunyik Zoltán, Rácz Szabó László) – MPSZ;
•	 Magyar Liga (Murényi Tibor) – “VSZDL”;
•	 Magyar Összefogás (list leader: dr. Korhecz Tamás) – VMSZ;
•	 Magyar Remény Mozgalom (László Bálint) – MRM;
•	 Vajdasági Magyarként Európába (dr. Csengeri Attila) – “DP”

Lists in Serbia are based on names of key persons, accompanied by an 
appropriate list name that summarizes the campaign goals as a slogan.

In the late phases of the campaign, the legitimacy debate gave way to 
another issue, the credibility of the lists. In other words, the discourse was 
dominated by the rightfulness of the lists and the proportions of politicians 
and experts. In the case of the Hungarians, the election itself was conducted 
normally and without complications, unlike the elections of some other 
Serbian minorities.

VMSZ dominance was proved again in the elections, thus the discourse 
continued with the competences of the VMSZ and the list-leading person. 
The campaign itself was of “second order” in the case of Serbian parties, 
so the moderate success did not cause too much political trauma. For small 
Hungarian parties, however, the campaign meant an opportunity to demon-
strate political competence – and they did use this opportunity, since both 
managed to enter the HNMC (see Appendix 1.)

12 Lajos Balla, chairman of the local community of Oromhegyes, also attempted with 
“a extra-partial list for independent, thinking people”
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Results
The VMSZ retained its dominant position, possessing four-fifths of the 
gained seats in the council. This is a major advantage even if the recruitment 
of the representatives was done by the “1 expert, 1 politician” principle. So, 
in principle, only half of the VMSZ representatives can be regarded as party 
politicians. This ratio is more flexible in practice, especially in minority 
situation where there are no competing bodies of expertise (such as research 
sites, universities). Thus, as the internal logic of the majority-principled 
election system implies, shaping of minority politics remains linked to the 
will-formation potential of the VMSZ. Of course, the remaining one fifth 
can participate in the debates of the small-parliament and they are involved 
in policy-making. The consideration of their opinions, though, depends 
only on the generosity of the dominant party, dictated by the “iron laws” 
of majority-principled, mandate-proportional democracy. Otherwise, their 
liberty includes protesting and leaving the scene—the latter was actually 
used up by those who had been absent from the start. Thus all that is left to 
them is the expression of their protests in the media.

The institution’s opportunities of minority policy-making are not tried 
and tested. Participants have not yet fully understood how the existing tools 
can be used in practice. The minority party is divided. The voice of the 
‘civilians’ is less than articulated politically, but it is more “media-ted”. All 
these things can signify two issues to us. On the one hand, the 2010 HNMC 
election succeeded in extending the institutions legitimacy and legality. On 
the other hand, due to the short-term tactical interest articulations in daily 
political struggles, expressing and realizing minority interest will remain 
pushed into the background.
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Appendix 1: results of the 2010 elecction of the second Hungarian National Council.

Source: Magyar Szó.
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Appendix 2: the progress of the election

Source: based on the data of the Serbian government 
(dept. Of minorities and human rights)
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The Changing Dynamics of 
Vatican-Cuba Relations1

The Catholic Church as a Successful Actor in 
Promoting Democracy and Open Society in Cuba

by Evelin Szarka

Latin American countries have been facing a blurry period since the begin-
ning of the 20th century. The experiences of atraso and subdesarollo2, 
namely the economic downward spiral in the post-colonialist era and the 
necessity of ending the dependence on the USA called for new regimes like 
in Cuba. This island, of which strategic location is undisputedly important 
for its northern neighbour, undertakes difficulties of the embargo and pur-
sues hard policy against imperialism with full of pride and sense of mission.

Not only a unique future is predestined for the Caribbean state, but also 
a special development path is predicted, which cannot be modeled exactly 
and precisely from point to point, due to the uprising of semi-authoritarian 
regimes in the 21st century and the questionable necessity of democratic 
changes.

My research paper focuses on the international policy of the Holy See3 
pushing the USA for lifting the blockade or abolishing restrictions on 
1 A kutatás az Európai Unió és Magyarország támogatásával a TÁMOP 4.2.4.A/2-

11-1-2012-0001 azonosító számú „Nemzeti Kiválóság Program – Hazai hallgatói, 
illetve kutatói személyi támogatást biztosító rendszer kidolgozása és működtetése 
konvergencia program” című kiemelt projekt keretei között valósult meg.

2 Backwardness/arrears and underdevelopment. Latin America is considered to be 
relatively poor; unemployment and malnutrition are everyday phenomena (Topik, 
1987). Oppressive governments and their exploitation by large neighbors and 
superpowers have also contributed to the low level of economic productivity and 
technological sophistication. 

3 The authority, episcopal jurisdiction and governmental functions of the Catholic 
Church/the papacy in Rome. In diplomatic terminology, the Holy See is synony-
mous with the Roman Church and the Vatican.
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travel and other sanctions. The provisions of the EU, the laws and several 
presidential decisions of its Transatlantic partner—supported by the Cuban 
exiles in Miami—put an emphasis on the willingness of opening in case of 
a democratic transition and the stepping down of the Castros in the com-
munist state.

Meanwhile, the Vatican City State shows how to act without undemocratic 
and unethical measures. The importance of papal visits and strong Catholic 
leaders in Cuba question that these harsh sanctions and yellow journalism 
can be justified with the promotion of human rights, free speech and fair 
parliamentary elections. Are not these against Wilson’s self-determination, 
sovereignty and political independence? The European Union takes one step 
forward and one step back not to offend its Atlantic ally but to satisfy once 
the pro-Cuban Mediterranean voices and then the hardliners of the eastern, 
post-communist countries. Should a democracy flourish and crystallize in 
its own way or should developed states help out those “struggling in an 
outdated socialism” with forcing their own core values?

The paper mentions the main events organized by the Church in the 
Caribbean island, briefly analyzes the potential of bottom-up initiatives 
supported by local religious leaders and the “soft” policy of the Catholic 
Church, mainly in the field of press freedom. Furthermore, it aims to outline 
the most significant factors and circumstances which evolve the particular 
status of the Church in a secular state like Cuba.

The Catholic Church in the atheist years
The Catholic Church was the official church of the Spanish crown in Cuba 
but among the weakest in Latin America, and had to face challenges early 
due to the harsh treatment of the Christian Spanish conquistadors, which 
provoke anticlericalism. Their behaviour contributed to the spread of Prot-
estantism and other religions, but the Catholic Church remained the leading 
educator for generations.

At first, the Cuban Revolution was supported by the Church as the 
overthrow of Fulgencio Batista was a common interest for humanitarian 
reasons. Though Catholics proclaimed their neutrality, the regime regarded 
the Church as a counter-revolutionary and dangerous institution dependent 
on foreign funds (Mesa-Lago, 1989: 3–7). According to relevant data, more 
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than 3,500 Catholic priests and nuns were killed, jailed or exiled in the first 
years of the Fidel era. The number of priests was cut from 723 in 1960 to 
220 in 1965 (Crahan, 1980: 240–241) Catholic property was confiscated. 
Catholic schools were closed. Religious media were banned, and the cardi-
nal took refuge in the Argentinean embassy (Gaetan, 2012). Openly faithful 
people were sent for re-education to labour camps.

Although Cuba declared herself to be an atheist state, it never repressed 
the Church as much as other communist governments have, and in return 
the Vatican never called for armed resistance. The man created by the 
revolution was enthusiastic about common good and not about individual 
objectives (Mesa-Lago, 1989: 14). So, the Holy See decided to revise its 
antagonistic policy towards the communist Cuba as it acknowledged that 
the legitimacy of the system was surprisingly high, Latin American lead-
ers endeavoured to co-operate with the government of Fidel Castro, and 
the Church had become less a European and more a Third World Church 
(Evans, 1998: 112–113). The influence of the ultra-conservative Catholic 
Church was growing thanks to Spanish immigrants in the 1950s, and 
Monsignor Cesare Zacchi, who was appointed as the chief of mission at 
the Papal Nuncio in Havana, became a friend of the Comandante. Church 
documents described the revolution as an inevitable event leading to social 
justice, but declaring Cuba an atheist state put an end to reconciliation. The 
collapse of the Soviet Union made it clear that Cuba should open up in order 
to find new allies. As a consequence, the Fourth Party Congress in 1991 let 
believers become members of the Communist Party; and the constitution of 
1976 was changed in 1992, to make Cuba a secular state. The Church had 
access to opportunities on radio and TV (Amuchastegui, 2012). Under the 
pressure of Cuban people and international attention, a future development 
path was granted for churches. Exercising religious freedom meant not only 
more influence of the Catholic Church on everyday life and shaping an open 
society, but also more humanitarian aid, which was distributed through 
religious channels.

The importance of the papal visit in 1998
Expectation reached fever pitch in the atmosphere of the newly experienced 
religious freedom, so the declaration of Christmas a legal holiday on 14 
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December 1997 met with a warm response even among non-Catholic popu-
lation. Reborn Christian values strengthened; holy masses were celebrated 
all over the island, and hundreds of thousands of Cubans were baptized. The 
3rd Catholic Social Week supported dialogue between different sectors of 
the Cuban nation; fraternal dialogue started with Jews.

The Máximo Líder was received in the Vatican offices of the Pope on 19 
November 1996, and two years later—between 21 and 25 January—John 
Paul II visited the Caribbean island where he praised the concessions of the 
secular state to religion and condemned the unjust and immoral American 
embargo. This certainly was a threshold of a new epoch even if—regarding 
Cuba—he criticized abortion and the lack of fundamental human rights, 
and asked amnesty for political prisoners. In his revolutionary speeches he 
emphasized that a modern state should not make religion or atheism one 
of its political ordinances, and underlined that dictatorships and fanaticism 
could be as dangerous as capitalist neo-liberalism subordinating people 
to market forces. In addition, these rich capitalist countries—as he advo-
cated—developed unsustainable economic programs for the poor who 
request further assistance. Breaking out from this vicious circle was not an 
option, according to him.

He was a pioneer of drawing attention to autonomy and participation, in 
which the Cuban civil society could grow, by claiming the creation of social 
and legal spaces for civil initiatives (VIS, 1998). The Pope spoke fluent 
Spanish, which was appreciated by both leaders and everyday people. This 
is not an extraordinary skill at first sight but a great step towards successful 
diplomacy.

During the first papal visit, the Comandante told John Paul II when he 
descended from his car: “Holiness, I would like to come closer, but protocol 
dictates that I remain here” (VIS, 22 January 1998). This sentence best rep-
resents his attitude to religion and Christianity. Keep distance but respect 
the leader of the Vatican. Though Castro was raised in a Christian family, 
according to him, religion is dogmatic and mechanic. He extenuates its role 
to a simple private matter, but admits that the importance of faith lies in 
spontaneous conversations with God (Castro, 2005).

Nevertheless, everyone felt the changing climate of freedom, develop-
ment and reconciliation, and a renewed awareness of the importance of 
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faith. The Church accepted an unprecedented role and has expanded its 
presence: Catholic population has grown from 43% in 1998 to the present 
60 %, and the number of priests and nuns has been doubled. Pope Benedict 
XVI spoke of all of this as an “indelible mark” left on the island by his 
predecessor (VIS, 2012).

Antagonistic US-Vatican relations
The US government watched the resurrection of the holy reconciler 
suspiciously or with envy as the northern neighbour of Cuba never had 
exceptionally broad and deep bilateral relations with the Holy See; more-
over, they did not have diplomatic relations between 1867 and 1984 due to 
the domination of Protestantism in America. Ronald Reagan recognized 
the benefits of peaceful coexistence with the Church after Pope John Paul 
II had gained more and more influence in Eastern Europe; so he decided to 
appoint an ambassador to the Vatican (Capote, 2012).

Although the United States, stuck in a Cold War frame of mind, was 
distressed by the papal visit to Cuba, the Clinton administration considered 
this as a milestone in the process of democratic transition hoping that the 
event would also serve as a turning-point in the history of the communist 
state. On the contrary, the Comandante interpreted this sign of reconcili-
ation as the opening of Cuba and used it for consolidating his regime and 
boosting his reputation and positive image among Latin American leaders.

This is why the Pope’s strong opposition to the war in Iraq was another 
convulsion. The Holy See feared that Christian minorities in the Middle 
East would suffer from the preventive war of Bush, and openly criticized 
American unilateralism. Despite the total support after 9/11, the fact that 
prisoners were sent to Guantánamo naval base and the scandals of torture 
continued to add fuel to the fire, and conversation ended after Condoleezza 
Rice had despised the papal message on preventing war delivered by Cardi-
nal Pio Laghi to Bush (Capote, 2012).

But the growing anti-American sentiment drifted the government 
towards the Vatican. Considering it essential for his electoral campaign, 
Bush changed his itinerary and visited the Pope in 2004: no one thought 
that America would ever make another diplomatic error. However, his walk 
to Canossa was again shadowed by the impoliteness of his Secretary of 
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State, who did not accompany the President to the audience. Nevertheless, 
John Paul II supported Bush against the Catholic Kerry because of sharing 
the same moral values; and in return for his backup Bush nominated five 
Catholic members to the Supreme Court. Benedict XVI also contributed to 
the détente with a papal visit to the US.

The Roman Catholic Church as an alternative system of power?
After half a century of de-Christianization, Cuba has a population of 11 
million, of whom 60 % are Catholic but only 5-10 % attends mass regularly. 
There are 11 ecclesiastical circumscriptions, approximately 300 parishes 
and 2,200 pastoral centres of other kinds. Currently, there are 17 bishops, 
361 priests, and about 2,000 lay missionaries. More than a thousand stu-
dents are taught in 12 centres of Catholic education of all levels and ten 
special education centres. Besides, 2 clinics, 1 leper colony, 8 homes for the 
elderly or disabled, 3 orphanages and nurseries are run by the Church on the 
Caribbean island (VIS, 2012).

The never-interrupted relations between the Vatican and Cuba resulted in 
many concessions to the Church. For example, the right to celebrate masses 
in prisons, the purchase of rationed construction material to renovate reli-
gious buildings, the toleration of house churches despite their lack of legal 
status, the extension of social security to cover priests (VIS, 2012), and the 
right to transmit values through the media. It operates daycare centres, food 
banks, retirement homes and medicine distribution centers, teaches compu-
ter skills and screens foreign movies for teenagers (IPE, 2012).

While it engages in activities providing for people in need, it raises its 
public profile: a new seminary, the first Catholic building since the revo-
lution housing 54 Cubans studying for priesthood, was also opened near 
Havana in November 2010 in the presence of President Raúl Castro. In 
addition, it is the only entity delivering a Master of Business Administration 
(MBA) degree for the newly-created class of small-business owners, and 
holding leadership classes (clases de liderazgo) teaching book-keeping and 
marketing, and providing a moral framework (Padgett, 2011).

The Catholic Church owns and publishes more than a dozen religious 
magazines in 50 thousand copies without censure and previous screening. 
Magazines use a courteous and respectful tone; they provide a Christian 
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standpoint to their readers’ political, economic, cultural and social concerns 
but do not tell them what to do and how to act. Bureaucracy overlooks politi-
cal “exaggerations” in the articles, which softly criticize both American and 
Cuban foreign policy. Therefore, they are not a mouthpiece of the regime, 
nor that of the dissident groups.

The Vatican promotes many charitable programmes in favour of Cuba 
and collaborates in the area of literacy, healthcare and reconstruction 
projects, particularly in serious world crises and after natural disasters. The 
Populorum Progressio Foundation, established in 1992 by John Paul II, is 
a unique and complex initiative for the development of Afro-American, 
mestizo or indigenous communities in Latin America and the Caribbean 
focusing on agriculture, small businesses, infrastructure (potable water, 
latrines, city halls and gardens), education (training, communication and 
publications) and health care (VIS, 2002). Though the share of Cuba is 
quite small from the project of 15 million USD, it builds the prestige of 
the Vatican effectively. Like Catholic Relief Services, which transferred a 
fund of 32 million USD via Caritas Cuba to the Church in the last 22 years 
(Ordonez-Hall, 2012), it helps overcome marginalization and poverty.

Warming relations led to a much-improved church-state co-operation, 
mutual understanding and acceptance, so the atmosphere was just ideal for 
brokering a deal with the President of Cuba to release prisoners in 2010. 
The prominent dissident Oswaldo Payá and the members of the Christian 
Liberation Movement were arrested in 2003. Cardinal Jaime Lucas Ortega y 
Alamino asked them to end their hunger strike, but despite all of his efforts, 
he failed. He indeed did have recourse to another method by claiming that 
some countermeasures taken by the Castro administration would have 
helped avoid negative publicity, and finally, the continuous dialogue and a 
historic four-hour meeting between the Cardinal and Raúl Castro resulted in 
amnesty for 3,000 common inmates and the freeing of 115 political prison-
ers in the following years. This political gesture was highly appreciated 
by Laura Pollan, leader of the Ladies in White (Damas de Blanco)—the 
dissident group made up of family members of the 2003 prisoners. She told 
the media that this was a step towards democracy and freedom.
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According to Cardinal Ortega, the American blockade, the three hur-
ricanes and human rights abuses pushed Cuba into one of the most serious 
crises in her history. He openly criticized bureaucracy, the imperfections 
of socialist mechanisms educating apathetic workers, which were fully 
responsible for low productivity. In addition, he called the US and Cuba to 
begin a constructive dialogue, but President Obama continued the policy of 
his predecessors. The religious leader emphasized that embargo had been 
contrary to established moral principles even if the Church had not been 
satisfied with the conditions of political prisoners in Cuba.

The Cardinal remained archbishop after his 75th birthday as a sign of 
appreciation of his skills both as a religious leader and a political actor 
(Amuchastegui, 2012).

2010 was a year of an active Church in the field of politics. Dominique 
Mamberti, the Secretary for Relations with States in the Roman Curia gave 
his comments on laicity during his apostolic visit in Cuba. He examined a 
quite delicate issue at the opening of the 10th Catholic Social Week, namely 
the peaceful co-existence of state and religion, which is not a utopia at all. 
“Although the term “secularism”, both in the past and in the present, refers 
first and foremost to the reality of the State and not infrequently assumes 
forms that run counter to the Church and Christianity,” the archbishop 
noted, “it would not exist at all were it not for Christianity” (CNA, 18 June 
2010). Historically, laity was everyday people who were not connected to 
any religious authority, so laicity is a concept dispensing with exclusion and 
aggression in order to grant religious liberty. The speech of the papal envoy 
was that of a great diplomat; it was clear and free of radical thoughts, thus he 
got the sympathy of government members and Cuban dissident Guillermo 
Fariñas, the winner of the 2010 Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought, 
who finally ended his 135-day hunger strike.
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Constructive engagement and mutual respect
“Although the forty years influenced by Marxism cannot be 

ignored, the framework of the culture is, however, Christian.”

Cardinal Jaime Lucas Ortega y Alamino (VIS, 12 June 1998)

Is it true when Cuba rediscovers Christianity that she is just returning to her 
roots? Cuban Christianity has a long history as priest Felix Varela was the 
first educator who taught Cuban how to think. The image of Nuestra Señora 
de la Caridad del Cobre was discovered in Nipe Bay by three fishermen 
four hundred years ago, and a shrine was built soon for the wooden statue.

The Pope arriving for the anniversary was greeted by Raúl Castro, 
President of Cuba, who also attended a ceremony on 26 March in Santiago 
de Cuba among more than two hundred thousand people waiting for not 
only religious, but also political revelations. However, for the disappoint-
ment of many, the speeches of Benedict XVI could be openly interpreted, 
lacked bold statements and powerful symbolism, as his intent was clearly 
to acknowledge the impact of recent reforms granting religious freedom, in 
which the Church could proclaim and celebrate faith also in public. He also 
encouraged the authorities to continue and strengthen these achievements in 
order to consolidate social bonds and promote peaceful co-existence with a 
constructive presence of the Church (VIS, 2012).

In this atmosphere, the cordial talks with Fidel Castro led to rumors about 
an agreement on the privileges of the Holy See in Cuba, especially after 
Good Friday was accepted as a public holiday by the Cuban government 
a month later. Supposedly, this hearsay is mistaken as the meeting was an 
informal one representing mutual respect and mainly about private matters, 
like books on faith and reason, their point of view of mankind’s possibilities 
in a globalized world; and the decision about Good Friday was the fruit of a 
long-term process which matured for the papal visit.

Benedict XVI seemed to care more about religion than politics—some 
analysts say. It can be asked, however, whether or not this is inappropriate. 
Vatican City spokesman Federico Lombardi represented hardliner thoughts 
to maintain the balance between international responsibility and visibility 
in politics, and the transmission of Christian values. He condemned the 
blockade, which made people suffer, and he was the one who stated firmly 
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that the Pope had a busy agenda and should not meet with dissidents who 
had occupied a Catholic Church for three days in an attempt to press Ben-
edict XVI to discuss human rights issues.

Thus, the Holy See lost support among Cuban opposition and the exile 
community in America, especially when they learned that the leader of 
the Vatican had met “enemy-of-the-church” Venezuelan President Hugo 
Chávez, who stayed in a Cuban hospital for treatment.

The US took advantage of the deteriorating situation and the increased 
tension between Cuban Americans and the Vatican. Obviously, either the 
Holy See did not forget the arrogance of Condoleezza Rice, so it was evident 
that her request for an audience to discuss the situation in the Middle East 
and the question of Cuba would be refused. Later—maybe as an answer to 
the welcome that was not particularly warm, to the scandals involving sexual 
abuse of children by clerics and the constructive engagement between the 
Holy See and Cuba—the Obama administration put the Vatican on the list 
of “ financial criminals” for money laundering (Capote, 2012). No wonder 
the Cuban visit of the Pope was scheduled one month later.

The diplomatic seesaw should be balanced by lifting the anachronistic 
embargo. But first, it is essential to accept that Cuba is not a threat without 
the backing of Russia, and then to understand that the practice of yellow 
journalism will just render the Vatican more sympathetic in the international 
community, even if many American leaders consider the Church simply a 
vast and wealthy religious-political organization whose primary concern is 
the maximization of its power.

Meanwhile, the EU remained silent. As the community has 27 member 
states of many different sizes and traditions, it still lacks a confident Cuba 
policy. Its declarations condemning the American embargo are mostly 
ineffective without legal action or sanctions. The objective of the EU is 
to encourage a process of transition to pluralist democracy (Haass, 1998). 
However, forcing their own core values and models are not always benefi-
cial to the recipient; what is more, the best practices of Western European or 
post-communist states may not work in Cuba.

The progressive approach of the Church is not equal to a challenge of the 
communist regime; it is more like the alternative approach of the European 
Union based on the Common Position of 1996 and the Country Strategy 
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Paper of 2010. However, it fulfilled a mission written in the Bible (“Blessed 
be the peacemakers”) via brokering conflict and acting as a mediator in 
releasing political prisoners and as an interlocutor between the government 
and civil society, which gave the Vatican a recognized role in Cuba (IPE, 
2012).

Undoubtedly, there are no other non-communist entities on the island 
that has such an impact on Cuban society. Displaying a remarkable stability, 
the Catholic Church has become a recognized educator, a moral leader and a 
primary symbol of political activism. The aim of the privately and independ-
ently operating Church is to re-establish its role as a leading public voice 
and to encourage participation. Instead of words like condemn, combat, 
defeat, or overcome; indirect confrontation, open dialogue, mobilization, 
the entry of new ideas, pluralism and reconciliation are some words and 
phrases from their rhetoric dictionary. The mission is to unite all Cubans, 
who retain their personal identities, as a community without any political 
allegiance and revolutionary connotation in order to preserve the Christian 
individualist culture also after a regime change (Portada, 2008: 321–337).

A strong Catholic Church to face the challenges of the future
In the near future, the Church will face many obstacles during the fight 
for survival in a material world. It should broaden its societal influence to 
handle the US-supported Pentecostal boom in Latin America, and make 
serious efforts to find and appoint a committed black bishop in order to 
offer an alternative to Santería. This latter is not an organized religion with 
institutional leadership; it is rather a popular belief system that blends ele-
ments of African, Caribbean and Catholic faith. However, even those who 
do not feel close to Santería choose non-Catholic churches because of their 
welcoming gospels and music tinged with African rhythms.

Besides, the Catholic Church should demand lifting restrictions on the 
operation of radio and television stations, on airing religious programming, 
and on opening religious schools. This latter will be a great challenge in the 
era of globalization and consumerism. Converting young people without 
Catholic roots is an uphill struggle according to the co-editor of Espacio 
Laical, a Church magazine. “Our youth grew up during a period of severe 
economic crisis. They have an enormous yearning for consumer goods,” 
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he said. “For these people to dedicate themselves to an ideal, whether it be 
the revolution, the nation or the church, is very difficult. They can relate to 
an iPod. But to an abstract concept? No” (Archibold–Burnett, 2012: 4). So, 
conversion from a priestly role to a prophetic one will be the hardest task not 
only in Cuba, but also all over the world.
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Myanmar as a Vital Link in 
China’s Regional Foreign Policy Strategy1

by Zoltán Vörös

Introduction
Burma (officially known as Myanmar since the military government 
officially changed the name of the country in 1989) is a sovereign state in 
Southeast Asia, and a close partner of China. Beijing is top trading partner 
of Myanmar and provides it with extensive military and economic aid, 
together with being a vital diplomatic ally. Western sanctions implemented 
because of human rights violations means that the dependence on China is 
significant, while the Southeast Asian country is isolated, it depends a lot 
on China for economic and political support. At the same time, the country 
became really important for China as well because of Beijing’s substantial 
energy needs.

The paper examines Myanmar’s role in China’s foreign policy strategy, 
especially its economic and energy policy aspects, analyses the relation of 
the two countries, and outlines the possible consequences of the pipeline 
project and even closer cooperation.

China’s energy resources needs
China’s demand for oil was around 9.7 million barrels per day (bpd) in the 
first quarter of 2012, of which 6 million bpd came as import. The country’s 
oil consumption has been constantly on the rise since the economic reforms 
of Deng Xiaoping and reached alarming levels in the past few years: since 
1993 China has been unable to satisfy its needs from its own resources and 

1 A kutatás az Európai Unió és Magyarország támogatásával a TÁMOP 4.2.4.A/2-
11-1-2012-0001 azonosító számú „Nemzeti Kiválóság Program – Hazai hallgatói, 
illetve kutatói személyi támogatást biztosító rendszer kidolgozása és működtetése 
konvergencia program” című kiemelt projekt keretei között valósult meg.
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became an oil-importing country. Since the first years of the 21st century the 
share of imported oil exceeded 50% of the total demand.

Chinese growth is seemingly unstoppable, the country’s oil consumption 
grows by 7.5% per year, seven times faster than that of the US, and the 
ability to meet its own needs is limited by the fact that its proven oil reserves 
are immensely tiny in relation to its consumption and future needs (Vörös, 
2011a).

Beijing’s main Sea Line of Communication (SLOC)
To fuel its economy and to supply the oil consumption of the terribly fast-
growing number of cars, China imports from various oil exporters of the 
world, among the biggest are Saudi-Arabia, Angola, Iran, Oman, Iraq, 
Sudan and Russia. Although Beijing imports oil via pipelines from Rus-
sia and Central Asia, approximately 80% of the imports arrive on China’s 
most important trade route on the Indian Ocean via the Malacca Strait and 
the South China Sea. This 12000-km-long trade route stretches from the 
African coasts and from Middle East ports via the Indian Ocean through the 
Malacca Strait (or other Straits in the region) and the South China Sea and 
is threatened by several actors. The South China Sea is important for China 
as a gate to raw materials and also as a potential oil- and gas-producing 
area. Shipping through the sea is endangered by the various claims of the 
countries in the region. The Malacca Strait as a narrow route is dangerous 
because of pirates and the closing of the strait would add expensive extra 
kilometers to the route. Beijing fears that its objectives will be jeopardised 
by an emerging India on the Indian Ocean, and the trade route is also under 
threat at the Strait of Hormuz, as well as at the Horn of Africa where piracy 
is more apparent than ever. 

Recently, China’s ability to defend and secure its Sea Line of Commu-
nication (SLOC) has been restricted; the Chinese Navy is still limited in 
size, scope and equipment, and Beijing is unable to maintain presence far 
from its borders, especially on international waters. To address its weak-
ness, China co-operates with countries in the region to secure the routes, 
develops additional trade routes with the intention to diversify, and builds 
up international ports and bases that could be used for Chinese vessels to 
dock and control the waters from.
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In this strategy Myanmar can be a very important link. To reduce its 
vulnerability, Beijing has considered creating an alternative transit route in 
which Myanmar just fits perfect to bypass the Malacca Strait and the South 
China Sea. 

Graph 1. The String of Pearls

Source: Edited by the Author

The challenges China has to face at the Malacca Strait
and the South China Sea
The South China Sea was labelled as a potential hot spot in the 1970s, and 
the disputes over waters and islands caused several heated days of tension 
in the past. The long debate is about the supposedly resource-rich interna-
tional waters and two groups of islands: the Paracel Islands and the Spratly 
Islands. China claims the whole area for itself while the concerned countries 
also would like to have their own territories, as shown in Graph 2.

After the China–Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) Free 
Trade Agreement was signed, with which the world’s largest free trade area 
by population came into effect in 2010, it seemed that the problem would be 
easily solved between the economic partners: the agreement between China 
and the ten-country ASEAN covers nearly 1.9 billion people and China 
emerged as ASEAN’s largest trading partner. Thanks to the agreement, the 
trade between the two partners has grown by 55%. However, in 2011 ten-
sions gathered again as Chinese vessels stopped and halted Vietnamese and 
Philippine research and fishing boats. Even several demonstrations were 
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organized in Vietnam against Beijing causing diplomatic friction. Why are 
these islands are so important for Beijing? Because China regards the area 
as its “South Gate” through which its crude oil imports are shipped and 
is afraid that “the actions of the [...] other claimant states whose ties with 
external powers such as the United States and Japan place the security 
of China’s southern gate at risk” (Buszynski, 2010). Moreover, the hopes 
of exploiting the possible oil and gas reserves of the South China Sea also 
make the waters and islands very attractive for Beijing.

Graph 2. The South China Sea Dispute

Source: AFP
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Thus, the South China Sea is still a potential hot spot, and is not just 
essential because of its gate role, but also important for the “hungry” 
economy because of raw materials.

“The Malacca Strait is a narrow and congested waterway separating 
Indonesia and Malaysia, with Singapore located at its southern tip. As the 
shortest route between the Indian and Pacific oceans, the strait is one of 
the world’s most important waterways” (Storey, 2006). More than 50,000 
merchant ships transit the strait each year, carrying approximately 40% of 
global trade2. For China, the free permeability of the Strait is inevitable for 
trading purposes, its leaders, as well as many Chinese specialists know well 
that the energy supply of Beijing is substantially vulnerable, especially at 
the Strait. The newspaper China Youth Daily noted in 2004: “It is no exag-
geration to say that whoever controls the Strait of Malacca will also have a 
stranglehold on the energy route of China.”3 

For a few years now the area has also been witnessing an upsurge in pirate 
attacks and the lack of security. The number of attacks has caused serious 
concerns, especially that terrorist groups might build up connections with 
pirates to disrupt maritime traffic, resulting in a global trade crisis. These 
concerns led the affected states that are benefiting from the traffic, i.e. 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, to guarantee strait security. Thanks to 
the established patrols in the strait, the number of attacks declined, but the 
strait remained a threat. In 2010 news of a possible terrorist attack emerged 
and as Bill Tarrant noted, “the ability of Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia 
to ensure security in a waterway of such geopolitical importance has been 
complicated by their own competing territorial claims and rivalries. All 
three countries, for instance, have had territorial disputes over islands and 
waters that have wound up in court or in naval confrontations” (Tarrant, 
2010). To resolve security issues, beside the United States, Japan and India, 
China also offered to maintain military presence in the strait, where the 
role of external powers is neither welcomed by neighbouring states, nor the 
regional powers.

2 Malacca Strait is a strategic “chokepoint”. Reuters. http://in.reuters.com/arti-
cle/2010/03/04/idINIndia-46652220100304

3 China Youth Daily, June 15, 2004
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The Myanmar situation
Myanmar is a state in Southeast Asia bordered by Bangladesh, China, 
Thailand, India and Laos. Its population of over 60 million people makes it 
the world’s 24th most populous country. The history of Burmese people is 
a story of oppression, especially since its wars against the British Empire. 
Under British colonial rule, Burma was the richest country in Southeast 
Asia, but after gaining independence and the decades of mismanagement 
by autocrat dictators, Myanmar has become one of the poorest nations in 
the world.

Since independence in 1948, the country has been hit by one of the longest-
running civil wars, which remains still unresolved in 2013. The country has 
been under military rule under various guises from 1962. The recent junta 
grabbed the power in 1989 after brutal riots. Although they organized an 
election, they kept power following the vote in 1990, after having declared 
the election results invalid and arrested many leaders and members of the 
winning party. The military changed the name of the country to Myanmar 
and kept ruling the state. The junta “keeps strict control over the Burmese 
people, suppressing all free press, limiting access to the Internet, and using 
tactics such as disappearances, torture, systematic rape, and extrajudicial 
execution to deal with dissidents.”4

Burma was the first non-Communist country to recognise the People’s 
Republic of China—so the connections were good between the two sides 
for several years. During Mao’s Cultural Revolution and the chaotic years 
that followed, the relations cooled down. The bloody years of the 1980s in 
Burma led to the suspension of international aid and development assist-
ance for the country in 1988, so the regime needed to look for potential 
partners and turned towards China. Diplomatic and trade relations warmed 
up again very soon. This step had saved the regime from bankruptcy—in 
1989 the junta did not only begin to trade with Beijing but also opened up 
its isolated economy and sold for example oil and gas exploration rights to 
foreign companies.

The regime’s plan was to secure its rule so the leaders designed a force 
of 500,000 to allow permanent military presence in the country. To reach 
this goal Beijing was named as main arms-trade partner. In this context it is 
4 Facts and History: Myanmar. http://asianhistory.about.com
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interesting to decide whether the military regime of Myanmar was an ally 
of China, or Myanmar served and still serves as a satellite or client state for 
China—the arms-trade was beneficial for Beijing, while they could gain 
gas concessions and build military facilities right next to the Indian Ocean.

However, in 2011 a reform process started off in Myanmar: the rulers 
dissolved the half-century-old military junta and transitioned to a civilian 
government. Myanmar began to democratize, offering amnesty to hundreds 
of political prisoners, relaxed restrictions and, most significantly, moved 
away from China. Even elections were held, although less than seven per 
cent of the parliamentary seats were being contested, but it was the first 
elections since 1990. One can say that these changes are limited in scope, 
still something odd happened. And as we will see, Washington has reacted 
on this set of changes (New Yorker, 2012).

Myanmar as an option
As we have already noted, the Chinese Navy is unable to maintain presence 
far from its borders, especially on international waters. Along this strate-
gic thinking Myanmar happens to be an important element: a port of the 
country can serve as a military base for vessels, while Myanmar presents 
an option to develop an alternate route for oil trade to bypass the Malacca 
Strait and the South China Sea.

After arrangements made with the country leaders China agreed to 
build a gas and a parallel oil pipeline in the summer of 2009. Eventually 
the Burma–China pipeline is a jackpot for Beijing: not only allows for 
approximately 250,000 bpd to bypass the Malacca Strait, but through the 
gas pipeline China is also able to import gas from the Myanmar Shwe oil 
fields. The pipelines are already under construction and will be operational 
by 2014 or 2015. The project, however, also has its own security concerns, 
together with major social issues: as the protesters noted, Shwe Gas will be 
exported to China while around 75% of the population is still not receiving 
electricity from the national grid.5

5 China’s Dream of Burmese Gas. The Irrawaddy. July 11, 2012. http://www.
irrawaddy.org/archives/8872
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The Shwe-project
The Shwe-project is a real goldmine for the Myanmar government, even-
tually “Shwe” means golden in Burmese. The project consists of three 
elements: (1) the exploitation of underwater natural gas deposits off the 
coast of western Myanmar, (2) a gas pipeline to transport the gas from the 
gas field to China (3) and a parallel oil pipeline to transport Chinese oil 
imports from Africa and the Middle East to the Asian Giant (Shwe, 2011; 
Shwe Gas Movement - http://www.shwe.org/).

The gas field exploitation project is under implementation by a consor-
tium consisting Indian and South Korean companies. Officials estimate that 
it will cost around 3.73 billion USD to develop and they expect to extract 
500 million cubic feet of natural gas per day. The 2800-km-long parallel 
(or dual) gas and oil pipelines will transport the gas (and the oil arriving on 
tankers) to southwest China. The pipelines are contstructed by the China 
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC). The Myanmar regime expects to 
profit around 30 billion USD over three decades from the gas revenues. 

In 2009 the CNPC began the construction of a deep-sea port and crude 
oil terminal to receive the oil in Arakan State from where the pipeline will 
transport up to 22 million tons of oil per year to China’s southwest Yunnan 
Province. The Chinese Oil Company holds a 50.9% stake in the pipelines 
project, with the military regime’s Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise 
(MOGE) holding the remaining 49.1%. The estimated construction costs are 
1.5 billion USD for the oil pipeline and between 1.04 and 1.95 billion USD 
for the gas pipeline. Additionally, according to the contracts between the 
two sides, CNPC may pay an annual transit fee of 150 million USD per year 
for the government. The co-operation is expected to run 20-30 years, with 
China paying as much as 4.5 billion USD only in transit fees for Myanmar 
(Shwe, 2011; Banktrack, 2013).
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Graph 3. The Shwe-project

Source: mizzima.com

While the project does generate a huge income for the government, it 
has several impacts on society at large, not to mention those who do not 
have have access to reliable gas or electricity supplies. “90% of people in 
the Arakan [Region – from which the Shwe gas flows] use candles for light 
and firewood for cooking fuel because the ethnic regions are excluded from 
national power grid” (Clark, 2012: 123). Yet reports indicate that all of the 
exploited gas will be transferred to China. Because of the Shwe-project, 
connected to the criticism of some active organizations, new movements 
were created to fight for the rights of the society and to enforce a deal which 
could be beneficial for the Burmese as well—not only for the government. 
The Shwe Gas Movement noted that the pipeline project may instigate con-
flicts in special ethnic areas between ethnicities and the military during the 
clearing of the project areas, and several sources confirmed brutal steps of 
the army. As part of the goal to transform the deal beneficial for the society 
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as well, the movements called for more government spending on social 
development. As far as Myanmar is one of the least developed countries 
not only in the region, but also in the world (one of the so-called LDCs), 
the country’s social welfare programmes are inadequate, unable to meet the 
needs of its people. Awful social development rates are consistent with the 
spending on health and education programmes, which account for only less 
than 2% of GDP (CIA World Factbook)—instead the regime spends a big 
amount of state budget on the military, as we have already noted. In a paper, 
the Shwe Gas Movement noted that income from the project is not recorded 
correctly in the budget of the country: “Revenues form the oil and gas sector 
have no independent oversight and are recorded in Burma’s public accounts 
in kyat at the official exchange rate of 6 kyat to 1 USD while the marker 
value of the kyat stands at approximately 1,200 kyat to 1 USD. This massive 
descrepancy means that the majority of gas revenues are not recorded in 
Burma’s official budget, leaving them available for discretionary spending 
and making it impossible to trace how the majority of Burma’s gas earn-
ings are being spent. This is one reason Transparency International ranked 
Burma the second-most corrupt government in the world in 2008” (Shwe, 
2011: 11). The project also have environmental aspects, the pipelines run 
through several ecologically sensitive areas, the construction endangers 
several species without proper preparation—and the Chinese are not really 
famous about their environmental sensitivity.

The USA is back in the region
Considering China’s evolving international relations and their more and 
more aggressive foreign policy in the Southeast Asian region, Washington 
decided to focus its foreign capacity towards the Indian and Pacific Ocean, 
and more likely on this region. The Obama-administration visited all the 
countries, which we can call as a “comeback”. Surprisingly, Myanmar 
(or Burma, as all the official US statements still call the country, refusing 
to accept the new name) was also one in the row. After a 23-year hiatus, 
Washington decided to re-establish a USAID mission—Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton announced in April 2012. The task of the USAID is to 
rebuild the capacity of Myanmar to feed its people and to care for its sick, as 
well as to educate its children, and of course, to build its democratic institu-
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tions—especially the latter one that matters, which was the main reason of 
the diplomatic move. 

The Myanmar-comeback fits in the regional foreign policy of Washing-
ton: to rebuild diplomatic and trade relations with the states living by the 
economic dominance of Beijing. The aim of this US goal is to impede (or 
intercept?) Chinese foreign interests right at its gates, in a time when Bei-
jing desperately tries to secure its waterways and oil shipments to further 
boost its economy. The Myanmar regime was dependent on Chinese help 
while all the Western states imposed sanctions against the country. With the 
re-emergence of the Washington tie, the dominance of Beijing will prob-
ably decrease—which is rather concerning for a country just about to start 
transiting 250000 bpd of oil through Myanmar. 

In November 2012 Barack Obama himself paid a visit to Myanmar 
because Washington sees the processes in the country as a transition from 
decades of military rule toward democracy. As the President noted, “this 
nation that’s been so isolated can show the world the power of a new begin-
ning, and demonstrate once again that the journey to democracy goes hand 
in hand with development.” Praising Burma’s “dramatic transition” over 
the past year and a half, Obama pledged that the United States will support 
the Burmese people “every step of the way” in what he acknowledged will 
be a long and sometimes challenging process (IIP, 2012).

Conclusion
The Chinese government depends on preventing energy routes to keep 
its legitimacy and pursue great power ambitions. At present, as we could 
see, China lacks the naval power necessary to protect its sea lanes of com-
munication which have the weak points at several locations. Their fear is 
that during an international security crisis maritime routes and ships car-
rying energy resources could be in danger, and a disruption in the flow of 
energy could endanger their economic growth. To decrease the effect of 
possible lockdowns, Beijing tries to diversify its routes at all points and one 
solution has been Myanmar in this strategy to create alternate ways for the 
oil-shipments.

As presented in this paper, though the Myanmar regime has been a 
trusted partner of Beijing due to its arms-shipments, Washington’s return to 
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the region and the civic movements in Myanmar might encumber China’s 
moves and aspirations in the country, and as the energy routes at sea, the 
pipelines on the ground might also be in danger. 

The Myanmar case might be an interesting moral for Beijing, which is 
true for every region of the world China has connections with. Currently, 
China is driven by its national interests at least in terms of (1) increasing its 
energy security; and (2) diversifying its energy imports and transit routes. 
It seems that to be able to succeed with both it is useful to show not only its 
two faces of (hard) power, i.e. military and economic might, but its “third 
face”, which is closely connected with how to win the “hearts and minds” 
of any of the population and governments it establishes co-operation with. 
China has been building up a strategy of an effective combination of all 
kinds of power to be able to gain deeper connections, but they still need 
to build up a more responsible foreign policy, not only to co-operate with 
countries they are interested in, but to collaborate with them in a way that 
the society, the needs of people are also apparent. As a potential regional 
superpower, China has to be more responsible, not only pursuing its own 
goals but also to help countries develop, especially in its own neighbour-
hood—unless they might cause problems for Beijing in the long run.
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